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 ABSTRACT 
The taxa of family Atopetholidae Chamberlin 1918 occurring in the southwestern US and 
Mexico, including Baja California, are revised with new records and species from 
collections that have never been evaluated. Five new genera, Aculeulus, Bajabolus, 
Choixulus, Pinnaulus and Tamaulus and twenty new species, Aculeulus monicae, 
Arinolus anahiae, Arinolus sequoiaensis, Arinolus shelleyi, Atopetholus lowreyi, 
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Atopetholus milleri, Atopetholus westi, Bajabolus bernadinoensis, Bajabolus 
lapazensis, Choixulus valdezi, Eurelus alisonae, Eurelus isaiasi, Eurelus marisae, 
Pinnaulus fieldsi, Tamaulus brantleyae, Tamaulus justini, Tamaulus maribelleae, 
Tamaulus miae, Tamaulus wardae and Watichelus sheari are described using 
morphological data and 18 synonyms are proposed for a total fauna of 15 genera and 56 
species. Taxonomic characters useful in identifying species of Atopetholidae are 
discussed. 
 
The slate millipede, Comanchelus chihuanus (Chamberlin, 1947) (Diplopoda, 
Spirobolida, Atopetholidae), is the only millipede in New Mexico to be designated a 
Species of Concern (SOC) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  The designation as a 
SOC was based on the documentation of only two populations. This project seeks to 
clarify whether the slate millipede should be elevated to protected status (as a threatened 
species) or should be eliminated from tracking based on population distribution data. The 
taxonomic and legal history, current distribution, and identifying characters are presented. 
Documentation of more than 30 populations of Comanchelus chihuanus indicate the 
species does not warrant listing as threatened and tracking as a sensitive species should 
be terminated. 
 
An analysis of morphological data was performed for the Atopetholidae Chamberlin 
1918 to attempt to resolve sub-family, generic and specific relationships. A parsimony 
analysis of 47 characters coded for 47 species was conducted. A strict consensus tree 
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resulted in a polytomy with poor support for any clades. Additional research and 
collection of fresh material for genetics will be required to resolve family structure. 
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CHAPTER 1: A TAXONOMIC REVISION OF THE MILLIPEDE 
FAMILY ATOPETHOLIDAE 
 
 ABSTRACT 
  
The taxa of family Atopetholidae Chamberlin 1918 occurring in the southwestern US and 
Mexico, including Baja California, are revised with new records and species from 
collections that have never been evaluated. Five new genera, Aculeulus, Bajabolus, 
Choixulus, Pinnaulus and Tamaulus and twenty new species, Aculeulus monicae, 
Arinolus anahiae, Arinolus sequoiaensis, Arinolus shelleyi, Atopetholus lowreyi, 
Atopetholus milleri, Atopetholus westi, Bajabolus bernadinoensis, Bajabolus 
lapazensis, Choixulus valdezi, Eurelus alisonae, Eurelus isaiasi, Eurelus marisae, 
Pinnaulus fieldsi, Tamaulus brantleyae, Tamaulus justini, Tamaulus maribelleae, 
Tamaulus miae, Tamaulus wardae and Watichelus sheari are described using 
morphological data and 18 synonyms are proposed for a total fauna of 15 genera and 56 
species. Taxonomic characters useful in identifying species of Atopetholidae are 
discussed. 
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Key words: Atopetholidae, Aculeulus, Arinolus, Atopetholus, Bajabolus, Choixulus, 
Cyclothyrophorus, Eurelus, Hesperolus, Onychelus, Piedolus, Pinnaulus, Tamaulus, 
Tarascolus, Tidolus, Watichelus, Southwestern US, Mexico 
 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Diplopoda (millipedes) have a substantial worldwide diversity with an estimated 
12,000 described species (Sombke and Edgecombe 2014). The taxonomy of Diplopoda is 
not well known and the actual number of species could be ten times that number 
(Golovatch et al, 1995, Hoffman et al. 1996, 2002). A lack of taxonomic research is 
largely to blame for the discrepancy between the numbers of described and estimated 
species. As evident in this study, many new species can be discovered even in 
taxonomically better-studied regions such as North America. The roles of millipedes in 
ecology are poorly defined due to the lack of research. Desert species of millipedes may 
be important as a rate-controlling mechanism of nutrient cycling and decomposition 
(Crawford 1979). They consume and digest vegetation and detritus that may otherwise be 
left on the soil surface in the hot, dry environment. The digestion results in those 
nutrients being made available for other organisms. In deserts, millipedes likely fulfill the 
function that organisms such as earthworms fulfill in more mesic environments.  
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The goal of this project is a comprehensive revision of the family Atopetholidae. 
Conducting field research with the Atopetholidae and other desert-dwelling millipedes 
presents a substantial challenge. Non-desert inhabiting millipede species can easily be 
found in mesic habitats with leaf-litter, rotting logs and/or large rocks that provide 
protection. In desert regions, appropriate habitats must be located, but seasonality is also 
a major factor (personal observation). Desert species are inexorably tied to the monsoonal 
rain patterns and can have very brief periods of surface activity, as little as one to five 
days per year, or not at all during drought years (personal observation). Crawford (1978) 
documented Orthoporus ornatus (a spirostreptidan species sympatric with atopetholids at 
many localities) spending substantial lengths of time underground resulting from a need 
for water conservation in their bodies. Due to the difficulty in re-collecting fresh 
specimens, this revision is based almost entirely on borrowed specimens from museum 
collections in the US and Europe. 
 
 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 MATERIAL EXAMINED 
 
For this revision, 545 adult males specimens were examined. In general, atopetholid 
millipedes in museum collections have been identified only to family and if they are 
identified to species, these identifications are often incorrect (personal observation). 
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Therefore, this revision is based on specimens examined and identified during this project 
and not on published records. Holotypes of 35 species were examined. The material 
gathered for this revision included holdings from west coast repositories, which had not 
been examined by previous researchers. The following museums loaned specimens (type 
and non-type) for this analysis: 
 
AMNH American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY 
ANSP   Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia, PA 
CAS  California Academy of Science, San Francisco, CA 
EMEC  University of California Berkeley, Essig Museum of Entomology,   
  Berkeley, CA 
FSCA  Florida State Collection of Arthropods, Gainesville, FL 
LACM  Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, Los Angeles,   
  CA 
MLBM Monte L. Bean Museum, Provo, UT 
MSB  Museum of Southwestern Biology, Albuquerque, NM 
NCSM  North Carolina State Museum of Natural Science, Raleigh, NC 
TMM  Texas Memorial Museum, Austin, TX 
UCR  University of California Riverside, Riverside, CA 
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USNM  U.S. National Museum, Washington, DC 
UCD  University of California, Davis, Davis, CA 
FNS   Forschungsinstitut und Naturmuseum Senckenberg 
MHN  Museum d'Histoire Naturelle 
SIU  Southern Illinois University 
UOFA  University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
UTEP  University of Texas, El Paso, El Paso, TX 
VMNH Virginia Museum of Natural History, Martinsville, VA 
 
All of the specimens examined (male, female, adult, juvenile) were entered into a 
customized Access 2010 database. A label with a unique, sequential number and the 
name and city of the loaning museum was inserted into each vial. The sequential number 
was used as the primary reference key in the database. The database was designed to 
allow capture of specimen label information such as catalog numbers, dates, collectors, 
localities and habitat, but was also designed to handle additional information such as 
loaning museum, sex, measurements, taxonomy and geographic coordinates.  
Most specimens did not have spatial coordinates, so localities were georeferenced using a 
combination of Google Earth and ESRI ArcGIS with active, online U.S. and World 
topographic map layers. Locality names for older specimen labels proved to be 
challenging. Many place names or highway numbers have changed over time. Spelling 
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errors and changes also had an impact on finding localities. The best fit was utilized 
based on the available information. If a specific location could not be determined, the 
next level (city or state for example) was utilized for georeferencing. Some records did 
not have locality information beyond country (“Mexico”) or an ambiguous locality 
(“Guadalupe Canyon”) and therefore were not georeferenced or mapped.     
 
 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
 
Many arthropods are pinned and dried, however dried millipedes become very fragile and 
can easily disintegrate into disarticulated diplosegments. Drying can also affect gonopod 
morphology by distorting structures. Therefore, Millipedes are (usually,) stored in 
alcohol for long-term preservation. Even with alcohol preservation, over long periods of 
time millipedes have a tendency to break into multiple pieces making it difficult to take 
measurements. Only 68 specimens out of 545 used for this analysis have been collected 
since 1980. Most of the specimens, including new holotypes, were broken. 
 
Characters of the male gonopods, modified legs which are used to conduct sperm to 
females, are the most significant characters used in species-level millipede taxonomy. 
The Atopetholidae, in particular, are virtually impossible to identify using current 
knowledge without dissection of an adult male. In male atopetholid millipedes, both pairs 
of legs on the 7th segment are modified into gonopods. The anterior and posterior 
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gonopods derive their names from the position of the legs with which they are 
homologous. The anterior gonopods are incompletely fused into a cup-like structure 
called a gonocoel. The posterior gonopods are fully separated and are located inside the 
gonocoel and joined to each other by muscle and connective tissue. Anterior gonopod 
morphology is similar across the family, but is useful for generic diagnoses. Species 
identification typically relies on posterior gonopod morphology. 
 
Two additional characters are potentially useful for species identification in atopetholids. 
The male pregonopodal legs are heavily modified for copulation, probably for grasping 
the female. Legs are often enlarged, have diagnostic projections, protuberances or spines, 
or have enlarged or reduced claws. The distolateral corner of the collum (the first trunk 
segment) also varies between species. Historically, there has been a lack of consistency 
with how and which characters are illustrated to delineate species. Illustrations of 
pregonopodal legs and/or the distolateral corner of the collum have been published for 
only 14 out of 56 species. In an effort to provide a standard suite of characters, 
illustrations of pregonopodal legs, collum shape, and posterior and anterior gonopods in 
caudal, cephalic and lateral aspects are included in this study for all described species. 
 
 DISSECTION OF GENITALIA 
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In order to dissect the genitalia, super-fine forceps are used to separate the millipede’s 
body between rings 6 and 7. The connective tissue is cut on both sides and the body 
cavity of the millipede is exposed. A considerable amount of connective tissue and 
muscle hold the gonopods in the body of the millipede and must be removed to extract 
the gonopods. Once the gonopods are extracted, they are placed in a glass dish with 
alcohol. Forceps and dissecting needles are used to carefully remove excess connective 
and muscle tissue, gastrointestinal tract, gut contents and anything else that may be 
attached. Excess muscle and connective tissue must be removed extremely carefully as 
parts of the gonopods can be easily pulled apart, broken or distorted. The right posterior 
gonopod is typically removed and isolated for examination. The left posterior gonopod is 
typically left in situ so orientation can be determined. In cases where the right posterior 
gonopod is lost or damaged, the left can be extracted and examined for important 
characters. 
 
Due to the age of most of the specimens, the gonopods were in a variety of conditions. 
Some had been dissected and curated properly, others had been dissected and either 
treated poorly or had not been cleaned up enough for sufficient examination. Several 
specimens appear to have been cleared, but had some type of precipitate on the gonopods 
making them useless for examination. When needed, previously dissected gonopods were 
trimmed of excess tissue, examined, and curated into polyethylene vials in alcohol. 
Specimens were re-curated, also, by replacing dirty or broken glassware and cotton plugs 
and refilling vials with fresh alcohol.  
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 PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
The photographs for this revision were taken with a custom micro-photography system. 
Utilizing largely off-the shelf products, a system was constructed that could take stacked 
photographs up to 10X. The system was capable of stacking photographs for full depth of 
field images of the millipedes and genitalia. All specimens were photographed in a glass 
dish mounted in alcohol- and glycerin-based hand sanitizer with alcohol floated on top of 
the hand sanitizer. The glass dish was placed on a small block of wood painted flat black 
to reduce reflection from the flashes. Photographs were stacked using Zerene Stacker 
software version 1.04  (Zerene Systems LLC, Richland WA, U.S.A.) and edited with 
Adobe Photoshop CS5 when necessary. 
 
The ventral side of the specimen from the head to segment 6 was photographed first to 
capture pre-gonopodal leg morphology. The photograph was taken (if possible) prior to 
dissection to avoid damage to the legs. Many times, the legs were already damaged or the 
millipede was broken prior to handling. The right side of the head was then photographed 
to capture the posteriolateral angle (corner) of the collum. The anterior and posterior 
gonopods were photographed individually, in caudal, cephalic and lateral aspect.  The 
lateral view was positioned to highlight important character placement and/or shape. 
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 DISTRIBUTION 
 
Distribution maps are based on male specimens since they are the only ones that can be 
positively identified. All specimens examined are listed with label data, including the 
type locality and type designation, if applicable. Data were loaded into ArcGIS to display 
data spatially, conduct queries, and map family and species ranges. The family range was 
based on both male and female specimens since females can easily be identified to family.  
 
 MORPHOLOGICAL TERMINOLOGY 
 
As described above, four different character systems were utilized for delineating species 
– pregonopodal legs (leg pairs 1 – 7, with leg pairs 3-7 being the most important), the 
posteriolateral (or corner) of the collum and the male anterior and posterior gonopods. 
The structure of the male gonopods was well documented and discussed by Hoffman and 
Orcutt (1960) and their terminology has been utilized for this analysis. Most of the 
structures referred to by Hoffman and Orcutt were not illustrated in the publication. I 
provide images with the structures labeled below as figures 1 -- 8.  
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Anterior 
submarginal 
Posterior Margin 
Ocellarium 
Corner of the collum 
Front margin 
Striations 
Figure 1. Head Morphology 
Leg Pairs 1 - 2 Leg Pairs 3 - 7 
Coxal Lobes 
Figure 2. Pregonopodal Leg Morphology 
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Coxt Coxt Vn 
Telp 
Tel Tel 
St St 
Coap Coap 
Figure 3. Cephalic View of Anterior Gonopod 
Figure 4. Labeled Structures of Anterior Gonopod 
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Telap Telap 
DP DP Tel 
Tel 
Pcb Pcb 
Telp 
Coap Coap 
Vn 
Figure 6. Labeled Structures of Anterior Gonopod 
Figure 5. Caudal View of Anterior Gonopod 
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Cox 
Figure 7. Caudal View of 
Posterior Gonopod 
Figure 8. Labeled Structures of 
Posterior Gonopod 
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KEY TO GONOPOD STRUCTURES 
Coxt Coxite of anterior gonopod 
Coap Coxal apex 
Cox Coxa of posterior gonopod 
Coxp Coxal apodeme 
DP Digitiform process 
Vn Vinculum of anterior gonopods 
Pcb Posterior coxal bar 
St Sternite 
Tel Telopodite of anterior gonopod 
Telap Telopodite apex 
Telp Telopodite of posterior gonopod 
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 TAXONOMY 
   
 TAXONOMIC HISTORY  
 
Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 provided an excellent and detailed history for the taxonomy of 
the Atopetholidae up to 1960. A brief summary is provided here. The first atopetholid 
species was described as Julus nietanus by Henri DeSaussure (1860), from Cuernavaca, 
Morelos, Mexico as a member of the family Julidae. Over the course of the next 100 
years, the Atopetholidae received little attention as species were described, often poorly 
and without illustrations, and species were casually moved from one genus and/or family 
to another. Julus nietanus was placed in the genera Spirobolus, Cyclothyrophorus and 
Saussurobolus in the families Spirobolidae and Trigonulidae. O.F. Cook described 6 
species of atopetholids from 1904 to 1911, unfortunately he did not illustrate any of his 
descriptions. Further complicating matters, Cook described three species from female 
holotypes and the holotypes of five of the six species he described have been lost. Pocock 
described Cyclothyrophorus salvini in 1908, however that type specimen has also been 
lost. In 1918, Chamberlin erected the family Atopetholidae to include four southwestern 
genera. Carl (1919) redescribed Julus nietanus as Saussurobolus nietanus and also 
described an additional species he found in the same vial as S. neglectus. From 1918 to 
1962, Chamberlin described 25 species of atopetholids. All but 2 of Chambelin’s species 
were described prior to the publication of Hoffman and Orcutt’s 1960 synopsis. Verhoeff 
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described one species (Onychelus michelbacheri) in 1938 and Loomis described 16 
species between 1949 and 1976.    
 
Hoffman and Orcutt’s (1960) synopsis provided a stable framework from which to work. 
However, genera and species were described afterwards that served to muddy the 
taxonomic waters. Loomis (1968) proposed 2 new genera and 9 new species, all of which 
are synonyms of previously described taxa. Despite his foundational work in the 1960 
synopsis, Hoffman did not describe any new species afterwards and minimally addressed 
the Atopetholidae in subsequent publications, including Classification of the Diplopoda 
(1980) and Checklist of the Millipedes of North and Middle America (1999). Prior to 
publication of the 1999 Checklist, Hoffman (1998) did publish a paper seeking to address 
a “variety of taxonomic and nomenclatorial problems” where he documented changes 
proposed to the 1980 Classification, but did not provide a rationale for the changes at that 
time. Shelley started revisionary work on the Atopetholidae in 1998 with redescriptions 
of 2 species representing the monotypic genera Onychelus (Shelley 1998) and Piedolus 
(Shelley 2000), but shifted focus shortly after due to issues beyond his control. Hoffman 
(1999) provides this final statement on the Atopetholidae: “it is entirely possible that 
even the four subfamilies here recognized will be altered or abolished and without doubt 
many genera will be abandoned”. Hoffman’s taxonomy from the 1999 Checklist is 
included below.  
 
Taxonomy according to Hoffman 1999 
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Family Atopetholidae 
 
Subfamily Atopetholinae 
 Genus Atopetholus 
  Atopetholus angelus 
  Atopetholus barbaranus 
  Atopetholus californiucus 
  Atopetholus carmelitus 
  Atopetholus fraternus 
  Atopetholus michelbacheri 
  Atopetholus pearcei 
  
 Genus Tidolus 
  Tidolus parvus 
   
 Genus Watichelus 
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  Watichelus cooki 
  Watichelus edentatus 
  Watichelus emarginatus 
  Watichelus parallelus 
  Watichelus robustus 
  Watichelus smithi 
 
 Atopetholinae of Uncertain Generic Position 
  Atoeptholus paroicus 
  Hesperolus wheeleri 
 
Subfamily Eurilinae 
 Genus Centrelus 
  Centrelus boreus 
  Centrelus falcatus 
  Centrelus heteropygus 
  Centrelus neglectus 
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  Centrelus nietanus 
  Centrelus nigrescens 
  Centrelus spinosus 
  Centrelus vulvanus 
  Centrelus zacatecas 
 
 Genus Comanchelus 
  Comanchelus camporum 
  Comanchelus chihuanus 
  Comanchelus hubrichti 
  Comanchelus lobatus 
 
 Genus Eurelus 
  Eurelus soleatus 
   
 Genus Mannobolus 
  Mannobolus peninsularis 
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 Genus Toltecolus 
  Toltecolus fluvialis 
  Toltecolus kerrensis 
 
 Genus Uvaldia 
  Uvaldia intersecta 
 
Subfamily Onychelinae 
 Genus Onychelus 
  Onychelus obustus 
 
Subfamily Arinolinae 
 Genus Arinolus 
  Arinolus appachellus 
  Arinolus chiricahuanus 
  Arinolus citrinus 
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  Arinolus dentatus 
  Arinolus hospes 
  Arinolus hopinus 
  Arinolus latus 
  Arinolus nevadae 
  Arinolus nogalanus 
  Arinolus pimus 
  Arinolus sequens 
  Arinolus torynophor 
  
 Genus Piedolus 
  Piedolus utus 
 
 Genus Scobinomus 
  Scobinomus serratus 
 
 Genus Tarascolus 
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  Tarascolus bolivari 
  Tarascolus clarus 
  Tarascolus reflexus 
 
Atopetholidae of uncertain subfamily position 
 Genus Cyclothyrophorus 
  Cyclothyrophorus salvini 
 
 TAXONOMY 
 
In their 1960 synopsis, Hoffman and Orcutt proposed four subfamilies – Atopetholinae, 
Arinolinae, Eurelinae and Onychelinae. They also proposed several new genera to 
encompass some existing species. Unfortunately, Hoffman and Orcutt did not analyze 
sufficient material in their treatment and my observation of the characters used to 
diagnose the four subfamilies are inconsistent. Similarly, some of the genera were based 
on characters that proved to be variable within the genera, species, or even individuals. 
As an example, the position of the ozopore along with the presence of a distinct 
solenomerite on the posterior gonopod were primary characters to delinate the subfamily 
Arinolinae. Through this analysis, I have discovered the position of the ozopore to be 
variable between specimens of the same species and even on the same specimen. On 
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most specimens, the majority of the ozopores may open in one area on the pleurotergite, 
but that may not necessarily be the case across different specimens with the same 
gonopod, collum and pre-gonopodal leg morphology. I propose three new species in the 
genus Arinolus that do not possess a solenomerite, however the anterior gonopod 
morphology, and pre-gonopodal leg morphology for the species are consistent with other 
members of Arinolus. I have observed the remainder of the characters provided by 
Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 for subfamilies have been observed to be variable and present 
in multiple genera, with the exception of the Onychelinae. The characters for diagnosing 
the Onychelinae were based largely on the morphology of the anterior gonopod sternite 
and have been constant across observed specimens.  For these reasons, the Hoffman & 
Orcutt subfamilies are not used in the taxonomic accounts below.  Additional study and 
analysis are required to determine, what, if any, subfamilial taxa can be recognized in the 
Atopetholidae. 
 
My analyses of more than 500 adult male specimens indicate anterior gonopod 
morphology is likely the best character system to use for delineating genera. Anterior 
gonopod morphology appears to be fairly stable and diagnosable across the family. The 
best character system for specific diagnosis appears to be the morphology of the posterior 
gonopods. The descriptions herein rely largely on those two systems for diagnoses. Other 
characters that have been used in the past appear to be variable. As an example, Cook 
1911 established the genus Centrelus as being closely aligned with Eurelus, but 
Centrelus possessed a series of upturned spines called spinules on the caudal 
pleurotergites at the margins of the ventral striae. My observations of the spinules 
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indicate they are too variable to reliably diagnose genera. The caudal pleurotergites on 
specimens with gonopods matching species in Eurelus, Comanchelus and Toltecolus 
were observed for spinules. In general, the posterior margins of the pleurotergites ranged 
from smooth margins, to small projections without any curvature to small curved 
projections to moderate sized, curved projections that define spinules. Such variability in 
the character would make diagnoses problematic. Many of the characters utilized by 
previous authors have a wide range of variability. I have attempted to utilize the most 
constant characters possible in delineating genera and species. Based on those characters 
and the variability in other structures, there are no diagnosable subfamilal relationships at 
this time. 
 
 SPECIES CONCEPT 
 
None of the species descriptions for the Atopetholidae explicitly state a species concept, 
however, it appears the biological species concept was more or less applied. This 
accounts for species that were morphologically similar being described as separate 
species based on assumed reproductive isolation. Male gonopods (=genitalia) have been 
the staple of atopetholid taxonomy since Pocock (1910) was the first to include drawings 
of atopetholid male gonopods. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) commented on the lack of 
sexual characters in some descriptions to be problematic. Other non-sexual characters 
have been published as being diagnostic of particular species, but may be within the 
range of variation within a particular species whose representatives have identical male 
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gonopod morphology. Male gonopods have been used extensively for species 
identification in millipedes as the minor details of their complex nature reflect differences 
between species (Sierwald and Bond 2007, Golovatch and Kime 2009, Wojcieszek and 
Simmons 2013). Song and Bucheli (2010) documented the utility of using male genitalia 
in insects for phylogenetic research. They determined the use of male genitalia may be 
more important than non-sexual characters due to selection and rapid evolution. This has 
been called into question for millipedes by a few authors that have documented cryptic 
speciation in millipedes (Bond and Sierwald 2002, Bond et al 2003, Mwabvu 2013). The 
ability to detect cryptic speciation requires the use of genetic data which is problematic 
for the Atopetholidae.  
 
For this research, I have chosen to use an amplified phylogenetic species concept as 
proposed by Nixon and Wheeler (1990). They define a species as “the smallest 
aggregation of populations (sexual) or lineages (asexual) diagnosable by a unique 
combination of character states in comparable individuals (semaphoronts)”. Nixon and 
Wheeler focus on terminal elements to be the smallest lineages diagnosable given the 
characters used in an analysis. With regard to sex-linked characters, Nixon and Wheeler 
state not all individuals will bear diagnosable attributes and can only be identified by 
direct association with diagnosable members (i.e. females or juveniles directly associated 
with comparable males). I have chosen this definition as it best describes the current 
situation with the Atopetholidae as there are populations of sexually reproductive 
individuals scattered throughout the southwestern U.S. and Mexico with diagnosable 
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characters. As far as is currently known, there are no species of Atopetholidae that 
reproduce by parthenogenesis. 
 
Chamberlin (1918) established the family Atopetholidae with a description that was 
based almost entirely on posterior and anterior gonopod morphology. Besides the 
description of the genitalia, Chamberlin only offered one non-sexual character, the shape 
of the corner of the collum. He also established the genera Atopetholus and Hesperolus, 
whose descriptions were also based largely on gonopod morphology. In subsequent 
descriptions of genera and species, Chamberlin would identify non-sexual characters in 
his diagnoses, but he invariably would refer to the details of the male gonopods for 
differentiation. This set the tone for atopetholid species descriptions for future researchers.  
 
Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) undertook the task of stabilizing the taxonomy of the 
Atopetholidae based largely on published records. They admitted they looked at a small 
number of actual specimens representing 9 species out of the approximately 40 they 
listed in the synopsis. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) did conduct a very detailed 
morphological analysis of characters including the cranium, clypeal foveolae, ocelli, 
antennae, mandibles, gnathochilarium, hypopharynx, collum, body segments, male 
gonopods, gonopod musculature, sympleurite of the seventh segment, and the legs. Some 
of the characters were documented to provide information for future analyses of broader 
relationships (within the Spirobolida), such as the mandibles, gnathochilarium, 
hypopharynx, and gonopod musculature. Characters such as the clypeal foveolae, ocelli, 
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and antennae, were noted to be variable without a signature across the family. Other 
characters were noted to be or potentially be of specific taxonomic value including the 
cranium, collum, body segments, male gonopods, sympleurite of the seventh segment and 
leg morphology. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) presented considerable discussion regarding 
body segments, male gonopods, gonopod musculature, and leg morphology. Although 
Hoffman and Orcutt’s 1960 analysis was highly detailed, Hoffman (1999) recognized the 
flaws with the analysis and stated it was possible all four subfamilies and many genera 
would be altered or abandoned. I sincerely wish I had the opportunity to discuss this at 
length with Dr. Hoffman.      
 
Loomis (1949) described several species of atopetholids from a relatively small area of 
southern California and northern Baja. He provided detailed descriptions in some cases 
segment by segment. Most of his diagnoses were based on relatively minor and often 
inconstant characters. Loomis’ style persisted throughout his career and appeared to 
conflict with Hoffman’s (1980) views. I have proposed many of Loomis’ species to be 
junior synonyms due to many of the characters he used being highly variable and within 
the range of variability across specimens with identical gonopod morphology. Loomis 
also proposed diagnosable characters that were not present in typical material, 
particularly for Scobinomus serratus. Loomis (1953) proposed a new genus and species 
based largely on the presence of scobinae in specimens from Baja California despite 
gonopod morphology being remarkably similar to Tarascolus bolivari. Observation of 14 
samples of presumed Scobinomus from Baja (including 2 paratypes) only generated one 
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female specimen with rudimentary scobinae. This is but one illustration of the difficulty 
of utilizing non-sexual characters for species differentiation. 
 
The current observations and analysis of atopetholid specimens and subsequent taxonomy 
is based almost entirely on male gonopod morphology. Based on my observations, these 
characters are the most consistent across the family to diagnose genera and species. I 
fully acknowledge the limitations of utilizing gonopod morphology for species diagnoses 
in the Atopetholidae, as cryptic speciation could be happening without changes in 
gonopod morphology (Bond and Sierwald 2002, Bond et al 2003, Mwabvu 2013). Given 
the challenges of working with this family, this is currently the best available information 
and will likely stand for the foreseeable future. I also acknowledge I did not fully explore 
some of the characters Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) proposed as potentially useful 
taxonomically such as leg setae formulae, the sympleurite of the seventh segment and 
position of the ozopore after observing wide variation in those characters from specimens 
in the same sample with the same gonopod morphology. The later phase of this research 
will seek to document those phenomena statistically.  
 
The likelihood of collecting enough fresh material for genetic analysis is low. Since the 
Atopetholidae are largely a desert dwelling family (a few species in California’s 
Mediterranean climate and a few species in Mexican tropical forest notwithstanding), 
they are closely tied to seasonal rain patterns. In my observations of southwestern U.S. 
atopetholid populations, the millipedes can spend the entire year buried underground 
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except for a few days after significant rains. This is a huge challenge to re-collect 
material for genetic analyses. Not only does the collector need to be in the right place, 
they have to be there at exactly the right time. There are at least 6 well documented 
localities in New Mexico where atopetholids have been collected over the years. In more 
than 15 years of field research and numerous trips to each site, I have yet to re-collect a 
single locality. Collecting atopetholids is a matter of serendipity – being at exactly the 
right place at exactly the right time. Further complicating matters is the destruction of 
habitats where atopetholids have been collected. During a 2009 collecting trip to Mexico, 
many of the localities where atopetholids had been collected were now developed and the 
habitat destroyed. The only data available are the specimens in collections, which do not 
offer much hope of genetic analysis given current technology. Of the nearly 900 
specimens I have observed, less than 55 have been collected since 1991 and they only 
represent approximately 10 species out of almost 60 proposed species. The 1991 date is 
significant because Pitz and Sierwald (2010) were able to extract useable DNA from 
specimens collected after 1991. Just because fresh material cannot be collected for 
genetic analysis does not diminish the need for research on this group as many of the 
populations are likely to be extirpated due to habitat loss and climate change if they 
haven’t been already. 
 
Species concepts generate considerable discussion and debate among researchers as 
evidenced by numerous publications on the topic over the course of the last 50 years. The 
declaration of a species concept for the present research is nonetheless critical. 
Application of a biological species concept would likely overestimate the number of 
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atopetholid millipede species as most individual populations would have to be recognized 
as separate species given the poor vagility of millipedes and presumed reproductive 
(geographic) isolation. Similarly, application of a phylogenetic species concept may 
underestimate the number of atopetholid millipede species by including populations that 
may be exhibiting cryptic speciation. Given the application of the biological species 
concept in atopetholid taxonomy historically, and the subsequent issues with duplicative 
taxa, I believe the use of the amplified phylogenetic species concept (Nixon and Wheeler 
1990) to be appropriate until such time genetic data can be generated. Additional non 
sexual characters will be explored for the later phase of this research for their utility in 
differentiating species. 
 
 PROPOSED TAXONOMY 
 
Below I propose the following taxonomy for the family Atopetholidae, based largely on 
gonopodal characters that appear to be fairly constant across genera and across species. 
The taxa are listed alphabetically by genus and within each genus due to the current 
inability to diagnose subfamilial relationships.   
 
Family Atopetholidae 
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Genus Aculeulus n. gen. 
 Aculeulus monicae n. sp. 
 
Genus Arinolus 
 Arinolus anahiae n. sp. 
 Arinolus chiricahuanus 
 Arinolus citrinus 
 Arinolus latus 
 Arinolus nogalanus 
 Arinolus sequens (Arinolus nevadae, New Synonymy) 
 Arinolus sequoiaensis n. sp. 
 Arinolus shelleyi n. sp. 
 Arinolus torynophor (Arinolus apachellus, New Synonymy) 
  
Genus Atopetholus 
 Atopetholus barbaranus 
 Atopetholus californicus (Atopetholus angelus, New Synonymy) 
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 Atopetholus carmelitus (Atopetholus pearcei, New Synonymy) 
 Atopetholus fraternus 
 Atopetholus lowreyi n. sp. 
 Atopetholus milleri n.sp 
 Atopetholus westi n. sp. 
 
Genus Bajabolus n. gen. 
 Bajabolus bernadinoensis n. sp. 
 Bajabolus lapazensis n. sp. 
 
Genus Choixulus n. gen. 
 Choixulus valdezi n. sp. 
 
Genus Cyclothyrophorus 
 Cyclothyrophorus salvini 
 
Genus Eurelus 
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 Eurelus alisonae n. sp. 
 Eurelus chihuanus (Mannobolus peninsularis, New Synonymy) (New 
combination) 
 Eurelus fluvialis (New combination) 
 Eurelus heteropygus (New combination) 
 Eurelus hubrichti (Comanchelus camporum, Comanchelus lobatus, Uvaldia 
intersecta,      New Synonymies) 
 Eurelus isaiasi n. sp. 
 Eurelus kerrensis (Comanchelus tuberosus, New Synonymy) (New combination) 
 Eurelus marisae n. sp. 
 Eurelus mulaiki 
 Eurelus neglectus (Centrelus boreus, Centrelus vulvanus, New Synonymies) 
(New      combination) 
 Eurelus nietanus (Centrelus spinosus, New Synonymy) (New combination) 
 Eurelus nigrescens (New combination) 
 Eurelus proximus 
 Eurelus soleatus 
 Eurelus zacatecus (New combination) 
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Genus Onychelus 
 Onychelus obustus 
 
Genus Piedolus 
 Piedolus utus 
 
Genus Pinnaulus n. gen. 
 Pinnaulus fieldsi n. sp. 
 
Genus Tamaulus n. gen. 
 Tamaulus brantleyae n. sp. 
 Tamaulus justini n. sp. 
 Tamaulus maribelleae n. sp. 
 Tamaulus miae n. sp. 
 Tamaulus wardae n. sp. 
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Genus Tarascolus 
 Tarascolus bolivari (Tarascolus clarus, Tarascolus reflexus, Scobinomus serratus,  
    New Synonymies) 
Genus Tidolus 
 Tidolus parvus 
 
Genus Watichelus 
 Watichelus edentatus (Watichelus cooki, New Synonymy) 
 Watichelus michelbacheri 
 Watichelus robustus (Watichelus emarginatus, Watichelus parallelus, New 
Synonymies) 
 Watichelus sheari n. sp. 
 Watichelus smithi 
 
Atopetholidae of Uncertain Taxonomic Position  
Genus Arinolus 
 Arinolus hospes 
 Arinolus dentatus 
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 Arinolus pimus 
 
Genus Atopetholus 
 Atopetholus paroicus 
 
Genus Centrelus 
 Centrelus falcatus 
  
Genus Hesperolus 
 Hesperolus wheeleri 
 
Genus Onychelus 
 Onychelus suturatus 
  
Family Atopetholidae Chamberlin 
 
Atopetholidae Chamberlin, 1918, p. 167; 1949, p. 168; Chamberlin and Hoffman, 1958, p. 
152; Loomis 1968, p. 79; Hoffman 1979 (1980), p. 77, Hoffman 1999, p. 54. 
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Onychelidae Verhoeff, 1938, p. 273. 
 
 TAXONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND THE POSITION OF THE 
ATOPETHOLIDAE WITHIN THE SPIROBOLIDA 
 
Chamberlin established the Atopetholidae in 1918 for species that possessed the 
following characters: basal region of the posterior gonopods “more or less extended 
mesad at an angle suggestive of condition in the Trigoniulidae,” an acutely narrowed 
collum, and second segment “not at all produced below the level of the collum.” In later 
years the diagnosis also came to include paraprocts with reintrant posterior margins, 
although that character had been noted by earlier authors. Chamberlin first included four 
genera. By 1976, the family came to include an additional 11 genera. 
 
Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) provided a lengthy and detailed treatment of several 
taxonomic characters such as the cranium, clypeal foveolae, antennae, hypopharynx, 
collum, male gonopods and male gonopod musculature. Some of the characters (such as 
gonopod musculature and hypopharynx) were included as descriptive for diagnosing 
family level and higher taxonomic levels. Other characters postulated for use in 
delineating species have been observed to be variable within specimens from the same 
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sample. As an example, Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) detailed three leg setae formulae 
found in 5 different species and claimed them to be constant for a species. I have 
observed variation in leg setae from the few leg formulas they provided in specimens 
with gonopods matching existing species. New species descriptions include 
morphometric data for length, width at the collum, width at segment 6/7, width at the 
epiproct and segment count. Some specimens were in vials with several broken 
specimens and certain measurements could not be made and are indicated.  
 
Even with the character systems I have proposed above, there is some variation, 
particularly with the collum and pre-gonopodal legs. Most specimens with matching 
gonopodal morphology appear very similar in collum morphology. There may be slight 
variations such as in the arrangement of the striations, width of the front margin, or shape 
of the corner, however location of structures and overall shape are generally consistent. 
Pre-gonopodal legs appear to have a degree of variability. Specimens from the same 
sample demonstrated different 3rd leg coxal lobe morphology even though they had the 
same gonopod morphology. This was particualry evident in Tarascolus bolivari from 
Baja California, which has a distinct distal coxal lobe exapansion (see Fig. 320). The 
expansion was observed to be variable from adjacent to the coxa with little elongation of 
the coxal lobes to elongation of the coxal lobes to leg pair six. In either case, the shape of 
the expansion was identical. Similar conditions were also noted in species of 
Piedolusutus and several Eurelus species. It appears possible to diagnose species by 
looking at the collum and pre-gonopodal leg morphology, however caution should be 
exercised and identifications should be corroborated with gonopod morphology. Females 
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may be diagnosable to species using collum morphology, but again, caution should be 
exercised, especially in areas where there are multiple species with similar collum 
morphology such as in the genera Atopetholus and Watichelus in California.  
 
The first attempt to place the Atopetholidae within the Spirobolida appears to be the 
discussion in Hoffman and Orcutt (1960). They stated determination of the systematic 
position of the Atopetholidae is very difficult due to few researchers taking the time to 
adequately remove and document the male gonopods in other spirobolids. Brölemann 
(1914) and Attems (1926) established a subordinal dichotomy in which one group had the 
posterior gonopods connected by a sternal remnant and the other group with the posterior 
gonopods free. Authors including Attems (1926) and Verhoeff (1938) have included 
species of atopetholids in both suborders, indicating the Atopetholidae occupy an 
intermediate position. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) state the closest spirobolid genus in 
gonopod structure is the East Asian Spirobolellus, species of which have unique coxal 
apodemes and posterior gonopods very similar to atopetholids. They further state species 
of the family Rhinocricidae are also similar in gonopod morphology having the same 
number of posterior gonopod segments, but having vertical coxae instead of transverse 
and having four constant clypeal foveolae and scobinae. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) 
regard the Atopetholidae as primitive and giving rise to the Rhinocricidae, 
Spirobolellidae and possibly the Trigoniulidae. According to Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) 
no spirobolids exist that retain primitive characters, but that Comanchelus within the 
Atopetholidae is probably the most primitive atopetholid based on the generalized nature 
of the gonopods.  
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Pitz and Sierwald (2010) undertook the first true phylogenetic test of relationships within 
the Spirobolida using both molecular and morphological data in an exemplar and total 
evidence approach. They chose to test the hypothesis of the two subordinal relationships 
as promoted by Hoffman (1980). The Trigoniulidea are composed of the Pachybolidae 
and the Spirobolidea composed of the Rhinocricidae, Typhlobolellidae, Atopetholidae, 
Spirobolidae, Floridobolidae, Messicobolidae, Pseudospirobolellidae and Spirobolellidae. 
Pitz and Sierwald provided a detailed history of the Spirobolida and the methods used for 
generating genetic sequence and morphological data. The morphological data consisted 
of 54 characters of which 20 were based on male sexual characters. The Atopetholidae 
were represented by only 3 taxa from a geographically small area in California. A 
parsimony analysis of the morphological data returned a tree where the Atopetholidae 
was recovered as monophyletic with poor to moderate support (bootstap value of 66) and 
sister to Spirobolidae, Floridobolidae, and Messicobolidae. The Rhinocricidae was 
recovered as monophyletic as well as the Pachybolidae. When the morphological data 
were combined with the molecular data and aligned using progressive methods, the 
Atopetholidae were recovered as monophyletic with strong support and a monophyletic 
clade of Typhlobolellidae + Atopetholidae + Spirobolidae + Messicobolidae + 
Floridobolidae was recovered with moderate to strong support. The Rhinocricidae was 
recovered as monophyletic as well as the Pachybolidae. Combined morphological and 
molecular data aligned by secondary structure guides also returned Atopetholidae as 
monophyletic with strong support, but as a polytomy with Spirobolidae, Messicobolidae, 
and Floridobolidae. The Rhinocricidae was recovered as monophyletic as well as the 
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Pachybolidae. Bayesian analyses of both sets of combined data (each aligned differently) 
returned the Atopetholidae as monophyletic with strong support and similar topologies 
with Typhlobolellidae sister to (Atopetholidae + (Spirobolidae + Messicobolidae + 
Floridobolidae) and Rhinocricidae and Pachybolidae were recovered as monophyletic. 
Pitz and Sierwald (2010) support Hoffman’s (1980) subordinal relationships with one 
change. The Trigoniulidea remains with the Pachybolidae and the Spirobolidea remain 
with the remainder of the families except the Rhinocricidae. Pitz and Sierwald (2010) 
propose a new suborder the Rhinocricidea composed of the family Rhinocricidae. 
 
Pitz and Sierwald (2010) define the Rhinocricidea as having 2 + 2 clypeal foveolae, 
lacking a prominent lateral groove on the anterio-dorsal margin of the collum, male 
gonopod sternite is triangular in shape with no lateral extensions, the coxite of the 
anterior gonopod forms a slight groove in which the posterior gonopod rests, but does not 
wrap around and form a cavity and the telopodite of the posterior gonopod is simple, 
elongate and often bifurcated distally. Pitz and Sierwald (2010) unite the Trigoniulidea 
and Spirobolidea by the coxite of the anterior gonopod wrapping around and creating a 
cavity for the posterior gonopod. The Trigoniulidea is characterized by a sclerotized 
sternite connecting the male posterior gonopods and by the posterior gonopod tracheal 
apodemes being at nearly a right angle to the coxite and telopodite. The Spirobolidea 
share characters with both other suborders including the absence of a sternite connecting 
the posterior gonopods and subparallel tracheal apodemes (Rhinocricidea) and the 
formation of a cavity for the posterior gonopods by the wrapping of the anterior 
gonopods (Trigoniulidea). 
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Pitz and Sierwald (2010) never recovered the Spirobolidae as monophyletic; it occurred 
in  various relational arrangements with Floridobolidae and/or Messicobolidae. Further 
study could result in synonymizing the 3 families. The Atopetholidae were recovered as 
monophyletic in all analyses due to several unique morphological characters including 
collum corners coming to blunt points below the level of the second segment, invaginated 
paraprocts with a fringe of closely spaced setae and hypertrophied male tarsal claws on 
leg pair one.  There may be additional morphological characters that can be identified as 
well. Pitz and Sierwald (2010) postulate that the all members of the Atopetholidae, 
Floridobolidae, Messicobolidae, Spirobolidae (except one Chinese genus, Spirobolus), 
Allopocockiidae, Hoffmanobolidae and Typhlobolellidae are known from North and 
Central America and likely have a common ancestor and radiated into North and Central 
America.  While Pitz and Sierwald’s (2010) analyses provide testable hypotheses, more 
material and more characters (both morphological and molecular) are needed to refine 
many of their findings. 
 
 
Diagnosis of the Atopetholidae: The Atopetholidae are in the suborder Spirobolidea. 
They are characterized by not having a sternal remnant connecting the posterior 
gonopods. The remaining families in the suborder include the Allopockiidae, 
Floridobolidae, Messicobolidae, Pseudospirobolellidae, Rhinocricidae, Spirobolellidae, 
Spirobolidae and Typhlobolellidae. The Atopetholidae differs from the Spirobolidae and 
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the Messicobolidae by the second segment not being produced below the levels of the 
corners of the collum and having the coxites on the posterior gonopods bent mesad at 
more or less a right angle. Atopetholidae differs from the Allopockiidae by the paraprocts 
of the former meeting at a re-entrant angle, from the Typhlobelellidae by having a 
pigmented exoskeleton and ocelli, from the Rhinocricidae by having the lateral ends of 
the collum acutely angled and lacking scobinae in most taxa. The remainder of the 
families are not known to occur in the area of distribution of the Atopetholidae.    
 
Description: Inflated paraprocts meeting at a re-entrant angle (appearing invaginated). 
Second segment not produced below the level of the corners of the collum. Posterior 
gonopods with coxae extended mesally, approximating a right angle with the telopodite. 
Anterior gonopod telopodite with one or two finger-like, distally expanded processes of 
varying shape, variable in color from light brown to dark brown or olive gray to black. 
Adult width at the collum varying from 2.33 mm to 6.0 mm, length varying from 21.0 
mm to 69.4 mm, and number of rings varying from 42 to 52. All species have ocelli of 
varied row and column configuration. Pleurotergites with 2 transverse, circumferential 
suture lines dividing the segment into 3 parts – forebelt, midbelt and hindbelt. Mid-body 
suture line present. Ozopore opening in midbelt, hindbelt or on the suture line separating 
the two belts starting at segment 6. Spinules on lower margins of pleurotergites variable. 
Variable configuration of coxal lobes on leg pair 3 from plain (no modification) to 
elongated, with distally expanded margins. Collum shape diagnostic to genus level. Male 
gonopods best used for diagnosis to species.  
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Distribution: Western and southwestern United States and Mexico, including Baja 
California (see fig. 9). In the United States: Northwesternmost specimens from 
Sacramento and El Dorado counties in California, south throughout California, Nye and 
Clark counties in southern Nevada and Washington county in southwestern Utah, 
northwest corner and southern half of Arizona, along the central mountain chain in New 
Mexico from the Texas state line as far north as Sandoval county and scattered in 
southern New Mexico mountain ranges, throughout west Texas from Taylor county south 
to Jim Wells county to the Mexican border. In Mexico throughout the Baja peninsula and 
scattered throughout the country as far south as Guerrero and the Puebla/Oaxaca border. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of Atopetholidae based on all specimens examined. 
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The following genera are included in Atopetholidae: 
 Aculeulus n. gen. 
 Arinolus Chamberlin 
 Atopetholus Chamberlin 
 Bajabolus n. gen. 
 Choixulus n. gen. 
 Cyclothyrophorus Pocock 
 Eurelus Cook 
 Hesperolus Chamberlin 
 Onychelus Cook 
 Piedolus Chamberlin 
 Pinnaulus n. gen. 
 Tamaulus n. gen. 
 Tarascolus Chamberlin 
 Tidolus Chamberlin 
 Watichelus Chamberlin 
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 KEY TO THE GENERA OF THE FAMILY ATOPETHOLIDAE  
 
1a.  Coxal endite without bulbous expansion.and without curved posterior gonopod  
  coxal spine......................................................................................... 2 
1b.  Coxal endite with bulbous expansion and curved posterior gonopodal spine as in  
  figures 12 and 14……........................................…….Aculeulus, n. gen. 
 
2a.  Coxal endite margin not distally expanded into an oblong lobe.... 3 
 
2b.  Coxal endite of anterior gonopod margin distally expanded into an oblong lobe as  
  in figure 152…………………..............……Cyclothyrophorus Pocock 
 
3a.  Distal expansion of coxites and posterior gonopods 
  not spire-like………………………………...........…………...... 4 
 
3b.  Distal expansion of anterior gonopod coxites and spire-like posterior  
  gonopods as in figure 275..........................……Pinnaulus, n. gen. 
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4a.  Distal expansion of coxites absent……….....…….........……………..……. 5 
 
4b.  Distal expansion of anterior gonopod coxites and coxal apices present,  
  membranous and continuous with distal margins, not 
  digitiform as in figure 329............................…..Tidolus Chamberlin 
 
5a.  Posterior gonopod telopodites not blade-like or with a spoon-shaped 
  terminal end…..………………............……………………….…… 6 
 
5b. Posterior gonopod telopodites blade-like or with a spoon-shaped    
 terminal end as in figures 21, 22 or 33.....Arinolus Chamberlin 
 
6a. Vinculum broad with median groove………..……..….……......…….……7 
 
6b. Vinculum narrow ………………………..……………..………..…………9 
 
7a. Anterior telopodite with 1-2 digitiform distally expanded processes   
  from distal margin as in figure 80……….....................…........…….8 
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7b. Anterior gonopod coxal endites with distinct sulcus below distal expansion as in  
  figure 128………...…….....................……............……..Bajabolus n. gen. 
 
8a. Anterior gonopod telopodite with two digitiform distally expanded processes  
  from distal margin as in figure ……..................... Atopetholus Chamberlin 
 
8b. Anterior gonopod telopodite with one digitiform distally expanded processes from 
  distal margin as in figure 337…..............................Watichelus Chamberlin 
 
9a.  Telopodite digitiform distally expanded process not long as    
  in above………........................................................................….…. 10 
 
9b. Telopodite digitiform distally expanded process long as in  
  figure 32.....................……….……….......…..Tarascolus Chamberlin 
 
10a. Telopodite expanded process digitiform……….............………...............… 11 
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10b. Vinculum rising to the top of the coxal enditeprocesses and telopodite   
  expanded process blade-like not digitiform as in    
  figure 267…..........................................................Piedolus Chamberlin 
 
11a. Coxal apices longer than distal margins of the coxites..........................…… 12 
 
11b.  Coxal apices shorter than distal margins of the coxites as in  
  figure 144…………....................................…...……Choixulus n. gen. 
 
12a. Vinculum without sub-triangular sternite………………...…………13 
 
12b. Vinculum with a sub-triangular sternite as in      
  figure 257 …...........................................…........…... Onychelus Cook  
 
13a. Coxites quadrate and coxal endite processes short as in  
  figure 160…………...…..............................……...….Eurelus Cook 
 
13b. Coxal apices long and digitiform as in figure 382…............. Tamaulus n. gen. 
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 SPECIES DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 Genus Aculeulus, n. gen 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Collum: corner narrow and pointed with 
emarginate posterior margin. Front margin beginning at emargination on posterior margin 
and uniformly narrow to approximately midway to the ocelli, then bending at an obtuse 
angle. Front margin broader at terminus of the sulcus. At least 3 deep striations from 
front margin to posterior margin above corner, triangular in configuration terminating just 
beyond the emargination on the posterior margin. Pre-gonopodal legs: first 2 leg pairs 
incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated caudally and curved, extending beyond 
leg pair 6. Coxal lobes on leg pairs 4, 5 and 6 also elongated mesally with a basal lobe. 
Rounded femoral lobes present on leg pairs 3 – 7. Gonopods: Anterior gonopods with 
broad sternite. Top margin of the coxites with a pronounced sulcus. Vinculum wide, with 
a median groove and almost entirely fused with the coxites. Telopodites with bulbous 
extension rising beyond other structures of the anterior gonopods. Posterior gonopods 
short with a curved telopodite presenting a rounded profile. Telopodite broad terminating 
in a pointed cup-like structure with reduced lateral margins. Mesally curved spine 
originating from the coxa. No other genera of Atopetholidae have bulbous telopodites on 
the anterior gonopods nor a wide vinculum fused with the coxites.  
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Distribution: Southern tip of Baja California, 1 species.  
 
Aculeulus monicae n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 10 – 16) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Baja California Sur, 10 mi SW S Jose del Cabo, 
collected on 9 July 1938 by Ross & Michelbacher (CAS). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 22.954629°, longitude: -109.821699°. Primary key: 3892. 
 
Diagnosis: This is the only species of Atopetholidae known to have a curved spine (or 
any other projection) originating from the coxae of the posterior gonopods. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my wife Monica Medrano. Without her unwavering support this research would not have 
been possible. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 38 mm long, 3.95 mm wide at the collum, 4.38 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 2.42 mm wide at the epiproct with 46 rings. Ocelli: 43/44 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. In alcohol, color is mottled light gray, with dark gray band adjacent to 
yellowish posterior margins of the pleurotergites. Ozopores opening on suture line. 
Collum, pre-gonopodal legs and gonopods with characters of the genus. 
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Additional Records: MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 22 mi W La Paz, 7 October 1968 
by E.L. Sleeper & F.J. Moore (LACM); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 10 mi SW S Jose 
del Cabo, 9 July 1938 by Ross & Michelbacher (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 
21-33 mi up Canyon San Bern, 6 August 1971 by H.G. Real & R.E. Main (CAS). (Fig. 
17). 
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Figure 11. Pregonopodal legs A. monicae 
Figure 10. Collum Morphology A. monicae 
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Figure 13. Caudal view of anterior gonopod A. monicae 
Figure 12. Cephalic view of anterior gonopod A. monicae 
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Figure 14. Caudal view of posterior 
gonopod A. monicae 
Figure 15. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. monicae 
Figure 16. Lateral view of posterior gonopod 
A. monicae 
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Figure 17. Distribution A. monicae 
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 Genus Arinolus Chamberlin 1940 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods: coxites with extended 
mesodistal processes. Vinculum narrow, rising approximately half the length of the coxal 
apices. Posterior gonopods with distal ends either expanded into a spoon shape or blade-
like with a twist along the long axis of the telopodite. Spoon-shaped posterior telopodite 
with a free inner-piece varying from a long fin-shape to a short fin or a slender pointed 
projection. Position and shape of inner-piece diagnostic to species level. Differing in the 
shape of the anterior gonopod from other genera with the extended coxal apices and 
narrow vinculum rising only half of the length of the coxal apices.  
 
Distribution: Central California, southern Nevada, southwestern Utah, south central 
Arizona. Nine species.  
 
Key to the species of the genus Arinolus. 
 
1a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite blade-like with a twist along  
  the long axis…………………………………………………..…… 2  
1b. Posterior gonopod without telopodite blade-like with a twist along  
  the long axis ………………………………………………..…........ 4 
 
2a. Posterior gonopod with distal end not expanded as in figure 22………...... 3 
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2b. Posterior gonopod with distal end expanded as in figure 22..........A. anahiae n. sp. 
 
3a. Posterior gonopod curved at 2/3 thelength and distal end narrow and rounded as  
  in figure 57………..............…………..………...……A. sequoiaensis n. sp. 
3b.  Posterior gonopod, bent at a right angle at ¾ the length as in    
  figure 63…………………..............……...………..……...A. shelleyi n. sp. 
 
4a. Posterior telopodite distal end and solenomeritenot long and fin-like....….....5 
 
4b.  Posterior telopodite distal end and solenomeritelong and fin-like as in   
  figure 33 ………………………………………….... A. latus Loomis 
 
5a. Posterior telopodite end and solenomerite not quadrate..……...................... 6 
 
5b. Posterior telopodite distal end and solenomerite quadrate as in    
  figure 50………………………………………..A. sequens Chamberlin  
 
 
6a. Posterior telopodite with spoon-shaped distal end and solenomerite 
  not broad…………………………………………………………… 7 
 
6b. Posterior telopodite with spoon-shaped distal end and solenomerite 
  broad, rounded as in figure 42……... ……A. nogalanus Chamberlin 
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7a. Posterior telopodite with spoon shaped distal end and solenomerite 
  not long, curved and pointed……………………………………….. 8 
 
7b.  Posterior telopodite with spoon-shaped distal end and solenomerite 
  long, ventrally curved and pointed as in      
  figure 74.…………...................……...........A. torynophor Chamberlin 
 
8a. Posterior telopodite with spoon shaped distal end and solenomerite  
  short, rounded and within the margin of the spoon-shaped 
  distal end…………........………….... .A. chiricahuanus Chamberlin 
 
8b. Posterior telopodite with spoon-shaped distal end and solenomerite 
  short, broad at the base and at the bottom margin of the  
  spoon-shaped distal end………....………..... ….A. citrinus Hoffman 
 
 
Arinolus anahiae n. sp. 
 
(Figs. 18 – 24) 
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Type: Male holotype from CALIFORNIA, Sacramento Co., 1/4 mi E. Fair Oaks, 
collected on 1 January 1968 by J.S. Buckett & M.R., R.C., P.L, K.B, Gardner (UCD). 
Georeferenced coordinates: 38.644552°, -121.26733°. Primary key: 3603. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopods with a narrow, blade-like telopodite and a twist along the 
long axis. Telopodite broad near intersection with coxa narrowing then terminating in a 
broad, inverted triangle at the distal end. Similar to A. sequoiaensis and A. shelleyi, which 
both have blade-like telopodites with a twist along the long axis. A. anahiae differs from 
both in the distal end of the telopodite being expanded into a broad, inverted triangle. The 
telopodites of A. sequoiaensis and A. shelleyi have rounded distal ends.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my niece Anahi “Curly” Bustamante. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 45 mm long, 4.2 mm wide at the collum, 4.54 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 2.65 mm wide at the epiproct with 47 rings. Ocelli: 23/26 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch.Color in alcohol reddish brown mottled with greenish brown. 
Posterior margins of pleurotergites yellowish in color. Collum: Front margin broad at 
corner and narrowing as it rises, widening near the bottom margin of the  ocellarium until 
the submarginal anterior grooveterminates. Posterior margin of corner slightly emarginate 
with faint striae. Pre-gonopodal legs: leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate, coxae of leg pair 3 
elongated caudally and curved, extending past leg pair 5. Coxae of leg pairs 5 and 6 
flattened and triangular in shape. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus. 
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Posterior gonopods with a narrow, blade-like telopodite and a twist along the long axis. 
Telopodite broad near intersection with coxa narrowing then terminating in a broad, 
inverted triangle at the distal end. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 25). 
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Figure 18. Collum morphology A. anahiae 
Figure 19. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. anahiae 
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Figure 20. Cephalic view of anterior gonopod A. 
anahiae 
Figure 21. Caudal view of anterior gonopod A. 
anahiae 
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Figure 22. Caudal view of posterior 
gonopod A. anahiae 
Figure 23. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. anahiae 
Figure 24. Lateral view of posterior 
gonopod A. anahiae 
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Figure 25. Distribution A. anahiae 
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Arinolus chiricahuanus Chamberlin 1947 
 
A. chiricahuanus Chamberlin, 1947, p. 50-51. 
 
Type: Male holotype from ARIZONA, Cochise Co., Chiricahua Mountains, White Tail 
Canyon, on 1 January 1906 by H.A. Plisbry and S.H. Ferris (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 32.0012°, longitude: -109.2754°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite short with spoon-shaped distal end expanded 
distally and solenomerite not as narrow as A. torynophor, with straight narrowing 
margins to a rounded terminal end. Solenomerite originating just beyond the bottom 
margin of the spoon-shaped distal end and closer to the lateral margin of the telopodite, 
not near the mid-line as in other species of Arinolus. Differing from A. torynophor in the 
solenomerite, which has straight, narrowing margins not as long and is rounded. 
Differing from A. citrinus with the solenomerite being near the lateral margin, narrower 
at the base and rounded. Differing from A. sequens and A. nogalanus in the solenomerite 
being narrower. Differing from A. hopinus in the spoon-shaped distal end being expanded 
distally and the bottom margin being continuous with the telopodite, not emarginate.  
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 26). 
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Figure 26. Distribution A. chiricahuanus 
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Arinolus citrinus Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 
 
A. citrinus Hoffman 1960, p. 155-157.  
 
Type: Male holotype from ARIZONA: Pima Co., Bear Canyon, 6,00 ft, Mt. Lemmon, 
Santa Catalina Mountains, collected on 19 March 1953 by Henry and Alice Dietrich. 
Georeferenced coordinates:  28.680576°, -113.821534°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite long with spoon-shaped distal end and 
solenomerite broad, narrowing with straight margins to a wide point. Solenomerite 
originating at the bottom margin of the spoon-shaped distal end and transverse across the 
mid-line of the telopodite. Differing from A. torynophor in the solenomerite, which is has 
straight, narrowing margins to a wide point. Differing from A. chiricahuanus and A. 
hopinus with the solenomerite being wide at the base and pointed at the terminal end. 
Differing from A. sequens and A. nogalanus in the solenomerite being pointed. Differing 
from A. hopinus in the solenomerite being transverse. 
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 27). 
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Figure 27. Distribution A. citrinus 
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Arinolus hopinus Chamberlin 1941 
 
A. hopinus Chamberlin 1941, p. 12, fig. 16, p. 33.  
 
Type: Male holotype from ARIZONA, Pima Co., 16 miles east of Tucson on 28 
December 1940 by the Mulaiks (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: Latitude 32.1838°, 
Longitude -110.6818°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite short with spoon-shaped distal end and 
solenomerite not as narrow as A. torynophor with straight margins narrowing to a 
rounded terminal end. Solenomerite originating just beyond the bottom margin of the 
spoon-shaped distal end and closer to the lateral margin of the telopodite, not near the 
mid-line as in other species of Arinolus. Differing from A. torynophor in the solenomerite, 
which has straight, narrowing margins not as long and is rounded. Differing from A. 
citrinus with the solenomerite being near the lateral margin, narrower at the base and 
rounded. Differing from A. sequens in the solenomerite being narrower.  
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 28). 
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Figure 28. Distribution A. hopinus 
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Arinolus latus Loomis 1953 
 
A. latus Loomis 1953, p. 418-420, figs. 10-12, p. 419.  
 
(Figs. 29 -- 35) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Antelope Valley, between Lancaster and Palmdale, Los 
Angeles Co., CALIFORNIA, collected 8 January 1928 by O.F. Cook (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: Latitude 34.6363°, Longitude -118.1209°. Holotype and 
topotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with spoon-shaped telopodite and free inner-piece shaped 
like a long fin on inside beginning approximately half way up telopodite and terminating 
at bottom margin of spoon-shaped distal end. Fin broader in the middle than on either end. 
No other species of Arinolus has a long, broad fin-like free inner piece.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol gray mottled with light gray and yellowish-tan. Margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish in color. Spinules visible. Ozopores opening in hindbelt. Collum: 
front margin uniformly narrow from corner to approximately the center of the ocelli. 
Corner angle acute and rounded with no visible striations. Posterior margin emarginate. 
Pre-gonopodal legs: Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 pyramidal in shape. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 
4 – 7 flattened and rectangular with rounded corners. Anterior gonopods with characters 
of the genus. Posterior gonopods with long, spoon-shaped distal end and a free inner-
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piece shaped like a long fin on inside beginning approximately half way up telopodite 
and terminating at bottom margin of spoon-shaped distal end. Fin broader in the middle 
than on either end. 
 
Additional Records. CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co.: Barstow, 75 miles E. of 
Edwards, Hwy 466, 13 December 1965 by D. Tiemann, adult male and juvenile male 
(FSCA).  CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co.: Barstow, 24 January 1960 by D.L. 
Tiemann, adult male (FSCA). (Fig. 36). 
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Figure 29. Collum morphology A. latus 
Figure 30. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. latus 
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Figure 31. Cephalic view of anterior gonopod A. latus 
Figure 32. Caudal view of anterior gonopod A. latus 
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Figure 34. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. latus 
Figure 35. Lateral view of posterior 
gonopod A. latus 
Figure 33. Caudal view of posterior
gonopod A. latus 
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Figure 36. Distribution A. latus 
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Arinolus nogalanus Chamberlin 1941 
 
A. nogalanus Chamberlin 1941 p. 11-12, fig. 15, p. 33. 
 
(Figs. 37 -- 43) 
 
Types: Male holotype from ARIZONA, Santa Cruz Co., Nogales, collected on 30 
December 1940 by S. and D. Mulaik (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
31.3408°, longitude: -110.9411°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod long with spoon-shaped distal end and inner-free piece 
rounded in shape and beginning and terminating within the margins of the spoon-shaped 
distal end. Similar to A. sequens, which has a shorter telopodite and the free inner-piece is 
less distal than A. nogalanus. Free inner-piece terminates at the bottom margin of the 
spoon shaped distal end in A. sequens and is more rectangular in shape with rounded 
corners.   
 
Description: Color in alcohol reddish-brown mottled with dark brown and lighter 
reddish-brown. Reddish margins to pleurotergites. Collum corner acute and rounded, 
front margin narrow from posterior margin widening to the terminus of the submarginal 
anterior grooveapproximately mid-way through the  ocellarium. Posterior margin more or 
less straight with a slight curvature. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 
3 expanded mesally forming a right-triangle shape. Leg pair 4 coxal lobes more rounded 
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and expansion more lateral. Coxal lobes on leg pairs 5, 6 and 7 wider and flatter than on 
leg pairs 3 or 4. Anterior gonopods with the characters of the genus. Posterior gonopods 
short with spoon-shaped distal end. Telopodite with free inner-piece rectangular in shape 
with rounded corners terminating at the bottom margin of the spoon-shaped distal end. 
 
Additional Records: ARIZONA: Mohave Co., Mountains N of Sacaton Dam, 25 
December 1925 by Unknown (USNM); ARIZONA: Pima Co., Tucson, 16 December 
1941 by C.E. Mickel (FSCA); ARIZONA: Pima Co., Tucson Mountains, 1 January 1936 
by O. Bryant (CAS); ARIZONA: Pinal Co., Sacaton Dam Mountains, 1 January 1926 by 
Unknown (USNM); ARIZONA: Santa Cruz Co., 2 mi SE Sta Cruz bridge on Nogales-
Lochiel Rd, 4 April 1961 by Butleo-Werner (UOFA); ARIZONA: Yavapi Co., Found 
under rocks Camp Verde, 6 November 1972 by J. Wielgus (USNM); CALIFORNIA: 
Inyo Co., Saline Valley Grapevine Canyon Road Station 41, 17 September 1960 by B. 
Banta (CAS); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., Inyo Co. line, Argus Mts., Indian 
Wells Valley, 25 January 1960 by D.L. Tieman (FSCA).  (Fig. 44).  
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Figure 37. Collum morphology A. nogalanus 
Figure 38. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. nogalanus 
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Figure 39. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. nogalanus 
Figure 40. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. nogalanus 
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Figure 42. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. nogalanus 
Figure 41. Caudal view of posterior 
gonopod A. nogalanus 
Figure 43. Lateral view of posterior 
gonopod A. nogalanus 
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Figure 44. Distribution A. nogalanus 
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Arinolus sequens Chamberlin 1962 
 
A. sequens Chamberlin 1962, p. 53-54, figs. 4-5, p. 55. 
 
A. nevadae Chamberlin 1962, p. 54, figs. 1-3, p. 55. New  synonymy 
 
(Figs. 45 -- 51) 
 
Types: A. sequens -- Male holotype from NEVADA, Nye Co., Mecury (Nevada Test Site) 
Northwest of Las Vegas, collected November 1960 by BYU/AEC (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: Latitude 36.6588°, Longitude -115.9998°. Holotype 
examined. 
 
A. nevadae – Male holotype from NEVADA, Nye Co., Mecury (Nevada Test Site) 
Northwest of Las Vegas, collected October to December 1960 by BYU/AEC (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: Latitude 36.6588°, Longitude -115.9998°. Holotype 
examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod short with spoon-shaped telopodite distal end with free 
inner-piece rectangular in shape with rounded corners terminating at the bottom margin 
of the spoon-shaped end. Similar to A. nogalanus, but shorter and the free inner piece on 
A. nogalanus more distal beginning and terminating within the margins of the spoon 
shaped distal end and more rounded than rectangular. 
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Description: Color in alcohol dark gray mottled with light gray and brown. Yellowish 
margins to pleurotergites. Collum corner an acute angle, front margin uniformly narrow 
from posterior margin to the terminus of the submarginal anterior groove approximately 
mid-way through the  ocellarium. Front margin widens slightly towards the terminus of 
the sulcus. Posterior margin more or less straight with a slight curvature. Leg pairs 1 and 
2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 expanded mesally forming a right-triangle shape. 
Leg pair 4 coxal lobes more rounded and laterally expanded. Coxal lobes on leg pairs 5, 6 
and 7 wider and flatter than on leg pairs 3 or 4. Anterior gonopods with the characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopod short with spoon-shaped telopodite distal end with free 
inner-piece rectangular in shape with rounded corners terminating at the bottom margin 
of the spoon-shaped end. 
 
Remarks: Chamberlin described A. sequens and A. nevadae from a large collection of 
specimens by Brigham Young University and the Atomic Energy Commission collected 
from the Nevada Test Site near Mercury, Nevada. Chamberlin gave no details as to the 
difference between the 2 species and drawings were so diagrammatic to be of little value. 
Examination of the types as well as the remainder of the collection indicate there is but 
one species in the area as the gonopod morphology is identical. The entire collection has 
been relocated from BYU to the USNM. One other species from the Nevada Test Site, 
Watichelus michelbacheri, was also documented. 
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Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., SE Owens Lake, 5.5 mi SSE Keeler, 12 
January 1996 by D. Giuliani (UCR); CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., Paxton Sand Dunes, 13 
mi N, 1 mi E Ridgecrest, 11 October 1982 by D. Giuliani (EMEC); CALIFORNIA: Inyo 
Co., Saline Valley Grapevine Canyon Road Station 42, 2 April 1960 by B. Banta (CAS); 
CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., 17 km N Kelso, 2 January 1992 by W.E. Steiner & 
J.M Swearingen (USNM); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., Pisgah Crater, Sta. 71, 7 
April 1962 by Norris & Heath (LACM); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., 9 mi N & 
10 mi E of Ridgecrest, sand dunes, 15 February 1981 by D. Giuliani (CAS);  NEVADA: 
Clark Co., 30 KM SE Indian Springs, 2 December 1994 by W.E. Steiner & J.M 
Swearingen (USNM); NEVADA: Nye Co., Mercury NTS, 11 December 1961 by 
BYU/AEC (NCSM); NEVADA: Nye Co., Mercury, NTS, on multiple dates between 
October 1960 and December 1969 by BYU/AEC (USNM); NEVADA: Nye Co., NTS: 
Area 22 Along Jackass Flats Rd., 18 August 1976 by W.K. Irwin (FSCA); UTAH: 
Washington Co., Hurricane, 1 March 1939 by W, Ivie (USNM). (Fig. 52.  
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Figure 46. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. sequens 
Figure 45. Collum morphology A. sequens 
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Figure 47. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. sequens 
Figure 48. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. sequens 
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Figure 49. Caudal view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequens 
Figure 50. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequens 
Figure 51. Lateral view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequens 
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Figure 52. Distribution A. sequens 
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Arinolus sequoiaensis, n. sp. 
 
(Figs. 53 – 60) 
 
Type: Male holotype from 2 mi N Hospital Rock Camp Ground Sequoia NP, Tulare Co., 
CALIFORNIA, United States, collected on 12 February 1967 by J.S. Buckett & M.R. 
Gardner (UCD). Georeferenced coordinates: 36.532099°, -118.77378°. Primary key: 
3601. 
 
Diagnosis: Similar to A. anahiae and A. shelleyi, which both have blade-like posterior 
gonopod telopodites with a twist along the long axis. The distal end of the telopodite of A. 
sequoiaensis is narrow and rounded. The distal end of the telopodite of A. anahiae is a 
broad, inverted triangle shape. A. sequoiaensis telopodite narrower than A. shelleyi and 
with a rounded mesal curve at approximately 2/3 the length of the telopodite. A. shelleyi 
mesal curve much sharper at approximately a right angle at approximately ¾ of the 
length of the telopodite. The telopodite of A. shelleyi is emarginate along the outside 
margin at approximately 1/3 the length. The degree of twist in the telopodite is less in A. 
sequoiaensis than A. shelleyi.  
 
Etymology. The name is a Latinized adjective: of the type locality at Sequoia National 
Park, Tulare County, California. 
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Description: Male holotype about 39 mm long, 3.49 mm wide at the collum, 4.01 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.47 mm wide at the epiproct with 47 rings. Ocelli: 28/28 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol is light reddish-brown mottled with dark reddish-
brown and reddish yellow posterior margins to the pleurotergites. Collum: Front margin 
broad at corner and narrowing as it rises, widening near the bottom margin of the 
ocellarium until the submarginal anterior grooveterminates. Posterior margin of corner 
more or less straight with a slight curve. Surface smooth. . Pre-gonopodal legs: leg pairs 1 
and 2 incrassate. Coxae of leg pair 3 elongated ventrocaudally and triangular in shape, 
not extending past leg pair 4. Coxae of leg pairs 4, 5, 6  and 7 flattened and triangular in 
shape with rounded ends. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus. Posterior 
gonopod telopodite long  and blade-like with a twist along the long axis with a rounded 
mesal curve at approximately 2/3 the length. Telopodite distal end narrow and rounded. 
Outside margin more or less straight.   
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Tulare Co., Kaweah Cave,  J. Krejca, P. Sprouse, 
S. Fryer, D. Ubick, P. Paquin, W. Savary, 28 April 2004 (NCSM); CALIFORNIA: 
Tulare Co., 3 mi E Three Rivers, Kaweah Power House #3, R.M. Shelley, N.J. Smith, 
R.D. Haines, 22 April 1991 (NCSM); CALIFORNIA: Tulare Co., Sequoia National Park, 
Unknown Collector, 22 February 1967 (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Tulare Co., 8.7 mi 
above Park Hdq. 12 N Hammond, Sequoia Natl Park, D. Tiemann, 2 March 1965 (FSCA); 
CALIFORNIA: Tulare Co., Junct of Hot Springs & Sugarloaf Roads, D.L. Tiemann, 21 
February 1965 (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Tuolumne Co., 4 mi NNW Columbia, J. Reddell, 
30 March 1979 (TMM); CALIFORNIA: Tuolumne Co., 5 mi W Oakdale, J.S. Buckett & 
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M.R. Gardner, 1 December 1967 (UCD); CALIFORNIA: Mariposa Co., 2 mi E 
Briceburg, J.S. Buckett & M.R. Gardner, 2 December 1967 (UCD). (Fig. 60). 
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Figure 54. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. sequoiaensis 
Figure 53. Collum morphology A. sequoiaensis 
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Figure 55. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. sequoiaensis 
Figure 56. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. sequoiaensis 
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Figure 57. Caudal view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequoiaensis 
Figure 59. Lateral view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequoiaensis 
Figure 58. Cephalic view of posterior 
gonopod A. sequoiaensis 
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Figure 60. Distribution A. sequoiaensis 
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Arinolus shelleyi, n. sp. 
 
(Figs. 61 – 67) 
 
Type: Male holotype from CA Hwy 63, ca. 1 mi S CA 180, Fresno Co., CALIFORNIA, 
United States, collected on 22 April 1991 by R.M. Shelley, N.J. Smith. NCSM. 
Georeferenced coordinates: 36.716999°, -119.285747°. Primary key: 1047 
 
Diagnosis: Similar to A. anahiae and A. sequoiaensis which both have blade-like 
posterior gonopod telopodites with a twist along the long axis. A. shelleyi differs from A. 
anahiae in the distal end of the telopodite, which is rounded. A. anahiae telopodite distal 
end is a broad, inverted triangle shape. A. shelleyi differs from A. sequoiaensis with a 
broad telopodite with a sharp, approximately right angle curve at approximately ¾ of the 
length and an emarginate outside margin at approximately 1/3 the length. A. sequoiaensis 
telopodite narrow with a rounded curve at approximately 2/3 of the length and a more or 
less straight outside margin. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
the first collector and fellow field researcher, Rowland Shelley. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 52 mm long, 4.75 mm wide at the collum, 4.83 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 4.6 mm wide at the epiproct with 47 rings. Ocelli: 29/29 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol reddish-gray mottled with light reddish-yellow. 
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Posterior margins of pleurotergites reddish-yellow. Collum: Front margin broad at corner 
and narrowing as it rises, widening near the bottom margin of the  ocellarium until the 
submarginal anterior grooveterminates. Submarginal anterior grooveterminates near the 
bottom margin of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin of corner more or less straight with at 
least one faint striae. Pre-gonopodal legs: leg pairs 1 and 2 slightly incrassate. Coxae of 
leg pair 3 elongated caudally and curved, extending past leg pair 5. Coxae of leg pairs 4, 
5, 6  and 7 flattened and triangular in shape. Anterior gonopods with characters of the 
genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite broad, blade-like with a twist along the long axis, a 
sharp, approximately right angle curve at approximately ¾ of the length, and an 
emarginate outside margin at approximately 1/3 the length. 
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Fresno Co., Bass Lake, D. Tieman, 20 February 
1967 (FSCA). (Fig. 68). 
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Figure 62. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. shelleyi 
Figure 61. Collum morphology A. shelleyi 
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Figure 63. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. shelleyi 
Figure 64. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. shelleyi 
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Figure 65. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. shelleyi 
Figure 67. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. shelleyi 
Figure 66. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. shelleyi 
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Figure 68. Distribution A. shelleyi 
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Arinolus torynophor Chamberlin 1940 
 
A. torynophor Chamberlin 1940 p. 81, figs A-B, p. 82. 
A. apachellus Chamberlin 1941 p. 11 – 12, figs. 12-14, p. 33. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 69 -- 75) 
 
Types: A. torynophor – Male holotype from ARIZONA, Maricopa Co., Fish Creek, 10 
miles east of Tortilla Flat collected 4 December 1913 by an unknown collector (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 33.5251°, longitude: -111.3068°. Holotype 
examined. 
 
A. apachellus – Male holotype from ARIZONA, Pima Co., Covered Wells (=Quijotoa), 
collected 3 January 1941 by S. and D. Mulaik (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 32.1323°, longitude: -110.8456°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite short with spoon-shaped distal end and inner 
free-piece  narrow, ventrally curved and pointed. Inner free-piece originating just beyond 
the bottom margin of the spoon-shaped distal end and closer to the lateral end of the 
telopodite, not near the center- line as in other species of Arinolus.  No other species of 
Arinolus has a narrow, pointed free inner-piece.   
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Description: Color in alcohol reddish-brown with reddish-yellow posterior margins to 
the pleurotergites. Collum: front margin narrow at corner and widening to the terminus of 
the submarginal anterior groove near the middle of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin 
more or less straight with a slight curve. At least one straie more or less parallel to the 
long axis of the body from front margin to posterior margin. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 3 rounded and peg-like. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 
rectangular with rounded corners and flattened. Anterior gonopods with characters of the 
genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite short with spoon-shaped distal end and inner free-
piece narrow, ventrally curved and pointed. Inner free-piece originating just beyond the 
bottom margin of the spoon-shaped distal end and closer to the lateral margin of the 
telopodite, not near the center-line as in other species of Arinolus.  
 
Remarks: Chamberlin 1941 cited the difference between the two species as A. 
apachellus having the “form of the processes of the coxae of anterior gonopods 
subclavate, distally rounded, instead of acute.” Loomis 1950 noted that both species fit 
Chamberlin’s description, but the provided drawings were not detailed enough to provide 
a sufficient comparison. A comparison of the types and observation of several specimens 
from the area indicate there is but one species represented based on the gonopod 
morphology. As A. torynophor is the oldest name, it has been retained and A. apachellus 
should be regarded as a junior synonym.  
 
Additional Records: ARIZONA: La Paz Co., Granite Wash Mountains, 20 December 
1987, Werner (UOFA); ARIZONA: Maricopa Co., Komatke, 27 December 1983, R.S. 
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Beal (NCSM); ARIZONA: Maricopa Co., South Mountain Park, on 27 December 1964, 
20 December 1964, 22 November 1964, 3 January 1965, 14 February 1965, 10 January 
1965, 28 November 1965, 18 January 1965, 30 November 1964,  S.C. Williams (CAS); 
ARIZONA: Pinal Co., San Tan Mountains nr. Sacaton, 6 January 1923, H.F. Loomis 
(VMNH) ; ARIZONA: Pinal Co., San Tan Mountains, Sacaton, 1 June 1926, H.F. 
Loomis (USNM) ; ARIZONA: Yuma Co.: 10 mi NE Stone Cabin near well, 26 December 
1959, V. Roth (USNM). (Fig. 76). 
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Figure 70. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. torynophor 
Figure 69. Collum morphology A. torynophor 
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Figure 71. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. torynophor 
Figure 72. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. torynophor 
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Figure 75. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. torynophor 
Figure 74. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. torynophor 
Figure 73. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. torynophor 
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Figure 76. Distribution A. torynophor 
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 Genus Atopetholus Chamberlin 1918 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopod telopodite with two finger-
like distally expanded processes from distal margin.  One process more or less parallel 
and the other process more or less perpendicular to the plane of the gonopod. Vinculum 
wide and short rising less than ½ the length of the coxal apices and with a midline sulcus 
to the sternite. Vinculum not fused with the coxites, but inserting in the lower corners. 
Sternite broad and arched. Collum corner angle acute and strongly narrowed ventrad. 
Posterior gonopod slender, curved and blade-like. Distinguished from other genera by the 
presence of two anterior gonopod telopodite distally expanded processes.   
 
Distribution: California from Monterey and Fresno counties south to the Mexican border.  
Eight species.  
 
Key to the species of Atopetholus 
 
1a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite long, blade-like and not 
  narrowing to a point……………………………............................... 2 
 
1b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite long, blade-like and uniform  
  narrowing to a pointed distal end as in figure 122…………A. westi n. sp. 
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2a. Posterior gonopod curved with teeth on the lateral margins or expanded   
  lateral margins…………………..........………...………….…………3 
 
2b.  Posterior gonopod curved and terminating in a hook with minimal lateral   
  expansions ofthe margins and a small tooth on the margin as in  
  figure 114……………………………………...……….A. milleri n. sp. 
 
3a. Posterior gonopod curved andwith one or no tooth on the lateral   
  margin…..…………............…………...……………………………..4 
 
3b. Posterior gonopod curved with two teeth on the lateral margins as in   
  figure 106…... .......................................................……….A. lowreyi n. sp. 
 
4a. Posterior gonopod curved with no teeth on the lateral margin…………...……5 
 
4b.  Posterior gonopod curved withone tooth on the lateral margin as in   
  figure 90……...........……..…………...…...…..A. carmelitus Chamberlin 
 
5a. Posterior gonopod curved withlateral margin expanded into a long,  
  rounded fin as in figure 98…….................… A. fraternus Chamberlin 
 
5b. Posterior gonopod curved with lateral margin expanded into a fin, but more  
  angular than rounded as in figure 82…………A. californicus Chamberlin 
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Atopetholus  barbaranus Chamberlin 1949 
 
A. barbaranus Chamberlin 1949  p. 168. 
 
Type Locality. Male holotype from CALIFORNIA, Santa Barbara Co., Orcutt, collected 
by unknown collector on unknown date (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
34.8653°, longitude: -120.436°. Holotype examined. 
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 77). 
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Figure 77. Distribution A. barbaranus 
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Atopetholus californicus Chamberlin 1918  
 
A. californicus Chamberlin 1918 p. 168. 
 
A. angelus Chamberlin 1920 p. 101-102. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 78 -- 84) 
 
Types: Atopetholus  californicus Chamberlin 1918  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, 
Los Angeles/San Bernadino Cos., Claremont, Los Angeles, collected  by W.A. Hilton 
(MCZ). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 34.0967°, longitude: -117.7198°. 
 
Atopetholus  angelus Chamberlin 1920  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 
Co., Edendale suburb (Silver Lake) and on Bishop's Road, Los Angeles, collected 30-31 
December, no year given, by Gordon Grant (MCZ). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
34.09°, longitude: -118.2592°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a distinct 
hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with the coxa and expanding 
laterally on one side into a rounded fin at approximately half the length. Differing from A. 
carmelitus by having posterior telopodite expansion on only one margin and lacking a 
tooth on the margin. Differing from A. fraternus in the posterior telopodite lateral margin 
expansion less and fin shorter and not as produced. Differing from A. lowreyi in the lack 
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of two teeth on the posterior telopodite margin and having a hooked distal end instead of 
a broad, rounded apex. Differing from A. milleri in having lateral expansion of the 
posterior telopodite margins and missing a small tooth less at less than half the length of 
posterior telopodite. Differing from A. westi in having lateral expansion of the posterior 
telopodite margins and a hooked terminal end.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol light reddish brown with reddish yellow margins to the 
pleurotergites. Collum corner angle acute and strongly narrowed ventrad. Leg pairs 1 and 
2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular and flattened, not produced caudally. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular in shape and more expanded than leg 
pair 3. Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 7 incrassate. Anterior gonopods with the 
characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with 
a distinct hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with the coxa and 
expanding laterally on one side into a rounded fin at approximately half the length. 
 
Remarks: Upon analysis of the types, A. californicus and A. angelus were determined to 
be a single species by the gonopod morphology. Chamberlin listed the difference as 
angelus having a posterior telopodite distally “more strongly uncate” than californicus. 
The difference between the two was determined to be within the range of variation for the 
species.As californincus is the older name, it is retained and angelus should be 
considered a junior synonym.   
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Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles/San Bernardino Cos., Claremont, on 
unknown date by unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., Torrey 
Pines, 9 January 1933 by O.F. Cook (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles/San 
Bernardino Cos., Claremont, unknown date by Marguerite Seaver (USNM); 
CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Elysian Pk L.A. under cow dung, 4 January 1924, 24 
January 1924 by G. Grant (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Los Angeles, 21 
February 1937 by G. Grant (NCSM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Bishop's Park 
Reservoir Hill, 6 July 1920 by G. Grant (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Los 
Angeles, on unknown date by unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles 
Co., Los Angeles, 4 March 1934 by Grant (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., 
Unknown, 1 March 1918 by J. Bell (AMNH); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Silver 
Lake, 1 November 1918 by W. Brandler (AMNH); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Los 
Angeles, 1 March 1918 by J. Bell (AMNH); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Los 
Angeles, 21 February 1937 by G. Grant (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., 
Eaton Canyon Park, 28 November 1965 by D.G. Marqua (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Los 
Angeles Co., El Segundo Dunes near LAX, 28 October 1987 by B. Hebert (LACM); 
CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., End of Azusa Blvd, base of mtns., 4 February 1969 by 
L.D. Mikelson (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Monterey Co., Hastings Reservation, 16 
January 1941 by Unknown (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Orange Co., Laguna Beach, 28 
December 1932 by Wilton Ivie (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Orange Co., Back Bay, 
Newport Beach, 25 December 1966 by D.R. Miller (UCD); CALIFORNIA: San 
Bernadino Co., Mohave Desert Victorville, 29 March 1922 by E.T. Seton (AMNH). (Fig. 
85). 
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Figure 79. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. californicus 
Figure 78. Collum morphology A. californicus 
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Figure 80. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. californicus 
Figure 81. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. californicus 
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Figure 83. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. californicus 
Figure 84. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. californicus 
Figure 82. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. californicus 
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Figure 85. Distribution A. californicus 
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Atopetholus carmelitus Chamberlin 1940 
 
A. carmelitus Chamberlin 1940 p. 81-82, figs C,D,E, p. 82. 
 
A.  pearcei Chamberlin 1950 p. 6, fig. 3, p. 5. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 86 -- 92) 
 
Type: Atopetholus  carmelitus Chamberlin 1940  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, 
Monterrey Co., Hastings Reservation, collected 1 February 1940 by Dr. J.M. Linsdale 
(USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 36.3765°, longitude: -121.5615°. 
Holotype examined.  
 
Atopetholus  pearcei Chamberlin 1950  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Kern Co., 
Oildale, collected 19 January 1950 by W.M. Pearce (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 35.4197°, longitude: -119.0195°. Holotype not examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a distinct 
hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with the coxa and expanding 
laterally into rounded fins on both margins at more than half the length. One margin 
emarginate with a distinct curved tooth at the proximal end. Differing from A. 
californicus by having posterior telopodite expansion on both margins and having a tooth 
on the margin. Differing from A. fraternus in the posterior telopodite lateral margin 
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expansion shorter and on both margins. Differing from A. lowreyi in the lack of two teeth 
on the posterior telopodite margin and having a hooked distal end instead of a broad, 
rounded apex. Differing from A. milleri in having lateral expansion of the posterior 
telopodite margins and having a larger tooth on the posterior telopodite margin. Differing 
from A. westi in having lateral expansion of the posterior telopodite margins and a 
hooked terminal end. 
 
Description: Color in alcohol light gray mottled with dark gray with yellowish margins 
to the pleurotergites. Collum corner angle acute and strongly narrowed ventrad. Leg pairs 
1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular and flattened, not produced 
caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 rectangular in shape and more expanded than 
leg pair 3. Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 5 expanded ventrad.  Anterior gonopods with 
the characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like 
with a distinct hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with the coxa and 
expanding laterally into fins on both margins at more than half the length. One margin 
emarginate with a distinct curved tooth at the proximal end. 
 
Remarks: Chamberlin described the differences between A. pearcei and A. fraternus, but 
not A. carmelitus. An analysis of the type of carmelitus, the drawings of fraternus (which 
appear virtually identical to the type of carmelitus) and the variation in the species 
surrounding both type localities, indicates there is but one species represented. As 
carmelitus is the older of the two names is it retained and pearcei should be regarded as a 
junior synonym.  
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Additional Records. CALIFORNIA: Fresno Co., Coalinga, 25 February 1949 and 25 
February 1950 by W.M. Pearce (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Fresno Co., Jacalitos Canyon, 
5 mi S Coalinga, 17 March 1975 by P. Rude (EMEC); CALIFORNIA: Fresno Co., 18 mi 
SW Mendota, Ciervo Hills, 11 November 1977 by J. Powell, 10 November 1977 by P. 
Rude and on 29 October 1976 by J. Doyen & P. Rude (EMEC); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., 
10 mi N of Tehachepi, 15 February 1929 by Cook & Jenkins (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: 
Kern Co., Woodford near Tehacapi, 8 January 1928 by O.F. Cook (VMNH); 
CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Hart Flat, Tehochopi Mtns. Hwy 58 (466), 21 February 1966 
by Derwin & Dale Tieman (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Hart Flat, Tehochopi Mts, 
Clear Crk, Hwy 58 (466), 21 February 1966 by D.L. & D. Tieman (FSCA); 
CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Erskine Cr., 1 October 1970 by J. Anderson (LACM); 
CALIFORNIA: Kings Co., Avenal, 10 February 1949 by W.M. Pearce (AMNH); 
CALIFORNIA: Monterey Co., Paloma Canyon, 40 mi S. of Monterey, 21 February 1964 
by Roy Johnson (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Monterey Co., Hastings Natural History 
Reserve, 1 February 1940 and 26 January 1941 by J.M. Linsdale (CAS); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Cabezon, 3 February 1929 by Cook & Jenkins (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., nr Corona, 29 November 1927 by O.F. Cook (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Homeland, 20 December 1967 by J.S. Buckett & M.R. Gardner (UCD). 
(Fig. 93). 
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Figure 87. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. carmelitus 
Figure 86. Collum morphology A. carmelitus 
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Figure 88. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. carmelitus 
Figure 89. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. carmelitus 
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Figure 92. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. carmelitus 
Figure 90. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. carmelitus 
Figure 91. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. carmelitus 
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Figure 93. Distribution A. carmelitus 
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Atopetholus fraternus Chamberlin 1918 
 
A. fraternus Chamberlin 1918 
 
(Figs. 94 -- 100) 
 
Type: Holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Fresno Co., Friant, collected by R.V. 
Chamberlin (MCZ), no date given. Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 36.9877°, 
longitude: -119.7118°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a distinct 
hook at the distal end. Margins broad at the joint with the coxa and expanding laterally 
into a long, rounded fin at less than half the length. Differing from A. californicus in the 
posterior telopodite lateral margin expansion greater and fin longer, terminating closer to 
the distal end. Differing from A. carmelitus by having posterior telopodite expansion on 
only one margin and lacking a tooth on the margin.Differing from A. lowreyi in the lack 
of two teeth on the posterior telopodite margin and having a hooked distal end instead of 
a broad, rounded apex. Differing from A. milleri in having lateral expansion of the 
posterior telopodite margins and missing a small tooth less at less than half the length of 
posterior telopodite. Differing from A. westi in having lateral expansion of the posterior 
telopodite margins and a hooked terminal end. Collum corner not as expanded as other 
species of Atopetholus.  
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Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray and light yellowish 
gray margins to the pleurotergites. Collum corner angle short, acute and narrowed 
ventrad. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular and not 
produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular in shape and 
flattened. Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 7 expanded. Anterior gonopods with the 
characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with 
a distinct hook at the distal end. Margins broad at the joint with the coxa and expanding 
laterally into a long, rounded fin at less than half the length. 
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles/Riverside Cos., Claremont, on 
unknown date by unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Fresno Co., 1 mi W. 
Herndon, 15 March 1983 by K.W. Brown (NCSM); CALIFORNIA: Tulare Co., Alila, 
unknown date by Nelson and Goldman (USNM) (Fig. 101).  
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Figure 95. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. fraternus 
Figure 94. Collum morphology A. fraternus 
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Figure 96. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. fraternus 
Figure 97. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. fraternus 
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Figure 100. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. fraternus 
Figure 98. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. fraternus 
Figure 99. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. fraternus 
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Figure 101. Distribution A. fraternus 
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Atopetholus lowreyi, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 102 – 108) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Cajon Pass, San Bernadino Co., CALIFORNIA, United States, 
collected on 23 February 1989 by R.M. Shelley & C.L. Hogue (NCSM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: 34.325698°, -117.425695°. Primary key: 1039 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a broad, 
rounded apex at the distal end. Margins narrow at the joint with the coxa with minimal 
lateral expansion. Two teeth on one lateral margin proximad and distad to midpoint of the 
length of the telopodite. Differing from A. californicus in presence of a broad, rounded 
apex at the distal end and having two teeth on the posterior telopodite margin. Differing 
from A. carmelitus by lacking posterior telopodite margin expansion and having two 
teeth on the margin instead of one. Differing from A. fraternus by lacking posterior 
telopodite margin expansion and having two teeth on the margin. Differing from A. 
milleri in having two larger teeth on posterior telopodite margin. Differing from A. westi 
in presence of a broad, rounded apex at the distal end and having two teeth on the 
posterior telopodite margin. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
Timothy Lowrey, professor and longtime adviser. 
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Description: Male holotype about 38 mm long, 4.31 mm wide at the collum, 3.79 mm 
wide at the epiproct with about 43 rings. Ocelli: 28/28 (right/left) in a rounded patch. 
Specimen previously dissected, so no width measurement at segment 6/7 available. Color 
in alcohol light gray mottled with light brown with yellowish margins to the 
pleurotergites. Collum corner angle short, acute and narrowed ventrad. Posterior margin 
emarginate. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-conical and not 
produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular in shape and flattened, 
Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 5 expanded.  Anterior gonopods with the characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a broad, 
rounded apex at the distal end. Margins narrow at the joint with the coxa with minimal 
lateral expansion. Two teeth on one lateral margin proximad and distad to midpoint of the 
length of the telopodite. 
 
Additional Records. CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Josh Tree NM Pleasant Valley, 29 
January 1966, 11 March 1966 by unknown collector (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside 
Co., Squaw Tank JTNM, 22 October 1966 by E.L. Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. Covington Flat, 9 November 1968 by 
R. Kramm (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. Covington Flat, 
7 November 1965 by A.R. Hardy (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree 
NM L. Covington Flat, 5 March 1966 by unknown collector (LACM); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. Covington Flat, 17 March 1962, 22 December 1962 by 
E.L. Sleeper (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., 1 mi SE Valyermo, 18 
December 1967 by J.S. Buckett & M.R. Gardner (UCD); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
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between Whitewater and Cabazon, 1 December 1922 by O.F. Cook (VMNH); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., JTNM .7 mi S Squaw Tank, 11 December 1965 by 
unknown collector (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. 
Covington Flat, 12 March 1966 by L.D. Garrick (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
Joshua Tree NM L. Covington Flat Rainey Van House, 19 March 1960 by unknown 
collector (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM, Pleasant Valley 
Fried Liver Wash, 12 December 1965 by E.L. Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Josh Tree NM, Pleasant Valley, 4 February 1967, 8 April 
1966, 12 December 1965 by E.L. Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. Covington Flat, 13 February 1965, 20 March 1965 by 
E.L. Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., Cajon Pass, 
23 February 1989 by R.M. Shelley & C.L. Hogue (NCSM). (Fig. 109). 
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Figure 103. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. lowreyi 
Figure 102. Collum morphology A. lowreyi 
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Figure 104. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. lowreyi 
Figure 105. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. lowreyi 
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Figure 108. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. lowreyi 
Figure 106. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. lowreyi 
Figure 107. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. lowreyi 
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Figure 109. Distribution A. lowreyi 
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Atopetholus milleri, n. sp. 
  
 (Figs. 110 – 116) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Upper Mint Cyn, Los Angeles Co., CALIFORNIA, United 
States, collected on 18 February 1968 by C. Henne (UCD). Georeferenced coordinates: 
34.443184°, -118.430984°. Primary key: 3610. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and blade-like with a distinct 
hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with only slight lateral expansion at 
less than half the length with a very small tooth on the expanded lateral margin. Differing 
from A. californicus in having a small tooth on the lateral margin of the posterior 
telopodite and the lateral margin not produced into a rounded fin. Differing from A. 
carmelitus by not having posterior telopodite margin expansion and the tooth on the 
margin being much reduced. Differing from A. fraternus in having less posterior 
telopodite lateral margin expansion and having a small tooth on one margin. Differing 
from A. lowreyi in having only one tooth on the posterior telopodite margin and having a 
hooked distal end instead of a broad, rounded apex. Differing from A. westi in having 
small tooth on the posterior telopodite margins and a hooked terminal end. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
Kelly B. Miller, committee chair, advisor and friend. Thanks for taking me on as a 
student all those years ago. 
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Description: Male holotype about 42 mm long, 4.65 mm wide at the collum, 4.97 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.6 mm wide at the epiproct with about 42 rings. Ocelli: 32/32 
(right/left) in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol reddish brown with reddish yellow 
margins to the pleurotergites. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-
triangular and not produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular 
in shape and flattened. Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 7 slightly expanded. Anterior 
gonopods with the characters of the genus, but second anterior telopodite distally 
expanded processes nearer to first. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, curved and 
blade-like with a distinct hook at the distal end. Margins moderate at the joint with only 
slight lateral expansion at less than half the length with a very small tooth on the 
expanded lateral margin. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 117). 
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Figure 111. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. milleri 
Figure 110. Collum morphology A. milleri 
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Figure 112. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. milleri 
Figure 113. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. milleri 
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Figure 116. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. milleri 
Figure 115. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. milleri 
Figure 114. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. milleri 
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Figure 117. Distribution A. milleri 
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Atopetholus westi, n. sp. 
 
(Figs. 118 -- 124) 
 
Type: Male holotype from CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles Co., 1 mi SE Valyermo, 
collected on 18 December 1967 by J.S. Buckett & M.R. Gardner (UCD). Georeferenced 
coordinates: 34.433091°, -117.840131°. Primary key: 3584. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, slightly curved and blade-like with 
margins uniform and narrowing to a pointed distal end. Differing from all other species 
of Atopetholus by having a posterior gonopod telopodite with less curvature and a 
pointed distal end. Similar to Watichelus michelbacheri, but posterior gonopods more or 
less uniform, then narrowing to a point.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my friend and former science teacher, Steve West. Thanks for sparking my interest in 
natural history research. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 36 mm long, 3.65 mm wide at the collum, 3.82 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 2.63 mm wide at the epiproct with 46 rings. Ocelli: 27/26 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol reddish brown with dark reddish yellow margins to 
the pleurotergites. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular 
and flattened, not produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular in 
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shape and flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 6 and 7 sub-triangular, but not flattened. 
Prefemur on leg pairs 3 through 7 expanded. Anterior gonopods with the characters of the 
genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite slender, slightly curved and blade-like with margins 
uniform and narrowing to a pointed distal end. 
 
Additional Records. CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Red Rock Canyon (southend) Along 
Hwy 14, 31 January 1968 by T.R. Haig (UCD). (Fig. 125).  
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Figure 119. Pregonopodal leg morphology A. westi 
Figure 118. Collum morphology A. westi 
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Figure 120. Cephalic view anterior gonopod A. westi 
Figure 121. Caudal view anterior gonopod A. westi 
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Figure 124. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod A. westi 
Figure 122. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod A. westi 
Figure 123. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod A. westi 
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Figure 125. Distribution A. westi 
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Genus Bajabolus, n. gen. 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Coxites of anterior gonopods with angular 
mesodistal processes. Vinculum wide, rising more than half the length of the coxal apices. 
Vinculum almost entirely fused with the coxites. Posterior gonopods canoe-shaped with a 
ventrally curved distal end.  Differing from Aculeulus by lacking the bulbous projections 
on the anterior telopodites. Differing from Watichelus in the vinculum being fused with 
the coxites. 
 
Distribution: Southern tip of the Baja peninsula, 2 species. 
 
Key to the species of Bajabolus 
 
1a. Distal end of telopodite broad and short, pre-gonopodal legs without 
  elongated processes as in figures 130 and 127........B. bernadinoensis n. sp. 
 
1b. Distal end of the telopodite narrow and long and curved proximad 
  pre-gonopodal legs with elongated processes as in 
  figures 135 and 138…………………………………..…B. lapazensis n. sp. 
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Bajabolus bernadinoensis, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 126 – 132) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Baja California Sur, 13 mi up Canyon San 
Bernadino, collected on 6 August 1971 by H.G. Real & R.E. Main(CAS). Georeferenced 
coordinates: 23.408341°, -109.932476°. Primary key: 3874 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopods very similar to B. lapazensis. Distal end of posterior 
telopodite broader and shorter than B. lapazensis. Posterior coxal lobe less pronounced 
than B. lapazensis. Pre-gonopodal legs without elongated processes. Front margin of 
collum broader than B. lapazensis.     
 
Etymology. The name is a Latinized adjective of the type locality at Canyon San 
Bernadino, Baja California Sur, Mexico. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 38 mm long, 3.95 mm wide at the collum, 4.38 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 2.42 mm wide at the epiproct with 46 rings. Ocelli: 43/44 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol reddish-brown mottled with yellowish brown and 
posterior margins to pleurotergites yellowish-brown. Collum: front margin wide with 
submarginal anterior groovebeginning at posterior margin and parallel to front margin, 
terminating at the bottom margin of the ocellarium. Posterior margin slightly emarginate 
at corner with a small bulbous projection from the submarginal anterior grooveand a deep 
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striae from the submarginal anterior grooveto the posterior margin. Pre-gonopodal legs: 
leg pairs 1 and 2 slightly incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 expanded caudally, but not 
beyond leg pair 4. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5 and 6 triangular in shape and somewhat 
flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 sub-conical. Anterior gonopods with characters of the 
genus. Posterior gonopods broad and canoe-shaped with a bulbous ventrally curved distal 
end. Coxal lobe conspicuous. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 133). 
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Figure 127. Pregonopodal leg morphology B. bernadinoensis 
Figure 126. Collum morphology B. bernadinoensis 
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Figure 128. Cephalic view anterior gonopod B. bernadinoensis 
Figure 129. Caudal view anterior gonopod B. bernadinoensis 
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Figure 132. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod B. bernadinoensis 
Figure 130. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod B. bernadinoensis 
Figure 131. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod B. bernadinoensis 
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Figure 133. Distribution B. bernadinoensis 
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Bajabolus lapazensis, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 134 – 140) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Baja California Sur, 5 mi N El Triunfo, collected 
on 2 October 1988 by E.S. Ross & R. Stecker (CAS). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
23.869462°, longitude: -110.132691°. Primary key: 3881. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopods very similar to B. bernadinoensis. Distal end of posterior 
telopodite more slender and longer than B. bernadinoensis. Posterior coxal lobe more 
pronounced than B. bernadinoensis. Pre-gonopodal legs with caudally elongated 
processes. Front margin of collum narrower than B. bernadinoensis. 
 
Etymology. The name is a Latinized adjective of the type locality near La Paz, Baja 
California Sur, Mexico. 
 
Description: Male holotype 4.94 mm wide at the collum, 5.62 mm wide at segment 6/7. 
Ocelli: 40/41 (right/left) in a rounded patch.  Several broken specimens in vial, no length 
or width at epipoct measurements available. Color in alcohol reddish-gray mottled with 
yellowish brown and posterior margins of pleurotergites yellowish-gray. Collum: front 
margin broad at the corner and narrowing. Submarginal anterior groovebeginning at 
posterior margin and parallel to front margin, terminating before the bottom margin of the  
ocellarium. Corner slender. Posterior margin more or less straight with a slight curve and 
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at least 3 striae. Pre-gonopodal legs: leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 
elongated caudally with slipper-shaped extension reaching leg pair 7. Coxal lobes of leg 
pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 triangular in shape and flattened. Anterior gonopods with characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopods broad and canoe-shaped with a slender ventrally curved 
distal end. Coxal lobe pronounced. 
 
Additional Records: MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 22 mi S. La Paz, 25 August 1982 
by D.K. Faulkner (NCSM); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 8 mi SE La Paz, 13 October 
1968 by E.L. Sleeper & F.J. Moore (LACM); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 22 mi. S. 
La Paz, 25 August 1982 by DKE (UCD); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 5 mi N El 
Triunfo, 2 October 1988 by E.S. Ross & R. Stecker (CAS). (Fig. 141). 
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Figure 135. Pregonopodal leg morphology B. lapazensis 
Figure 134. Collum morphology B. lapazensis 
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Figure 136. Cephalic view anterior gonopod B. lapazensis 
Figure 137. Caudal view anterior gonopod B. lapazensis 
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Figure 140. Lateral view 
posterior gonopod B. lapazensis 
Figure 138. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod B. lapazensis 
Figure 139. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod B. lapazensis 
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Figure 141. Distribution B. lapazensis 
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Genus Choixulus, n. gen. 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopod coxal apices short and 
rounded, terminating below the level of the expanded and rounded margin of the coxal 
endite. Vinculum narrow and not fused with coxites reaching past ¾ of the length of the 
coxal apices. Telopodites with a distinct emarginate top margin. Telopodites without 
finger-like projection perpendicular to the plane of the gonopod. Collum front margin 
broad with submarginal anterior groovedeep and more or less straight originating from 
the posterior margin and terminating midway through the  ocellarium. Two faint striae on 
the posterior margin of the corner. Corner angle acute.    
 
Distribution: Area surrounding Choix, Sinaloa, Mexico, 1 species.  
 
Choixulus_valdezi, n. sp.  
 
 (Figs. 142 – 148) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Sinaloa, 1 mi N Choix, collected on 28 July 1968 
by T.A. Sears, R.C. Gardner & C.L. Glaser (UCD). Georeferenced coordinates: 
26.72867°, -108.315831°. Primary key: 3553. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod short and very broad. Terminal end rounded with a hood-
like projection. Lateral margin expanded into a rounded fin originating from the base of 
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the telopodite. No other species of Atopetholidae with posterior telopodite this short and 
broad.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my friend, fellow fed and hunting partner, Ernest W. Valdez. Thanks for all your support, 
advice and help. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 37 mm long, 3.79 mm wide at the collum, 4.37 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.91 mm wide at the epiproct with 43 rings. Ocelli: 42/37 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol light gray sparsely mottled with dark gray. Posterior 
margins of pleurotergites dark gray. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Leg pair 3 elongated 
and produced caudally to leg pair 5, sub-triangular in shape. Leg pairs 4, 5 and 6 sub-
triangular, flattened and produced mesally into pointed projections. Distal margins of 
lobes also elongated into pointed projections, but less so than the mesal margin. Coxal 
lobes of leg pair 7 quadrate and inflated. Collum, anterior gonopods with characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopod short and very broad. Terminal end rounded with a hood-
like projection. Lateral margin expanded into a rounded fin originating from the base of 
the telopodite.      
 
Additional Records: MEXICO: Sinaloa: 4 mi NW Choix, 5 July 1968 by T.A. Sears, 
R.C. Gardner & C.L. Glaser (UCD); MEXICO: Sinaloa: 1 mi N Choix, 8 July 1968 by 
T.A. Sears, R.C. Gardner & C.L. Glaser (UCD). (Fig. 149). 
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Figure 142. Collum morphology C. valdezi 
Figure 143. Pregonopodal leg morphology C. valdezi 
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Figure 144. Cephalic view anterior gonopod C. valdezi 
Figure 145. Caudal view anterior gonopod C. valdezi 
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Figure 148. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod C. valdezi 
Figure 147. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod C. valdezi 
Figure 146. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod C. valdezi 
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Figure 149. Distribution C. valdezi 
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 Genus Cyclothyrophorus Pocock 1908 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior and poster gonopods unique amongst 
the Atopetholidae. Distal margins of coxites and telopodites of the anterior gonopods 
produced into distinct oblong lobes. Telopodites dissected on distal lateral margin into a 
small lobe. Vinculum sub-triangular, narrow at sternite and not fused with coxites.   
 
Distribution: Guerrero, Colima and Baja California Sur, Mexico, 1 species.  
 
Cyclothyrophorus salvini Pocock 1908 
 
C.  salvini Pocock 1908 (1910) p. 84, figs 6 a-d, pl. VII.  
 
Types: Male holotype from MEXICO, Guerrero, Amula, collected on an unknown date 
by H.H. Smith (BMNH). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 17.72°, longitude: -99.54°. 
TYPE LOST 
 
Male neotype from MEXICO, Colima, collected on 26 July 1963 by D.R. Whitehead 
(VMNH). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 19.414389°, longitude: -103.959891°. 
Primary Key: 1645. NEW TYPE DESIGNATION. 
 
(Figs. 150 -- 156) 
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Diagnosis: Posterior gonopods with telopodite broad at base, narrowing then expanding 
and bending sharply proximad. On inside margin of telopodite, short lateral projection 
truncated. Telopodite bifurcated after the bend into two very small branches. One branch 
a thin curved spine. The other branch broad and angular and terminal end. No other 
species of Atopetholidae similar.  
 
Description: Male neotype about 61 mm long, 4.16 mm wide at the collum, 3.21 mm 
wide at the epiproct with about 66 rings. Ocelli: 24/24 (right/left) in a quadrate patch. 
Measurement at segment 6/7 unavailable due to broken rings. Color in alcohol yellowish 
tan with yellowish and nearly translucent posterior margins to the pleurotergites. Front 
margin slightly curved. Front margin approximating a right angle with the posterior 
margin at the intersection. Posterior margin straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal 
lobes on leg pair 3 quadrate, but otherwise unmodified. Remainder of pre-gonopod legs 
missing. Posterior gonopods with telopodite broad at base, narrowing then expanding and 
bending sharply proximad. On inside margin of telopodite, short lateral projection 
truncated. Telopodite bifurcated after the bend into two very small branches. One branch 
a thin curved spine. The other branch broad and angular and terminal end. 
 
Additional Records.  MEXICO: Baja California Sur: San Ignacio (Mission), 21 January 
1965 by V. Roth (AMNH). (Fig. 157). 
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Figure 151. Pregonopodal leg morphology C. salvini 
Figure 150. Collum morphology C. salvini 
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Figure 152. Cephalic view anterior gonopod C. salvini 
Figure 153. Caudal view anterior gonopod C. salvini 
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Figure 156. Lateral view posterior
gonopod C. salvini 
Figure 154. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod C. salvini 
Figure 155. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod C. salvini 
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Figure 157. Distribution C. salvini 
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 Genus Eurelus Cook 1911 
 
Saussurobolus Carl 1919 p. 389 New Synonymy 
 
Centrelus Cook 1911 p.154 New Synonymy 
 
Comanchelus Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 p.128 New Synonymy 
 
Toltecolus Chamberlin 1943 p. 27 New Synonymy 
 
Uvaldia Loomis 1968 p.499 New Synonymy 
 
Mannobolus Loomis 1968 p.505 New Synonymy 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods: coxites with extended 
mesodistal processes rounded or angular. Coxites mostly quadrate in shape. Vinculum 
narrow at terminus, sub-triangular and partially fused with coxites. Lateral corners more 
narrow and not inserted like Atopetholus. Vinculum rising approximately half the length 
of the coxal apices. Posterior gonopods mostly curved and canoe shaped. Similar to 
Arinolus, but coxal apices shorter and broader. Collum front margin curved from collum 
to bottom margin of the  ocellarium.  
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Remarks: Generic differences were based largely on the presence or absence of 
structures that have been observed to be variable, such as spinules. Authors such as 
Loomis (1968) have commented that certain species were being described in a particular 
genus, but could be pulled into another genus just as easily. When I looked at the species 
in aggregate, there is no denying they are closely related based on anterior and posterior 
gonopod morphology, pre-gonopodal legs, and collum shape. In particular the anterior 
gonopods are very similar – quadrate with a narrow vinculum. The posterior gonopods 
are canoe shaped or truncated canoe shaped. The spinules were observed on several 
specimens from the same samples of different species to be variable. All species have 
elongated lobes on the coxae of the third pair of legs. Until genetic data can be generated, 
I propose the oldest genus name, Eurelus be applied to all species in the genus and the 
other names be regarded as junior synonyms.  
 
Distribution: Throughout Mexico, except the states of Veracruz, Tabasco, Chiapas, 
Campeche, Yucatan and Quintana Roo, southerneastern Arizona, central New Mexico 
and throughout west Texas, Sixteen species. 
 
Key to the species of Eurelus 
1a. Posterior gonopod telopodite canoe shaped with lateral margin fins............ 2 
 
1b. Posterior gonopod telopodite canoe shaped without lateral margin fins…... 4 
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2a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite distal end truncated …………………… 3 
 
2b. Posterior gonopod without telopodite distal end truncated ………..……… 8  
 
3a. Posterior gonopod telopodite distal end appearing flat 
  with lateral margins expanded into pointed, sub-triangular 
  projections as in figure 182……………………......E. hubrichti Hoffman 
 
3b. Posterior gonopod telopodite distal end with rounded 
  projections on the lateral margins, creating an irregular 
  appearance to the terminal end as in figure 250...……….E. soleatus Cook 
 
4a. Posterior gonopod telopodite without sutureline visible near base of  
  telopodite……….……..............................………………………….5 
 
4b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with suture line visible near base of telopodite  
  as in figure 188……....................................................E. isaiasi n. sp. 
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5a. Posterior gonopod telopodite without sub-basal solenomerite…….........…...........6 
 
5b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with sub-basal solenomerite  
  as in figure 228…….…..........…..…………..E. nietanus DeSaussure 
 
6a. Posterior gonopod telopodite with rounded terminal end………....…………..….7 
 
6b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with pointed terminal end  
  as in figure 234…………...............…........…….E. nigrscens Chamberlin  
 
7a. Posterior gonopod telopodite with emarginate lateral margin as in 
  figure 220……………………………...…....………...E. neglectus Carl 
 
7b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with terminal end curved proximad  
  as in figure 162….….….............................................……E. alisonae n. sp. 
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8a.  Posterior gonopod telopodite with terminal end pointe.....………………… 9 
 
8b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with terminal end not pointed.....…………… 10 
 
9a. Terminal end beak shaped as in figure 170………..........E. chihuanus Chamberlin 
 
9b. Terminal end rounded and cup shaped as in figure 204…... E. marisae n. sp. 
 
10a. Posterior gonopod telopodite with a rounded terminal end 
  and lateral fins on one margin………………….........................…. 11 
 
10b. Posterior gonopod telopodite with lateral fins on both margins  
  a rounded terminal end as in figure 242..……..E. proximus Chamberlin 
 
11a. Posterior gonopod telopodite with lateral fin and distal end 
  emarginate as in figure 212………......…….. ..E. mulaiki Chamberlin 
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11b. Posterior gonopod distal marginwith an angular exapansion of the lateral margin  
  as in figure 196…………..….......…E. kerrensis Chamberlin and Mulaik
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Eurelus alisonae, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 158 – 164) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, 8.1 mi W. Iturbide, collected on 18 
October 1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH). Georeferenced coordinates: 24.720115°, -
100.028921°. Primary key: 1661. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with rounded terminal 
end curved proximad. Similar to E. isaiasi but lacking suture on posterior gonopod 
telopodite. Differing from E. neglectus with posterior telopodite curved not bent and 
terminal end curved proximad. Differing from E. nietanus in the posterior telopodite 
lacking the sub-basal solenomere. Differing from E. nigrescens in the posterior telopodite 
broader, rounded and curved at the terminal end.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my neice Alison Medrano. 
 
Description: Male holotype 3.41 mm wide at the collum, 4.02 mm wide at segment 6/7, 
3.7 mm wide at the epiproct. Ocelli: 45/45 (right/left) in a rounded patch. Several broken 
specimens in vial, no length measurement or segment count available. Color in alcohol 
light brown or tan mottled with reddish brown. Margins of pleurotergites yellowish in 
color. Collum with characters of the genus, posterior margin emarginate. No striations on 
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collum. Leg pairs 1 and 2 slightly incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and 
strongly curved produced caudally to leg pair 6. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 through 6 sub-
triangular and flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 quadrate and flattened. Anterior 
gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped 
curved with rounded terminal end curved proximad. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: 14.8 mi W. Linares on Rt. 60, 19 October 
1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH); MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: 8.1 mi W. Iturbide, 18 
October 1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH); MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: 10.2 mi E San 
Robarto jet, on rte 60, 20 October 1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH); MEXICO: 
Tamaulipas: 4.5 mi S. of Miquihuana, 16 February 1961 by R.O. Albert (FSCA).  (Fig. 
165). 
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Figure 159. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. alisonae 
Figure 158. Collum morphology E. alisonae 
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Figure 160. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. alisonae 
Figure 161. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. alisonae 
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Figure 164. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. alisonae 
Figure 162. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. alisonae 
Figure 163. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. alisonae 
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Figure 165. Distribution E. alisonae 
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Eurelus chihuanus Chamberlin 1947 New combination 
 
Comanchelus chihuanus Hoffman 1960 p. 128  
 
Toltecolus chihuanus Chamberlin 1947 p. 10-11, figs 5-7, pl. I, p. 13 
 
Mannobolus  peninsularis Loomis 1968 p. New Synonymy 
 
Types: Toltecolus chihuanus Chamberlin 1947 male holotype from MEXICO, 
Chihuahua, Cuidad Chihuahua, collected 23 July 1944 by V.E. Shelford (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 28.66°, longitude: -106.18°. Holotype examined. 
 
Mannobolus  peninsularis Loomis 1968  male holotype from MEXICO, Baja California, 
Comondu, collected 1 February 1923 by Wm R. Mann. Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 26.072395°, longitude: -111.844399°. Holotype examined. 
 
(Figs. 166 -- 172) 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with lateral margins of telopodite expanded 
into rounded fins on each margin. Fin on caudal margin long and more produced. Fin on 
cephalic margin shorter by 2/3 and semi-circular. Terminal end of telopodite produced 
into a sharp beak. Lateral profile of telopodite is rounded. Similar to E. fluvialis, but 
lateral fins present on both margins with longer fin being rounded, not angular. Beak 
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much reduced and pointed. Differing from E. garcianus in the lateral fins being longer, 
more pronounced and rounded and having a sharp beak. Differing from E. kerrensis by 
the caudal margin fin being less pronounced and rounded. Cephalic margin fin semi-
circular, not quadrate. Differing from E. mulaiki in the caudal fin being rounded not 
quadrate, cephalic fin present and lateral profile rounded not pointed.  Differing from E. 
proximus in the caudal fin being more produced and rounded rather than having a straight 
margin. Cephalic fin being semi-circular, not produced into a narrow, finger like fin and 
terminal end more hooded than beaked.   
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray. Margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish in color. Collum with characters of the genus, corner with 2 deep 
striae very near the bottom. Posterior margin straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 slightly 
incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced caudally to leg pair 5 and 
curved ventrad with a geniculate distal end. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 through 7 quadrate 
and flattened. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod canoe 
shaped with lateral margins of telopodite expanded into rounded fins on each margin. Fin 
on caudal margin long and more produced. Fin on cephalic margin shorter by 2/3 and 
semi-circular. Terminal end of telopodite produced into a sharp beak. Lateral profile of 
telopodite is rounded. 
 
Remarks: Loomis described a new genus and species from Baja California in 1968. It is 
remarkably similar to E. chihuanus, but smaller in size. The anterior gonopods, collum 
and pre-gonopodal legs are virtually identical to E. chihuanus. Observation of addition 
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specimens from Baja indicate it is likely the same species. The posterior gonopods show 
a slight variation, but that may simply be from the specimens being smaller in size. As 
chihuanus is the senior name, it is retained and Mannobolus peninsularis should be 
regarded as a junior synonym.  
 
Additional Records: ARIZONA: Cochise Co., 12-16 S Apache, 17 July 1963 by V. 
Roth (NCSM), (VMNH); ARIZONA: Cochise Co., Huachuca Mts, Miller Canyon, 7 July 
1974 by Tim L. McCabe (NCSM); ARIZONA: Cochise Co., 2 mi E Portal, 5 August 
1970 by L.D. & M.D. Anderson (UCR);   ARIZONA: Cochise Co., Portal, 5 August 
1968 by L.D. & M.D. Anderson (UCR);   ARIZONA: Cochise Co., Garden Canyon, 
Huachuca Mountains, 31 July 1949 by W.J. & J.W. Gertsch (AMNH);   ARIZONA: 
Cochise Co., Portal, 25 July 1965 by W.J. Gertsch (AMNH);   ARIZONA: Cochise Co., 
Portal 1 Mi NE, 20 July 1976 by V. Roth (CAS);   ARIZONA: Cochise Co., Huachuca 
Mountains Upper Carr Canon, 6 August 1952 by H.B. Leech & J.W. Green (CAS);   
ARIZONA: Pima Co., Molino Basin, Santa Catalina Mts, 24 July 1965 by W.J. Gertsch, 
R. Hastings (AMNH);   ARIZONA: Pima Co., Coronado Nat'l Forest, Santa Catalina 
Mtns, Bug Sp, 9 July 2009 by P.Marek, B. Hendrixson, J. Davenport, C. Hall (MSB);   
ARIZONA: Pinal Co., Oracle, unknown date by S.A.S. (AMNH); MEXICO: Baja 
California Sur: 34 mi SW Loreto in Arroyo San Javier, 30 January 1965 by V. Roth 
(AMNH); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: San Jose de Comondu Canyon, 15 February 
1966 by Vincent Roth (AMNH); MEXICO: Chihuahua: N of Milpillas, Sonora, 3.2 NE 
Las Chinacas, 11 July 1989 by S. Prchal (NCSM); MEXICO: Chihuahua: 1 mi E La 
Sauceda, 21 July 1947 by W.J. Gertsch (AMNH); MEXICO: Chihuahua: Huejotitlan, 20 
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July 1947 by W.J. Gertsch (AMNH); MEXICO: Chihuahua: Aqua Caliente W. Santa 
Barbara, 23 July 1947 by W.J. Gertsch (AMNH); MEXICO: Chihuahua: 15 mi E of 
Parral, Among weeds along highway, 2 July 1965 by James Reddell & John Fish (FSCA); 
MEXICO: Chihuahua: 8 mi ESE Los Lametos, 8 July 1956 by Kansas (FSCA); 
MEXICO: Coahuila: 5.2 mi S. Cuatro Cienegas de Carranza, 20 July 1972 by E.A. Liner, 
R.M. Johnson & A.H. Chaney (FSCA); NEW MEXICO: Dona Ana Co., 4 mi NW Las 
Cruces, Picacho Peak, 1 August 1989 by W.D. Sissom (NCSM); NEW MEXICO: 
Hidalgo Co., Approx 2 mi (by rd) W. Animas on Hwy 9, 24 July 1976 by A.K. Johnson, 
W.K. Irwin (VMNH); NEW MEXICO: Hidalgo Co., 7.5 mi E Portal, 18 July 1973 by S. 
Frommer (UCR); NEW MEXICO: Hidalgo Co., Big Hatchet Peak, Big Hatchet 
Mountains, 1 September 2010 by E.W. Valdez (MSB);   NEW MEXICO: Valencia Co., 
South slope, Tome Hill, 12 July 1998 by M. F. Medrano (MSB);   NEW MEXICO: 
Valencia Co., Tome Hill, 10 July 1992 by C.S. Crawford (MSB); TEXAS: Brewster Co., 
Chisos Mountains, 8 May 2011 by Unknown (AMNH);   TEXAS: Kerr Co., Kerrville 
State Park, 26 May 1965 by Richard K. LaVal & David G. Huckaby (FSCA);   TEXAS: 
Travis Co., Oak Hill, Beckett Ranch, 20 May 1965 by J. Reddell (FSCA); TEXAS: Val 
Verde Co., Seminole Canyon St. Pk, 8 March 2004 by C.T. McAllister (NCSM); TEXAS: 
Val Verde Co., Pecos River Canyon on US 90, 28 August 1964 by Whitehead and 
Awram (VMNH); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., 21.4 mi N Langtry crossing road, 15 June 
1973 by R.M. Blaney (FSCA); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., 36 mi N Del Rio, 9 April 1969 
by James Reddell (FSCA).  (Fig. 173). 
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Figure 167. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. chihuanus 
Figure 166. Collum morphology E. chihuanus 
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Figure 168. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. chihuanus 
Figure 169. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. chihuanus 
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Figure 172 Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. chihuanus 
Figure 171. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. chihuanus 
Figure 170. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. chihuanus 
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Figure 173. Distribution E. chihuanus 
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Eurelus fluvialis Loomis 1968 New combination 
 
Toltecolus fluvialis Loomis 1968 p. 501-503, figs. 6-8, p. 502.   
 
Type: male holotype from TEXAS, Val Verde Co., Comstock, collected 1 March 1911 
by W.P. Carr (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 29.6844°, longitude: -
101.1734°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with lateral margins of telopodite expanded 
into a long angular fin on the caudal margin. Terminal end of telopodite produced into a 
geniculate truncated process. Lateral profile of telopodite is pointed. Similar to E. 
chihuanus, but lateral fin present only on the caudal margin and being angular. Terminal 
end truncated, not sharp and beak-like. Differing from E. garcianus in the lateral fins 
being longer, more pronounced and angular and having a truncated terminal end. 
Differing from E. kerrensis by the caudal margin fin being angular and having a 
truncated terminal end, not rounded. Differing from E. mulaiki in the caudal fin being 
angular not quadrate, and terminal end rounded not pointed. Differing from E. proximus 
in the caudal fin being more produced and angular rather than having a straight margin 
and terminal end truncated, not rounded.   
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray with margins of pleurotergites yellowish in 
color. Collum with characters of the genus, corner with 4 deep striae near the bottom, 
appearing like adjacent striations. Posterior margin straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. 
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Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced caudally to leg pair 5 and distal ends 
expanded. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 through 7 quadrate and flattened. Anterior gonopods 
with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with lateral margins of 
telopodite expanded into a long angular fin on the caudal margin. Terminal end of 
telopodite produced into a geniculate truncated process. Lateral profile of telopodite is 
pointed. 
 
Additional Records: TEXAS: Willacy Co., 4 Mi East of Raymondville, 2 June 1939 by 
S.D. Mulaik (USNM) (Fig. 174).  
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Figure 174. Distribution E. fluvialis 
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Eurelus heteropygus DeSaussure and Humbert 1872 New combination 
 
Spirobolus heteropygus DeSaussure & Humbert 1872 (1869) p. 90, fig 22, pl. VI.   
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Morelos, Cuernavaca, collected on unknown date 
by unknown collector (MHNG). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 18.94°, longitude: -
99.33°. Holotype not examined.  
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 175). 
 
  
Figure 175. Distribution E. heteropygus 
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Eurelus hubrichti Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 New combination 
 
Comanchelus hubrichti Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 p. 129-130, figs a-d, p. 131  
 
Comanchelus lobatus Loomis 1968 p. 504, fig 12-14, p. 502, 504. New Synonymy 
 
Uvaldia intersecta Loomis 1968 p. 500-501, figs 1-5, p. 502. New Synonymy 
 
Comanchelus camporum Loomis 1968 p. 503-504, figs 9-11 p. 502. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 176 -- 182) 
 
Types: Comanchelus hubrichti Hoffman & Orcutt 1960 male holotype from TEXAS, Val 
Verde Co., 3.3 Miles Northeast of Pandale, collected 11 June 1955 by, Leslie Hubricht 
(USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 30.2186°, longitude: -101.5225°. 
Holotype examined. 
 
Comanchelus  lobatus Loomis 1968 holotype male from TEXAS, Bexar Co., San 
Antonio, collected April 1911 by O.F. Cook (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 29.4241°, longitude: -98.4936°. Holotype examined. 
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Uvaldia  intersecta Loomis 1968 holotype male from TEXAS, Uvalde Co., Uvalde, 
collected 20 November 1911 by O.F. Cook (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
29.2097°, longitude: -99.7862°. Holotype examined. 
 
Comanchelus  camporum Loomis 1968  holotype male from TEXAS, Llano Co., 24 
Miles East of Llano, collected 4 April 1964 by J.C. Loomis (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 30.741°, longitude: -98.4209°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod truncated canoe shape with lateral margins of telopodite 
expanded into pointed sub-triangular projections. Terminal end of telopodite appearing 
flat. Differing from all other species of Eurelus in the terminal end of the posterior 
telopodite being truncated and flat at the terminal end.      
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with reddish brown and margins of 
pleurotergites reddish gray in color. Collum with characters of the genus, with a broad 
front margin. Corner lacking striae. Posterior margin curved from the corner. Leg pairs 1 
and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced caudally to leg pair 4 
and distal ends quadrate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 4 also elongated, flattened and produced 
caudally to leg pair 5. Coxal lobes on leg pair 5 quadrate and flattened. Coxal lobes on 
leg pair 6 not modified. Coxal lobes on leg pair 7 quadrate and not flattened.  Anterior 
gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod truncated canoe shape with 
lateral margins of telopodite expanded into pointed sub-triangular projections. 
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Remarks: Loomis described lobatus and camporum as being closely related to hubrichti 
by virtue of the gonopods, but differing in the pregonopodal leg coxal lobes. My 
observations of pre-gonopodal leg morphology across the Atopetholidae is that it can be 
variable, even within individuals of the same population. Ironically, Loomis’ drawings of 
the pre-gonopodal legs match those of the type specimen for hubrichti. Loomis also 
described the genus Uvaldia as keying to near Arinolus, but missing some key characters. 
It is unknown if he compared the gonopods to the type of hubrichti because there is no 
mention of it, but the gonopods of both types are virtually identical. There is some 
variation in the distal ends of the truncated posterior gonopods, but it appears to be within 
the range of variation for the species. As hubrichti is the senior name, it is retained and 
lobatus, camporum and Uvaldia intersecta should be regarded as junior synonyms. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Coahuila: 11 mi E San Antonio de las Alanzas, 27 July 
1976 by R.W. Blaney (NCSM); TEXAS: Bexar Co., San Antonio, 1 April 1910 by W.P. 
Carr (USNM); TEXAS: Bexar Co., hillside above Oak Cliff estate on scenic loop Dr., 15 
February 1969 by D.C. Morizot (FSCA); TEXAS: Duval Co., 4 Janury 1961 by 
Unknown (FSCA); TEXAS: Duval Co., 4 mi SW San Diego, 7 January 1962 by R.O. 
Albert (FSCA); TEXAS: Duval Co., San Diego, 24 February 1963 by R.O. Albert 
(FSCA); TEXAS: Garza Co., 10 mi E Justiceburg, 20 April 1958 by Derl Brooks 
(FSCA); TEXAS: Hays Co., 6 mi N of San Marcos on US 181 under cow turd, 25 June 
1961 by J.F. Quinlan (FSCA); TEXAS: Jim Wells Co., 7 mi SE Alice, 21 April 1979 by 
Richard O. Albert (FSCA); TEXAS: Live Oak Co., George West, 4 December 1960 by 
R.O. Albert (FSCA); TEXAS: Live Oak Co., 22 February 1961 by Unknown (FSCA); 
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TEXAS: Mason Co., 12 S Mason Shea Creek Ranch, 19 April 1976 by Chip Lindsey 
(NCSM); TEXAS: Menard Co., Near San Saba River, Menard, 21 May 1955 by Leslie 
Hubricht (USNM); TEXAS: Sutton Co., 8.3 Mi S Sutton, 31 October 1985 by R. 
Davidson & J. Rawlins (NCSM); TEXAS: Taylor Co., Abilene,  July 1945 by Mrs. M. 
Wills (AMNH); TEXAS: Tom Green Co., 26 September 1967 by Perkins (FSCA); 
TEXAS: Uvalde Co., Uvalde, 20 November 1911 by O.F. Cook (USNM); TEXAS: 
Uvalde Co., 18 mi NNW Uvalde, 1 January 1968 by Terry Raines (FSCA); TEXAS: 
Uvalde Co., Uvalde, 20 November 1911 by Unknown (FSCA); TEXAS: Uvalde Co., 
Frio River, 20 May 2013 by K. Wright (MSB); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., Comstock, 29 
October 1932 by O.F. Cook (USNM); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., 3.3 miles northeast of 
Pandale, 11 June 1955 by Leslie Hubricht (MHN); TEXAS: Wilson Co., 10 mi NW of 
Falls City, 27 February 1962 by J.F. Quinlan (FSCA). (Fig. 183). 
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Figure 177. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. hubrichti 
Figure 176. Collum morphology E. hubrichti 
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Figure 178. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. hubrichti 
Figure 179. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. hubrichti 
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Figure 182. Lateral view 
posterior gonopod E. hubrichti 
Figure 180. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. hubrichti 
Figure 181. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. hubrichti 
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Figure 183. Distribution E. hubrichti 
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Eurelus isaiasi, n. sp.  
 
 (Figs. 184 – 190) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, E. Cadereyta, collected on 3 January 
1950 by Mulaik (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 25.586877°, -99.982775°. Primary 
key: 1965. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with rounded terminal 
end. Posterior telopodite suture visible at approximately ¼ the length. Similar to E. 
alisonae but having suture on posterior gonopod telopodite and terminal end not 
produced ventrad. Differing from E. neglectus with posterior telopodite curved not bent 
and telopodite margins not emarginate. Differing from E. nietanus in the posterior 
telopodite lacking the sub-basal solenomere. Differing from E. nigrescens in the posterior 
telopodite broader and rounded at the terminal end. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my nephew Isaias Medrano. 
 
Description: Description: Male holotype 2.91 mm wide at the collum, 3.13 mm wide at 
segment 6/7. Ocelli: 39/39 (right/left) in a rounded patch. Several broken specimens in 
vial, no length, width at epipoct measurements or segment counts available. Color in 
alcohol gray mottled with reddish brown. Margins of pleurotergites yellowish in color. 
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Collum with characters of the genus, posterior margin emarginate. Two striations on 
collum. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and strongly 
curved produced caudally to leg pair 6. Coxal lobes of leg pair 4 also elongated and 
produced caudally to leg pair 5 from a quadrate base. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 5 and 6 
quadrate and flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 quadrate and inflated. Anterior gonopods 
with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with 
rounded terminal end. Posterior telopodite suture visible at approximately ¼ the length. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 191). 
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Figure 185. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. isaiasi 
Figure 184. Collum morphology E. isaiasi 
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Figure 186. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. isaiasi 
Figure 187. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. isaiasi 
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Figure 190. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. isaiasi 
Figure 188. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. isaiasi 
Figure 189. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. isaiasi 
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Figure 191. Distribution E. isaiasi 
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Eurelus kerrensis Chamberlin and Mulaik 1941 New combination 
 
Toltecolus kerrensis Chamberlin and Mulaik 1941 p. 61-62. 
 
Toltecolus garcianus Chamberlin 1943 p. 27-28, figs 30-33, p. 77 
 
Centrelus kerrensis Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 p. 124, figs 3, p. 117 and 5a-c, p. 125. 
 
Toltecolus kerrensis Hoffman 1998 p. 74 (not indicated as a new combination) 
 
Toltecolus kerrensis Hoffman 1999 p. 61 
 
Centrelus tuberosus Loomis 1966 p. 24, figs 40-47, p. 26. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 192 -- 198) 
 
Types: Toltecolus kerrensis Chamberlin and Mulaik 1941  male holotype from TEXAS, 
Kerr Co., Raven Ranch, collected 1 July 1939 by D. and S. Mulaik (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 29.9379°, longitude: -99.1709°. Holotype examined.  
 
Toltecolus garcianus Chamberlin 1943 male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, 
Garcia, collected 14 July 1942 by C. Bolivar and F. Bonet (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 25.832263°, longitude: -100.569828°. Holotype examined. 
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Centrelus  tuberosus Loomis 1966  male holotype from MEXICO, Coahuila, 3 mi south 
and 9 mi east of Cuatro Cienegas, collected 30 June 1952 by Sydney Anderson. 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 26.93148°, longitude: -101.929983°. Holotype 
examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with caudal lateral margin of telopodite 
expanded into a long fin with a curved margin until near the distal end, where it is 
expanded and rounded. Cephalic margin not produced. Terminal end of telopodite 
rounded. Lateral profile of telopodite is more rounded than pointed. Similar to E. 
chihuanus, but lateral fin present only on the caudal margin and being rounded near the 
distal end. Terminal end rounded, not sharp and beak-like. Differing from E. garcianus 
by the caudal margin fin being rounded, not straight with an angular margin near the 
distal end. Differing from E. fluvialis in the lateral fin margin being rounded instead of 
angular and having a rounded not truncated terminal end. Differing from E. mulaiki in the 
caudal fin being angular not emarginate near the distal end, and terminal end rounded not 
pointed. Differing from E. proximus in the caudal fin being more produced and angular 
rather than narrowed into a fingerlike projection.    
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray and margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish in color. Collum with characters of the genus, corner narrowed 
ventrad with 2 truncated deep striae. Submarginal anterior groovedeep and irregular. 
Posterior margin emarginate at the corner, then straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. 
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Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced caudally to leg pair 6 and distal ends 
rounded. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 through 6 sub-triangular and flattened. Coxal lobes on 
leg pair 7 quadrate and not flattened.  Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  
Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with caudal lateral margin of telopodite expanded into a 
long fin with a curved margin until near the distal end, where it is expanded and rounded. 
Cephalic margin not produced. Terminal end of telopodite rounded. Lateral profile of 
telopodite is more rounded than pointed. 
 
Remarks: Loomis described a species related to kerrensis, but heavier bodied and with 
tubercules on the second segment. The size and tubercules appear to be within the range 
of variability for the species. The gonopods of both types are identical. As kerrensis is the 
senior name, it is retained and tuberosus should be regarded as a junior synonym. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Chihuahua: Coyame, 16 July 1973 by E.A. Liner & 
R.M. Johnson (NCSM); MEXICO: Coahuila: Cuarto Cienegas, 18 May 2010 by K.R. 
Weatherill (MSB); NEW MEXICO: Eddy Co., Guadalupe Mountains, Sitting Bull Falls 
Rec Area, 26 July 1998 by R.D. Worthington (VMNH); TEXAS: El Paso Co., Franklin 
Mountains, West Cottonwood Spring Canyon, unknown date by unknown collector 
(NCSM); TEXAS: Hudspeth Co., Indio Mtns Research Station, 18 August 2001 by R.D. 
Worthington (UTEP); TEXAS: Hudspeth Co., 10 mi W Sierra Blanca, Quitman 
Mountains, 18 August 1972 by Richard Thomas (FSCA); TEXAS: Kerr Co., Raven 
Ranch, July 1941 by S.D. Mulaik (USNM); TEXAS: Real Co., 10 mi N of Leakey, 5 
June 1955 by Leslie Hubricht (VMNH); TEXAS: Real Co., 9 mi N of Leakey on US 83, 
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23 April 1962 by R.O. Albert (FSCA); TEXAS: Terrell Co., Sanderson, West side of 
town on limestone slope, 15 March 1997 by R.D. Worthington (UTEP); TEXAS: Val 
Verde Co., 7.5 Mi NW of Comstock, 11 June 1955 by Leslie Hubricht (USNM); TEXAS: 
Val Verde Co., Langtry, 25 mi N at Pecos River crossing road., 15 June 1973 by R.M. & 
P.K. Blaney (FSCA); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., Langtry, 1 January 1968 by W.H. Russell 
(FSCA); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., Devils River, Dolan Falls, 17 July 1993 by C. Riley 
Nelson (MLBM); (Fig. 199). 
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Figure 193. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. kerrensis 
Figure 192. Collum morphology E. kerrensis 
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Figure 194. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. kerrensis 
Figure 195. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. kerrensis 
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Figure 198. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. kerrensis 
Figure 196. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. kerrensis 
Figure 197. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. kerrensis 
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Figure 199. Distribution E. kerrensis 
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Eurelus marisae, n. sp.  
 
 (Figs. 200 – 206) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Mexico, D.F., SE El Yukon (12 mi NW Toluca), 
collected on 7 May 1963 by W.J. Gertsch & W. Ivie (AMNH). Georeferenced 
coordinates: 19.360005°, -99.804648°. Primary key: 2508. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped but constricted near the terminal end into a 
cup-like structure with a pointed terminal end. Cephalic margin of the terminal end 
emarginate. Differing from all other species of Eurelus by the cup-shaped terminal end of 
the posterior telopodite.    
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my neice Marisa Medrano. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 41 mm long, 4.35 mm wide at the collum, 4.52 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 4.03 mm wide at the epiproct with 47 rings. Ocelli: 35/35 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray and margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish in color. Collum with characters of the genus, but front margin 
broad and submarginal anterior groovedeep and irregular. Corner narrowed with 3 
truncated deep striae. Posterior margin slightly emarginate at the corner, then straight 
with a slight curve. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pairs 3, 4 and 5 
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elongated from a quadrate base, flattened and produced caudally to leg pairs 5, 6 and 7, 
respectively, distal ends rounded. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 6 and 7 sub-triangular and not 
flattened.Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod canoe 
shaped but constricted near the terminal end into a cup-like structure with a pointed 
terminal end. Cephalic margin of the terminal end emarginate. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Queretaro: Mun-Amealco, La Piedad Rd., 5 July 1982 
by C.S. Lieb (NCSM). (Fig. 207). 
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Figure 201. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. marisae 
Figure 200. Collum morphology E. marisae 
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Figure 202. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. marisae 
Figure 203. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. marisae 
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Figure 206. Lateral view 
posterior gonopod E. marisae 
Figure 204. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. marisae 
Figure 205. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. marisae 
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Figure 207. Distribution E. marisae 
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Eurelus mulaiki Chamberlin 1943 
 
Eurelus  mulaiki Chamberlin 1943 p. 147, figs 7-11, p. 151. 
 
Type: holotype male from NEW MEXICO, Lincoln Co., North of Glencoe, collected 31 
May 1941 by unknown collector (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 33.418°, 
longitude: -105.4586°. 
 
(Figs. 208-- 214) 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with caudal lateral margin of telopodite 
expanded into a long fin with an emarginate margin near the distal end. Cephalic margin 
not produced. Terminal end of telopodite pointed. Lateral profile of telopodite is more 
pointed than rounded. Similar to E. chihuanus, but lateral fin present only on the caudal 
margin and being emarginate near the distal end. Terminal end pointed, not sharp and 
beak-like. Differing from E. garcianus by the caudal margin fin being rounded and 
emarginate, not straight with an angular margin near the distal end. Differing from E. 
fluvialis in the lateral fin margin being rounded instead of angular and having a rounded 
not pointed terminal end. Differing from E. kerrensis in the caudal fin being emarginate 
not rounded near the distal end, and terminal end pointed not rounded. Differing from E. 
proximus in the caudal fin being more produced and emarginate near the distal end rather 
than narrowed into a fingerlike projection.    
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Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray and margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish, but nearly translucent. Collum with characters of the genus, 
corner angle acute with 3 striations on the posterior margin just above the corner. 
Submarginal anterior grooveirregular. Posterior margin straight with a slight curve. Leg 
pairs 1 and 2 slightly incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced 
caudally to leg pair 5 and distal ends quadrate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 4 also elongated 
from a quadrate base and produced caudally to leg pair 5. Coxal lobes on leg pair 5 
quadrate and flattened. Coxal lobes on leg pair 6 quadrate and not as flat as leg pairs 4 or 
5. Coxal lobes on leg pair 7 quadrate and inflated.  Anterior gonopods with characters of 
the genus.  Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with caudal lateral margin of telopodite 
expanded into a long fin with an emarginate margin near the distal end. Cephalic margin 
not produced. Terminal end of telopodite pointed. Lateral profile of telopodite is more 
pointed than rounded. 
 
Additional Records. NEW MEXICO: Bernalillo Co., Manzano Mountains,  unknown 
date by unknown collector (MSB); NEW MEXICO: Dona Ana Co., Organ Mountains, 
Fine Tree Loop Tr., 17 July 1993 by D.B. Richman (NCSM); NEW MEXICO: Dona Ana 
Co., Pine Tree Loop above Aguirre Springs, 17 July 1993 by D.B. Richman (MSB); 
NEW MEXICO: Lincoln Co., Ft. Stanton, 28 May 1993 by D.C. Lightfoot (NCSM); 
NEW MEXICO: Lincoln Co., Sacramento Mtns, Maverick Canyon, 27 May 2005 by R.D. 
Worthington (UTEP); NEW MEXICO: Lincoln Co., Ft. Stanton, 28 May 1993 by D.C. 
Lightfoot (MSB); NEW MEXICO: Sandoval Co., 3 mi E of I-25 on Hwy 165, 1 October 
2004 by NM EID Hantavirus Survey (MSB); NEW MEXICO: Socorro Co., Goat Draw, 
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Los Pinos Mtns., 30 August 1989 by Sevilleta LTER (NCSM); NEW MEXICO: Socorro 
Co., Sevilleta NWR, Blue Grama, 1 August 2006 by Unknown (MSB); TEXAS:  Jeff 
Davis Co., 9 mi N. Fort Davis Davis Mtns, 31 May 1965 by M.E. Irwin (UCR ); TEXAS: 
Jeff Davis Co., Madera Canyon, Davis Mountains, 3 August 1963 by D.R. Whitehead 
(VMNH); TEXAS: Jeff Davis Co., Ft. Davis, unknown date by unknown collector 
(USNM); TEXAS: Val Verde Co., 36 mi N Del Rio, unknown date by James Reddell 
(FSCA) (Fig. 215).  
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Figure 209. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. mulaiki 
Figure 208. Collum morphology E. mulaiki 
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Figure 210. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. mulaiki 
Figure 211. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. mulaiki 
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Figure 214. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. mulaiki 
Figure 212. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. mulaiki 
Figure 213. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. mulaiki 
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Figure 215. Distribution E. mulaiki 
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Eurelus neglectus Carl 1919 New combination 
 
Centrelus vulvanus Hoffman 1998 p. 68-70, figs 7-10, p. 69.  
 
Saussurobolus boreus Loomis 1966 p. 521, figs 10-12, p. 514 
 
Saussurobolus neglectus Carl 1919 p. 391, figs., 17-22, p. 391-392. 
 
Spirobolus vulvanus Karsch 1881 p. 55. 
 
(Figs. 216 -- 222) 
 
Types: Saussurobolus neglectus Carl 1919 male holotype from MEXICO, Morelos, 
Cuernavaca, collected  by unknown collector on unknown date (MHNG). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 18.94°, longitude: -99.33°. Holotype examined. 
 
Centrelus boreus Loomis 1966 male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, Huasteca 
Canyon, near Monterrey, collected 9 June 1965 by H.F. Loomis (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 25.64°, longitude: -100.48°. Holotype examined. 
 
Centrelus vulvanus Karsch 1881 male holotype from MEXICO, Puebla (probably the 
city), collected on an unknown date by unknown collector (ZMB). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 19.07°, longitude: -98.31°. Holotype not examined 
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Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped bent with rounded terminal end. 
Posterior telopodite margin emarginate. Similar to E. alisonae but having bent posterior 
telopodite and terminal end rounded, not produced ventrad. Differing from E. isaiasi with 
posterior telopodite bent not curved and telopodite margins emarginate. Differing from E. 
nietanus in the posterior telopodite lacking the sub-basal solenomere. Differing from E. 
nigrescens in the posterior telopodite broader, bent and rounded at the terminal end. 
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with light gray. Margins of 
pleurotergites darker gray in color. Collum with characters of the genus, posterior margin 
slightly emarginate. Two faint striations on collum. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal 
lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and produced caudally to leg pair 6. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 
4  through 6 sub-triangular and flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 subtriangular andnot 
flattened. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod simple and 
canoe shaped bent with rounded terminal end. Posterior telopodite margin emarginate. 
 
 
Remarks: The holotypes for two of the species were examined and Hoffman 1998 
provided updated drawings of vulvanus. Hoffman 1998 also noted that given the close 
proximity of the type localities of vulvanus and neglectus and the stark similarities in the 
gonopods, they could be a single species. The gonopods of the types appear to be the 
same species. There also does not appear to be two different species based on the other 
specimens in the area of the types. Loomis described boreus as close to neglectus, but 
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noted it was easily diagnosable by the “produced distolateral corners” of the anterior 
coxites. An analysis of the holotype appears that the specimen is damaged as the corners 
appear to be torn. Presumably the specimen was in this condition when Loomis drew it. 
In all other respects, the specimens appear identical and should be considered the same 
species. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO:  State Not Specified: El Cedial, Bosque de Cupresus, 27 
June 1943 by B. Mediro (USNM); MEXICO: Chihuahua: Colonia Garcia, 11 July 1931 
by D. Beck (NCSM); MEXICO: Chihuahua: 170 mi. N Chihuahua Saltbush-Acacia-
Grass, 23 July 1944 by D.E. Beck (USNM); MEXICO: Coahuila: W. of Saltillo about 30 
miles in a little oasis, 4 June 1955 by N.B. Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Distro Federal: 
Between KM posts 26 & 27 on Rt 95 South, 6 July 1959 by Keeton, Valentine, Lund 
Exped. (VMNH); MEXICO: Distro Federal: S. Bartolo Tenayuca, 17 June 1943 by C. 
Bolivar, I. Pina (USNM); MEXICO: Durango: 15 mi E Durango, 18 August 1947 by W.J. 
Gertsch (AMNH); MEXICO: Jalisco: Tonala, 7 July 1953 by C. & P. Vaurie (AMNH); 
MEXICO: Jalisco: Mozamitla 10 mi NE, 5 July 1971 by R.O. Albert (FSCA); MEXICO: 
Distro Federal: Chilmalhuacan, 7 July 1962 by P.C. Holt (VMNH); MEXICO: Distro 
Federal: 916 San Bartolo Temayuca, Bajo Piedras, 15 July 1944 by Bolivar, Cardenas 
(USNM); MEXICO: Distro Federal: 16 mi. W. of Toluca, Hwy 15 K 80-79, unknown 
date by unknown collector (FSCA); MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: 17 mi W. Linares, unknown 
date by unknown collector (USNM); MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: Huastera Canyon about 4 
km S of Santa Catarina,, 11 May 1975 by R.O. Albert (FSCA); MEXICO: Puebla: 
Cacaloapan, 25 June 1963 by D.R. Whitehead (MHN); MEXICO: Queretaro: Mun. 
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Colon rd to Los Trigos-C.E. Zamorano, 6 July 1982 by C.S. Lieb (NCSM); MEXICO: 
San Luis Potosi: km 36-51 Carretera San Luis-Rio Verde, 10 August 1958 by F. Medellin 
& N. Vazquez (USNM); MEXICO: Zacatecas: 9 mi. S. of Fresnillo, 26 June 1956 by 
MacSwain Linsdale (FSCA). (Fig. 223). 
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Figure 217. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. neglectus 
Figure 216. Collum morphology E. neglectus 
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Figure 218. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. neglectus 
Figure 219. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. neglectus 
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Figure 222. Lateral view 
posterior gonopod E. neglectus 
Figure 221. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. neglectus 
Figure 220. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. neglectus 
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Figure 223. Distribution E. neglectus 
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Eurelus nietanus DeSaussure 1860 
  
Julus nietanus DeSaussure 1860 p. 107, fig. 33, pl. V. 
 
Saussurobolus nietanus Carl 1919 p. 390, fig. 16, p. 390. 
 
Centrelus spinosus Loomis 1968 p.  
 
(Figs. 224 -- 230) 
 
Types: Julus nietanus DeSaussure 1860 male holotype from MEXICO, Morelos, 
Cuernavaca, collected on an unknown date by unknown collector (MHNG). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 18.94°, longitude: -99.33°. Holotype not examined. 
 
Centrelus spinosus Loomis 1968  male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, Lopez 
Mateos Monument on Hwy 60, East of Iturbide, collected 7 June 1967 by H.F. Loomis 
(USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 24.76°, longitude: -99.95°. Holotype 
examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with rounded terminal 
end. Posterior telopodite margin slightly emarginate. Short and pointed solenomere 
originating from base of posterior telopodite. Differing from all other species of Eurelus 
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by the presence of the short, pointed solenomere originating from the base of the 
posterior telopodite.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol dark gray mottled with light gray. Margins of 
pleurotergites grayish and almost translucent. Collum with characters of the genus, 
posterior margin straight. No striations on corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal 
lobes on leg pair 3 elongated and strongly curved and produced caudally to leg pair 6. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 elongated from a flattened quadrate base and produced 
caudally, but shorter than lobes on leg pair 3. Coxal lobes on leg pair 6 sub-triangular and 
flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 quadrate  and not flattened. Anterior gonopods with 
characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with 
rounded terminal end. Posterior telopodite margin slightly emarginate. Short and pointed 
solenomere originating from base of posterior telopodite. 
 
Remarks: The posterior gonopods of nietanus have been illustrated multiple times. An 
analysis of the type of spinosus and other specimens in the area and a comparison with 
the various drawings indicate these are likely the same species. As nietanus is the senior 
name, it is retained and spinosus should be regarded as a junior synonym.  
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Jalisco: 10 mi NE of Mazanitla, 5 July 1971 by R.O. 
Albert (NCSM); MEXICO: Morelos: Tejalpa, 23 June 1963 by D.R. Whitehead (VMNH); 
MEXICO: Morelos: Rt. 115, 22 June 1963 by R.E. Woodruff (FSCA); MEXICO: 
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Oaxaca: 1 mi SE Tamazulapan, 20 June 1965 by S.J. Arnold (EMEC); MEXICO: Puebla: 
8 mi E. of Tlacotepec, 25 June 1963 by R.E. Woodruff (FSCA). (Fig. 231). 
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Figure 225. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. nietanus 
Figure 224. Collum morphology E. nietanus 
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Figure 226. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. nietanus 
Figure 227. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. nietanus 
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Figure 230. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. nietanus 
Figure 228. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. nietanus 
Figure 229. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. nietanus 
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Figure 231. Distribution E. nietanus 
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Eurelus nigrescens Chamberlin 1923 
 
Onychelus nigrescens Chamberlin 1923 p. 407, figs. 44-47, p. 406. 
 
Atopetholus nigrescens Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 p. 139. 
 
Centrelus nigrescens Hoffman 1998 p. 68. 
 
(Figs. 232 -- 236) 
 
Type: Centrelus  nigrescens Chamberlin 1923  holotype male from MEXICO, Baja 
California, Coronados Island, Golfo de Mexico, Northeast of Loreto, collected on 
unknown date  by Jos. C. Chamberlin (CAS). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
26.119562°, longitude: -111.275479°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod simple and canoe shaped curved with pointed terminal end. 
Posterior telopodite margin slightly emarginate. Differing from all other species of 
Eurelus by the terminal end being pointed.   
 
Description: Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod simple 
and canoe shaped curved with pointed terminal end. Posterior telopodite margin slightly 
emarginate. 
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Notes: Head was missing from holotype specimen and no other specimens were observed. 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig.237). 
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Figure 232. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. nigrescens 
Figure 233. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. nigrescens 
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Figure 237. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. nigrescens 
Figure 234. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. nigrescens 
Figure 235. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. nigrescens 
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Figure 238. Distribution E. nigrescens 
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Eurelus proximus Chamberlin and Mulaik 1941 
 
Eurelus  proximus Chamberlin and Mulaik 1941 p. 62-63. 
 
(Figs. 239 -- 245) 
 
Type: male holotype from TEXAS, Hidalgo Co., Edinburg, collected 1 January 1938 by 
unknown collector. Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 26.301737°, longitude: -
98.163343°. Holotype examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod canoe shaped with both caudal and cephalic lateral 
margins of telopodite expanded and narrowed into a finger-like projections near the distal 
end. One finger-like projection curved proximad and the other curved distad. Terminal 
end of telopodite rounded. Lateral profile of telopodite is rounded. Differing from all 
other species of Eurelus in the lateral fins being narrowed into finger-like projections.    
 
Description: Color in alcohol light gray and medium gray with margins of pleurotergites 
yellowish. Collum with characters of the genus, corner angle acute with 4 striations on 
the posterior margin just above the corner. Posterior margin straight with a slight curve. 
Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated, broad and produced 
caudally to leg pair 6, distal ends quadrate. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 quadrate and 
flattened. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  Posterior gonopod canoe 
shaped with both caudal and cephalic lateral margins of telopodite expanded and 
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narrowed into a finger-like projections near the distal end. One finger-like projection 
curved proximad and the other curved distad. Terminal end of telopodite rounded. Lateral 
profile of telopodite is rounded. 
 
Remarks: Hoffman and Orcutt 1960 synonymized proximus with soleatus, however that 
appears to be in error as an analysis of the types indicate there are distint differences in 
the posterior gonopods and the pregonopodal legs. I propose resurrection of proximus as 
a valid species. 
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: K 120 going toward Victoria, 30 June 1957 
by N.B. Causey (FSCA); TEXAS: Hidalgo Co., Edinburg, 1 May 1937 by S.D. Mulaik 
(USNM); TEXAS: Hidalgo Co., Edinburg, 1 April 1938 by S.D. Mulaik (USNM); 
TEXAS: Hidalgo Co., Edinburg, 3 June 1939 by S.D. Mulaik (USNM); TEXAS: 
Hidalgo Co., Edinburg, 1 February 1939 by S. Mulaik (USNM). (Fig. 246). 
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Figure 240. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. proximus 
Figure 239. Collum morphology E. proximus 
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Figure 241. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. proximus 
Figure 242. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. proximus 
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Figure 245. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. proximus 
Figure 243. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. proximus 
Figure 244. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. proximus 
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Figure 246. Distribution E. proximus 
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Eurelus soleatus Cook 1911 
 
Eurelus  soleatus Cook 1911 p. 153-154. 
 
Toltecolus  parvunguis Hoffman 1949 p. 1-3, fig.1, p. 3.  
 
(Figs. 247 -- 253) 
 
Types: Eurelus  soleatus Cook 1911  male holotype from TEXAS, Brooks Co., Falfurrias 
"Starr County", collected on unknown date by O.F. Cook. Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 27.227°, longitude: -98.1442°. LOST TYPE 
 
Eurelus soleatus Cook 1911 male neotype from TEXAS, Webb Co., U.S. Hwy 83, 35.5 
mi. N of Laredo, collected on 29 May 1955 by L. Hubricht (VMNH). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 27.998697°, longitude: -99.36809°. Primary key: 1708. NEW 
TYPE DESIGNATION. Neotype examined.  
 
Toltecolus  parvunguis Hoffman 1949  male holotype from TEXAS, Frio Co., Frio State 
Park, collected 8 April 1948 by George E. Ball. Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
28.895922°, longitude: -99.109562°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod truncated canoe shape with lateral margins of telopodite 
expanded into rounded finger-like projections on 3 sides at the terminal end. Terminal 
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end appearing irregular due to the lobes. Differing from all other species of Eurelus in the 
terminal end of the posterior telopodite being truncated with rounded finger-like 
projections.      
 
Description: Male neotype about 67 mm long, 6.04 mm wide at the collum, 7.24 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.86 mm wide at the epiproct with 49 rings. Ocelli: 49/51 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch.Color in alcohol light gray mottled with dark gray and margins of 
pleurotergites yellowish in color. Collum with characters of the genus. Corner lacking 
striae. Posterior margin straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 
elongated from quadrate base and produced caudally to leg pair 4. Distal ends complex 
and arrow shaped. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 also elongated from quadrate base, 
flattened and produced caudally. Coxal lobes on leg pair 6 quadrate and flattened. Coxal 
lobes on leg pair 7 quadrate and inflated.  Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus.  
Posterior gonopod truncated canoe shape with lateral margins of telopodite expanded into 
rounded finger-like projections on 3 sides at the terminal end. Terminal end appearing 
irregular due to the lobes. 
 
Additional Records. TEXAS: Webb Co., 3.5 miles N of Laredo, 1 March 1958 by 
unknown collector (FNS); TEXAS: Crockett Co., 8 mi W of Ozona, 30 September 1950 
by M.A. Cazier (AMNH); TEXAS: Hidalgo Co., 6 mi E Edinburg, 23 August 1946 by S 
& D Mulaik (USNM); TEXAS: Tom Green Co., College Hills, San Angelo Co, Red 
Arroyo, 7 April 1968 by Howard Perkins (FSCA); TEXAS: Webb Co., US Hwy 83, 35.5 
mi N of Laredo, 29 May 1955 by L. Hubricht (VMNH), (USNM). (Fig. 254). 
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Figure 248. Pregonopodal leg morphology E. soleatus 
Figure 247. Collum morphology E. soleatus 
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Figure 249. Cephalic view anterior gonopod E. soleatus 
Figure 250. Caudal view anterior gonopod E. soleatus 
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Figure 253. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod E. soleatus 
Figure 251. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod E. soleatus 
Figure 252. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod E. soleatus 
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Figure 254. Distribution E. soleatus 
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Eurelus zacatecas Chamberlin 1947 
 
Centrelus  zacatecus Chamberlin 1947 p. 51, figs 59-60, p. 52. 
 
Type:  Male holotype from MEXICO, Zacatecas, Sierra Temperoso del Oro, collected in 
1934 by unknown collector (ANSP). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 22.81°, 
longitude: -102.7°. Holotype not examined.  
 
Distribution. This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 255). 
 
   
 
  
Figure 255. Distribution E. zacatecas 
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 Genus Onychelus Cook 1904 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods with narrow, sub-triangular 
vinculum rising to more than ¾ the length of the coxal endite process. Vinculum not 
fused with coxites. Telopodite terminal ends broad, not pointed. Color in alcohol dark 
brown mottled with reddish brown. Posterior margins of the pleurotergites reddish-
yellow making a distinct contrasting pattern.  
 
Distribution: Pima county, Arizona and San Bernardino, Riverside and San Diego 
counties, California, 1 species.  
 
Onychelus obustus Cook 1904 
 
Onychelus  obustus Cook 1904 p. 68. 
 
Onychelus  medolus Chamberlin 1941 p. , figs 17-18, p. 33. 
 
Hiltonius  thebanus Chamberlin 1941 p. 8, fig. 7, p. 30. 
 
Onychelus  jaegeri Chamberlin 1947 p. 50, figs. 54-55, p. 52. 
 
(Figs. 256 -- 262) 
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Types: Onychelus  obustus Cook 1904 holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Riverside Co., 
Colorado Desert, collected on an unknown date by C.R. Orcutt (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 33.6933°, longitude: -114.8463°. 
 
Onychelus  medolus Chamberlin 1941 holotype male from ARIZONA, Pinal Co., Olberg, 
collected 27 December 1940 by S. and D. Mulaik (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 33.093404°, longitude: -111.686905°. 
 
Hiltonius  thebanus Chamberlin 1941 holotype female from ARIZONA, Maricopa Co., 
Theba, 10 mi West of Gila Bend on US 80, collected 5 January 1941 by S. and D. Mulaik 
(USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 32.920415°, longitude: -112.8865°. 
 
Onychelus  jaegeri Chamberlin 1947 holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Riverside Co., 
Indio Mudhills, 10 mi NE of Palm Springs, collected November 1946 by Smith and 
Jaeger (ANSP). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 33.947122°, longitude: -
116.441461°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite curved almost into a half-circle. Terminal end 
narrow and bifurcated into two short, curved spines. No other Atopetholidae species with 
the same coloration pattern, and ventrally curved distal end to the posterior telopodite 
bifurcating into two short curved spines.  
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Description:  Collum angle acute, front margin straight, posterior margin curved. Color 
and anterior gonopods with characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite curved 
almost into a half-circle. Terminal end narrow and bifurcated into two short, curved 
spines. 
 
Notes: The four species were synonymized by Shelley 1998.  
 
Additional Records: ARIZONA: Pima Co., 12 mi NW Tucson, 30 March 1975 by M. 
Bentzien (EMEC); ARIZONA: Pima Co., Tuson, 20 December 1935 by O. Bryant (CAS); 
ARIZONA: Yuma Co., Roll, In sand dune, 20 April 1956 by Roth & Clark (USNM); 
CALIFORNIA:  Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM Pinyon Wells, 6 March 1965 by E.L. 
Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., between Cabazon and 
Whitewater, 1 December 1922 by O.F. Cook (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
Palm Springs, 3 February 1929 by Cook & Jenkins (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: Riverside 
Co., "Andreas Garden", 10 January 1930 by H.G. McKeever (VMNH); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Andreas Canyon, Palm Sprgs, 27 November 1927 by unknown collector 
(VMNH); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Palm Spr nr intersn of San Rafael Rd & 
Virginia Rd, 15 January 1990 by G.R. Ballmer (UCR); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 1.5 
mi E of Windy Point, 0.25 mi S Hwy 111, 15 January 1990 by G.R. Ballmer (UCR); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Palm Spr nr intersn Bogert Tr & S. Palm Canyon Dr, 15 
January 1990 by G.R. Ballmer (UCR); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Hwy 111 at Windy 
Point, pitfall trap, 15 January 1990 by G.R. Ballmer (UCR); CALIFORNIA: Riverside 
Co., Palm Canyon, 6 February 1954 by unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: 
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Riverside Co., Andreas Canyon, 7 December 1924 by O.F. Cook (USNM); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Palm Springs, unknown date by R.V. Chamberlin 
(USNM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., San Jacinto Mts, 1 December 1952 by unknown 
collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Thousand Palms, 21 February 1955 by 
W.R. Richards (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Windy Pt. 3 mi S Whitewater on 
Highway 111, 25 January 1977 by M. Bentzien (EMEC); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
Cottonwood Cyn, 4 mi NE Cabazon, 23 March 1975 by C.E. Griswold (EMEC); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Palm Springs entrance to Aerial Tramway, 29 November 
1981 by B. Hebert (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM L. 
Covington Flat, 16 March 1963 by E.L. Sleeper (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
4 mi SE of Windy Point, 4 March 1992 by D.B. Weissman & V.F. Lee (CAS); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Cathedral City, 11 April 1941 by Ross & Aarons (CAS); 
CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., 5 mi E Cabazon, 17 February 1965 by E. Schlinger 
& M. Irwin (UCD); CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., Borrego, 11 February 1968 by Alan 
Hardy (UCR); CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., 2 1/2 mi S Xmas Tree Circle Borrego 
Valley, 2 December 1964 by Chris Parrish (CAS) (Fig. 263). 
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Figure 257. Pregonopodal leg morphology O. obustus 
Figure 256. Collum morphology O. obustus 
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Figure 258. Cephalic view anterior gonopod O. obustus 
Figure 259. Caudal view anterior gonopod O. obustus 
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Figure 262. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod O. obustus 
Figure 260. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod O. obustus 
Figure 261. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod O. obustus 
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Figure 263. Distribution O. obustus 
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 Genus Piedolus Chamberlin 1930 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Coxal apices narrow and slender. Vinculum 
sub-triangular and rounded, rising to the level of the coxal apices. Telopodites elongated 
and broad, not finger-like as in other genera. Posterior telopodite divided basally  into a 
long narrowing selonomere and a broad, flat branch.    
 
Distribution: Washington county, Utah, Clark county, Nevada, and Inyo county, 
California, 1 species. 
 
Piedolus utus Chamberlin 1930 
 
P. utus Chamberlin 1930 p. 118, unnumbered figure, p. 120   
 
(Figs. 264 – 270) 
 
Type:  holotype male from UTAH, Washington Co., St. George, collected 3 April 1929 
by Lowell Woodbury (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 37.1055°, longitude: 
-113.5976°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior telopodite divided basally  into a long narrowing selonomere and a 
broad, flat branch.Divided posterior telopodite is unique within the Atopetholidae. No 
other species have a basally divided posterior telopodite.  
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Description: Color in alcohol reddish-brown mottled with gray. Posterior margins of 
pleurotergites grayish-yellow in color. Front margin of collum uniformly narrow. Corner 
angle acute. Three faint striae on corner and posterior margin. Posterior margin straight. 
Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus. Posterior telopodite divided basally  into 
a long narrowing selonomere and a broad, flat branch.  
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., Panamint Sprs, unknown date by Stan 
Harrison (UCD); NEVADA: Clark Co., 12 KM W Search Light at Walking Box Ranch, 
3 December 1994 by W.E. Steiner & J.M Swearingen (USNM); UTAH: Washington Co., 
9 mi N of St. George, 10 April 1970 by L. Russel (VMNH); UTAH: Washington Co., 5 
mi SW Santa Clara, 25 March 1969 by J.H. & J.M. Davidson & L. Russell (CAS). (Fig. 
271).  
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Figure 265. Pregonopodal leg morphology P. utus 
Figure 264. Collum morphology P. utus 
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Figure 266. Cephalic view anterior gonopod P. utus 
Figure 267. Caudal view anterior gonopod P. utus 
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Figure 270. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod P. utus 
Figure 268. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod P. utus 
Figure 269. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod P. utus 
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Figure 271. Distribution P. utus 
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 Genus Pinnaulus, n. gen. 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods almost fully fused with 
quadrate coxites. Vinculum narrow and rising more than ¾ the length of the coxal apices. 
Telopodite distal margin expanded into a rounded projection. Differing from Eurelus in 
the expanded distal margin of the anterior telopodite. Differing from Choixulus in the 
longer coxal apices. Differing from Tamaulus in the vinculum rising to more than ¾ the 
length of the coxal apices. 
 
Distribution: southwestern Coahuila, Mexico, 1 species.  
 
Pinnaulus fieldsi, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 272 – 278) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Sierra de las Bolas, San Antonio de las Alazanas, 
COAHUILA, Mexico, collected on 6 July 1996 by W. Elliott. TMM. Georeferenced 
coordinates: 25.590066°, -102.756895°. Primary key: 1916. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with spire-like appearance. Telopodite narrow sub-basally 
and expanding before narrowing to a vertical point. Two ridges on expanded portion thin, 
parallel and angled proximad. No other atopetholid species with a complex spire-like 
posterior telopodite.    
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Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my friend, coworker, Ronald C.D. Fields. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 47 mm long, 4.26 mm wide at the collum, 4.75 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 4.35 mm wide at the epiproct with 53 rings. Ocelli: 38/37 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with reddish brown and light 
gray. Posterior margins of pleurotergites yellowish-gray. Collum front margin uniformly 
narrow and slightly curved. Submarginal anterior groovedeep and straight terminating at 
the bottom margin of the  ocellarium. Corner angle acute with 3 deep striae to posterior 
margin. Posterior margin slightly emarginate, then straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. 
Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated from a quadrate base, curved and produced caudally. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 also elongated from a sub-triangular base. Lobes on leg 
pair 4 produced caudally, lobes on leg pair 5 vertical. Coxal lobes on leg pair 6 sub-
triangular and flattened. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 not modified. Femoral lobes on leg 
pairs 3 through 6 short and sub-conical. Anterior gonopods with characters of the family.  
Posterior gonopod with spire-like appearance. Telopodite narrow sub-basally and 
expanding before narrowing to a vertical point. Two ridges on expanded portion thin, 
parallel and angled proximad. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 279). 
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Figure 273. Pregonopodal leg morphology P. fieldsi 
Figure 272. Collum morphology P. fieldsi 
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Figure 274. Cephalic view anterior gonopod P. fieldsi 
Figure 275. Caudal view anterior gonopod P. fieldsi 
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Figure 278. Lateral view 
posterior gonopod P. fieldsi 
Figure 276. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod P. fieldsi 
Figure 277. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod P. fieldsi 
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Figure 279. Distribution P. fieldsi 
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 Genus Tamaulus, n. gen. 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods with coxal apices rounded 
and finger-like rising above the distal margin of the coxites. Vinculum narrow and rising 
to half or a little more of the length of the coxal apices. Vinculum sub-triangular and 
partially fused with the coxites. Differing from Eurelus in the coxal apices longer and 
more finger-like. Posterior gonopods not canoe shaped and complex. Differing from 
Arinolus in the coxal apices more broad and not as produced. Differing from Bajabolus in 
the vinculum being narrow without a median groove. Differing from Pinnaulus in the 
vinculum not rising as much. Differing from Tarascolus in the coxal apices being broader 
and the telopodite of the anterior gonopod being significantly reduced.  
 
Distribution: Mexico, Nayarit, San Luis Potosi, Tamaulipas, and Nuevo Leon. Five 
species.  
 
Key to the species of Tamaulus 
 
1a. Posterior telopodite not bifurcated……………………………………….… 2 
 
1b. Posterior telopodite with bifurcated distal end, terminating in  
  a vertical spine as in figure 315.......……………..……..T. wardae n. sp. 
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2a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite terminating other than a    
  semi-circular hook………………...................................................3 
 
2b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite terminating in a semi- 
  circular hook as in figure 299…...……….… ….T. maribelleae n. sp. 
 
3a. Posterior gonopod terminating in a truncated end………………………… 4 
 
3b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite terminating in a pointed, 
  proximad curved end as in figure 291…………...…. ..T. justini n. sp. 
 
4a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite terminating in a truncated 
  distal end and smooth lateral margins as in      
  figure 283…….…………......................................T. brantleyae n. sp. 
4b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite terminating in a truncated 
  distal end with sharp dentitions on one lateral margin 
  as in figure 307………………………….…………..…T. miae n. sp. 
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Tamaulus brantleyae, n. sp.  
 
 (Figs. 280 – 286) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Torreron, 5 mi W at Los Angeles, COAHUILA, Mexico, 
collected on 1 July 1971 by R.O. Albert. FSCA. Georeferenced coordinates: 25.547845°, 
-103.40583°. Primary key: 2667 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with a telopodite simple and curved mesad then curving 
distad with a truncated terminal end. Interior margin smooth without dentation. Differing 
from T. maribelleae and T. miae in having a simple telopodite with smooth margins.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
Sandra Brantley, friend, and longtime adviser. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 56 mm long, 4.64 mm wide at the collum, 5.3 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 5.61 mm wide at the epiproct with 49 rings. Ocelli: 54/56 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol yellowish-gray mottled with gray. Posterior margins 
of pleurotergites yellowish gray in color. Collum corner long and narrowed ventrad with 
4 striae visible. Front margin slightly emarginate, broad near the corner and narrowing to 
the bottom margin of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin emarginate then straight. Leg 
pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular and elongated, produced 
caudally to leg pair 5. Coxal lobes of leg pair 4 elongated and expanded with a semi-
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circular mesal margin and a straight distal margin. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 5 and 6 
quadrate but not expanded. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 sub-triangular and not flattened. 
Anterior gonopods with the characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod with a telopodite 
simple and curved mesad then curving distad with a truncated terminal end. Interior 
margin smooth without dentation.      
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 287). 
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Figure 281. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. brantleyae 
Figure 280. Collum morphology T. brantleyae 
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Figure 282. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. brantleyae 
Figure 283. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. brantleyae 
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Figure 286. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod T. brantleyae 
Figure 284. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. brantleyae 
Figure 285. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. brantleyae 
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Figure 287. Distribution T. brantleyae 
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Tamaulus justini, n. sp.  
 
 (Figs. 288 – 294) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Nuevo Leon, Cerro de Potosi, 22.2 mi NW 
Galeana, collected on 16 October 1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH). Georeferenced 
coordinates: 24.867355°, -100.225696°. Primary key: 1657. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with slender, blade like telopodite with ventrad curve. 
Lateral margins of telopodite with one tooth on each margin at approximately half the 
length. Similar only to some species of Atopetholus. T. justini has teeth on both margins, 
Atopetholus species only have teeth on one margin. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my son, Justin Medrano. 
 
Description: Male holotype 4.31 mm wide at the collum, 4.73 mm wide at segment 6/7. 
Ocelli: 45/40 (right/left) in a rounded patch. Several broken specimens in vial, no length 
or width at epipoct measurements or segment count available. Color in alcohol gray 
mottled with reddish brown. Posterior margins of pleurotergites reddish brown. Collum 
corner angle acute and rounded. Front margin uniformly broad and slightly curved. 
Posterior margin straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3, 4, 5 and 
6 elongated. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 quadrate. Sub-conical femoral projections on leg 
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pairs 4, 5, and 6. Anterior gonopods with characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod with 
slender, blade like telopodite with vetrad curve. Lateral margins of telopodite with one 
tooth on each margin at approximately half the length. 
 
Additional Records: MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: East slope of Cerro Potosi, 3 July 1966 by 
McCoy & Bianculli (VMNH); MEXICO: Nuevo Leon: Cerro de Potosi, 22.2 mi NW 
Galeana, 15 October 1965, 16 October 1965 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH). (Fig. 295) 
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Figure 289. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. justini 
Figure 288. Collum morphology T. justini 
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Figure 290. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. justini 
Figure 291. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. justini 
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Figure 294. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod T. justini 
Figure 292. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. justini 
Figure 293. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. justini 
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Figure 295. Distribution T. justini 
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Tamaulus maribelleae, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 296 – 302) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Tamaulipas, Tula, collected on 8 June 1971 by 
R.O. Albert (FSCA). Georeferenced coordinates: 22.996638°, -99.716742°. Primary key: 
2653 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with a telopodite complex and curved mesad. Interior 
margin emarginate. Terminal end with a semi-circular hook. Differing from T. brantleyae 
and T. miae in having terminal end with a semi-circular hook. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of  
my daughter, Maribelle Medrano. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 33 mm long, 3.12 mm wide at the collum, 3.67 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.61 mm wide at the epiproct with 45 rings. Ocelli: 47/49 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol gray. Posterior margins of pleurotergites also gray in 
color. Collum corner long and narrowed ventrad with 1 striae visible. Front margin 
slightly emarginate, broad near the corner and narrowing to the bottom margin of the  
ocellarium. Posterior margin emarginate then curved. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal 
lobes of leg pair 3 elongated from a quadrate base and produced caudally to leg pair 5. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular, elongated and flattened. Coxal lobes of 
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leg pairs 6 and 7 quadrate with lobes of leg pair 7 inflated. Anterior gonopods with the 
characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod with a telopodite complex and curved mesad. 
Interior margin emarginate. Terminal end with a semi-circular hook. Differing from T. 
brantleyae and T. miae in having terminal end with a semi-circular hook. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 303) 
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Figure 297. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. maribelleae 
Figure 296. Collum morphology T. maribelleae 
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Figure 298. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. maribelleae 
Figure 299. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. maribelleae 
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Figure 302. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod T. maribelleae 
Figure 300. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. maribelleae 
Figure 301. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. maribelleae 
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Figure 303. Distribution T. maribelleae 
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Tamaulus miae, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 304– 310) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, San Luis Potosi, W. of La Calzada, K103, Hwy 80,  
collected on 20 June 1974 by R.O. Albert (FSCA). Georeferenced coordinates: 
22.643453°, -99.891452°. Primary key: 2664. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with a telopodite complex and curved mesad. Interior 
caudal margin with a semi-circular lateral lobe. Interior cephalic margin with sharp 
dentition. Terminal end truncated. Differing from T. brantleyae and T. maribelleae in 
interior margins with lateral lobes and sharp dentition. 
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my eldest daughter, Mia Medrano. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 57 mm long, 5.31 mm wide at the collum, 6.07 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 3.88 mm wide at the epiproct with 46 rings. Ocelli: 58/58 (right/left) 
in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol gray. Posterior margins of pleurotergites also gray in 
color. visible. Collum corner long and narrowed ventrad with no striae visible. Front 
margin slightly emarginate, uniformly broad from the posterior margin of the corner and 
with submarginal anterior grooveterminating beyond the top margin of the  ocellarium. 
Posterior margin curved then straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg 
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pair 3 elongated from a quadrate base and produced caudally to leg pair 6. Coxal lobes of 
leg pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular, elongated and flattened and produced to leg pair 7. Coxal 
lobes of leg pairs 6 and 7 quadrate. Anterior gonopods with the characters of the genus. 
Posterior gonopod with a telopodite complex and curved mesad. Interior caudal margin 
with a semi-circular lateral lobe. Interior cephalic margin with sharp dentition. Terminal 
end truncated. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 311). 
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Figure 305. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. miae 
Figure 304. Collum morphology T. miae 
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Figure 306. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. miae 
Figure 307. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. miae 
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Figure 310. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod T. miae 
Figure 308. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. miae 
Figure 309. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. miae 
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Figure 311. Distribution T. miae 
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Tamaulus wardae, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 312 – 318) 
 
Type: Male holotype from MEXICO, Nayarit, Jesus Maria, collected on 24/25 June 1955 
by B. Mallvin (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 22.252249°, -104.526286°. Primary 
key: 2025 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with a telopodite complex and curved mesad. Interior 
margin with one wide tooth. Terminal end bifurcated a near a right angle with a sharp 
vertical spine and a truncated horizontal projection. Differing from T. brantleyae and T. 
miae in having a bifurcated terminal end. Spine on outside margin broken during near 
terminal end broken during dissection.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
my friend and colleague, Gretchen Ward. 
 
Description: Male holotype 2.2 mm wide at the collum, 2.41 mm wide at segment 6/7, 
Ocelli: 45/42 (right/left) in a rounded patch. Several broken specimens in vial, length, 
width at epiproct and rings count unavailable. Color in alcohol dark gray mottled with 
light gray. Posterior margins of pleurotergites gray in color. Collum corner angle acute 
with no striae visible. Front and posterior margins straight. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. 
Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 elongated from a quadrate base and produced caudally to leg 
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pair 5. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5 and 6 sub-triangular. Coxal lobes of leg pair 7 
quadrate. Anterior gonopods with the characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod with a 
telopodite complex and curved mesad. Interior margin with one wide tooth. Terminal end 
bifurcated a near a right angle with a sharp vertical spine and a truncated horizontal 
projection. 
 
Distribution: Only known from the type locality (Fig. 319). 
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Figure 313. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. wardae 
Figure 312. Collum morphology T. wardae 
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Figure 314. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. wardae 
Figure 315. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. wardae 
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Figure 318. Lateral view posterior
gonopod T. wardae 
Figure 316. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. wardae 
Figure 317. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. wardae 
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Figure 319. Distribution T. wardae 
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 Genus Tarascolus Chamberlin 1943 
 
Genus Tarascolus Chamberlin 1943 p. 25 
 
Genus Scobinomus Loomis 1953 p. 420. New Synonymy 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopod coxal endite process 
expanded into long, thin projections. Vinculum narrow and rising to more than ¾ the 
length of the coxal apices. Vinculum sub-triangular and partially fused with the coxites. 
Coxite distal margins quadrate. Telopodites greatly elongated and expanded, more than 
any other genus. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 elongated caudally and expanded into a 
diamond shape.    
 
Distribution: South central Mexico, and the Baja peninsula, 1 species.  
  
Tarascolus bolivari Chamberlin 1943 
 
Tarascolus bolivari Chamberlin 1943 p. 26, figs. 46-50, p. 81 
 
Tarascolus clarus Chamberlin 1943 p. 26-27, fig. 51, p. 81.  New Synonymy 
 
Tarascolus reflexus Loomis 1976 p. , figs. 7-8, p. 288. New Synonymy 
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Scobinomus serratus Loomis 1943 p. 420-421, figs. 13-17, p. 419. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 320 -- 326) 
 
Tarascolus bolivari Chamberlin 1943 holotype male from MEXICO, Michoacan, 
Zitacuaro, collected 13 July 1941 by C.Bolivar (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 19.42°, longitude: -100.48°. Holotype examined. 
 
Tarascolus clarus Chamberlin 1943 holotype male from MEXICO, Mexico, D.F., Santa 
Rosa, in pine woods, collected 28 June 1942 by M. Cardenas (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 19.5333°, longitude: -99.1666°. Holotype examined.  
 
Tarascolus reflexus Loomis 1976 holotype male from MEXICO, Mexico, D.F., 21 km 
Northeast of Mexico City (La Marquesa), collected 22 June 1975 by Leticia Sanchez 
Velazquez (FSCA). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 19.2972°, longitude: -99.3708°. 
Paratypes examined.  
 
Scobinomus serratus Loomis 1953 holotype male from MEXICO, Baja California, 14 
miles north of Ensenada, collected 7 January 1925 by O.F. Cook (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 32.1°, longitude: -116.91°. Paratypes examined.  
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Diagnosis: Posterior gonopods narrow at base and expanded towards the distal end. 
Bulbous terminal end with an angular opening. Bulbous terminal end subtended by a thin, 
wide solenomere. No other species with a solenomere subtending a bulbous structure.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with reddish brown. Posterior 
margins of pleurotergites reddish yellow in color. Front margin of collum straight. 
Submarginal anterior groovenarrow at corner and broadening to the terminus of the 
submarginal anterior groovemidpoint of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin curved with 2 
faint striae to the posterior margin. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes on leg pair 3 
elongated caudally to leg pair 5 and expanded into a diamond shape. Coxal lobes on leg 
pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular and elongated on the distal margin. Coxal lobes on leg pair 6 
unmodified. Coxal lobes on leg pair 7 inflated. Anterior gonopods with the characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopods narrow at base and expanded towards the distal end. 
Bulbous terminal end with an angular opening. Bulbous terminal end subtended by a thin, 
wide solenomere. 
 
Notes: Hoffman (1979) considered Scobinomus to be a junior synonym of Tarascolus, 
but in the 1999 checklist, he retained Scobinomus serratus as a valid genus and species 
without explanation. After reviewing the totality of the specimens, Dr. Hoffman’s 
synonymy appears to be valid. Loomis 1953 based the new genus and species largely on 
the presence of scobinae. After looking at hundreds of individuals from Baja and 
mainland Mexico, I have concluded scobinae in Tarascolus is a rare occurrence. I 
observed less than 10 individuals with scobinae. Even Loomis’ paratypes lacked the 
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character. The specimens are otherwise identical in gonopod morphology. The same goes 
for clarus and reflexus. The gonopod morphology is identical. There is is some variation 
in the posterior telopodite, however it appears to be within the range of variation across 
the range. As bolivari is the senior name, it is retained and clarus, reflexus and 
Scobinomus serratus should be considered junior synonyms.    
 
Additional Records. MEXICO: Baja California Norte: 18 km W Bahia Los Angeles, 
Valle Montivedo, 29 March 1977 by W.H. Clark (NCSM); MEXICO: Baja California 
Norte: 959 La Laguna, 22 August 1944 by Correa (USNM); MEXICO: Baja California 
Norte: Ensenada, Cerezas Canyon, 5 January 1925 by O.F. Cook (USNM); MEXICO: 
Baja California Norte: Cerrito Blanco, 25 February 1966 by V. Roth (AMNH); MEXICO: 
Baja California Norte: Ensenada, 7 January 1925 by O.F. Cook (FSCA); MEXICO: Baja 
California Norte: 8 mi N Laguna Chapala, 16 April 1965 by D.Q. Cavagnaro, C.E. & E.S. 
Ross & V.L. Vesterby (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California Norte: 1.2 mi E San Borjas, 25 
November 1961 by Chris Parrish (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California Norte: 0.6 mi E San 
Borjas, 25 November 1961 by Chris Parrish (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California Norte: 18 
mi E San Borjas, 25 November 1961 by Chris Parrish (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California 
Sur: 959 Sierra L. Laguna, 22 August 1944 by Correa (USNM); MEXICO: Baja 
California Sur: Sierra Laguna, 17 air mi ENE Todos Santos, 18 December 1979 by C.E. 
Griswold (EMEC); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: 21-33 mi up Canyon San Bern, 6 
August 1971 by H.G. Real & R.E. Main (CAS); MEXICO: Baja California Sur: Sierra 
La Laguna, 28 August 1977 by E. Fisher & R. Westcott (CAS); MEXICO: Baja 
California Sur: La Laguna, Sierra Laguna, 14 October 1941 by Ross & Bohart (CAS); 
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MEXICO: Distro Federal: Contreras, 9 August 1949 by C. Bolivar (USNM); MEXICO: 
Jalisco: Volcan de Colima, S. slope, 2 August 1966 by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH); 
MEXICO: Distro Federal: 27 mi W of La Hortaliza, 23 July 1963 by Ackerman & 
Whitehead (VMNH); MEXICO: Distro Federal: 5 K of Pte de Lago de Ley??, 25 May 
1938 by T. Macias (USNM); MEXICO: Distro Federal: Guanajuato, on unknown date 
by unknown collector (USNM); MEXICO: Distro Federal: Amecameca, on unknown 
date by unknown collector (USNM); MEXICO: Distro Federal: S. of Toluca, Hwy 15, K 
93, leaving valley, 27 June 1957 by N.B. Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Distro Federal: nr. 
Bosenchene, 125.5 km from Mexico City, 17 June 1956 by N.B. Causey (FSCA); 
MEXICO: Distro Federal: 4 mi. N. of Amecameca, 20 June 1957 by N.B. Causey 
(FSCA); MEXICO: Distro Federal: Hwy 15, km 47.5 E of Toluca, 2 July 1956 by N.B. 
Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Distro Federal: KM 115 on the Mexico-Querqtaro Highway, 
18 July 1962 by P.C. Holt (MHN); MEXICO: Michoacan: 5 mi. E of Angangueo, 12 
June 1957 by N.B. Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Michoacan: 5 mi. E. of Angangueo, 3 
July 1957 by N.B. Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Michoacan: Angangueno, 3 July 1957 by 
N.B. Causey (FSCA); MEXICO: Morelos: KM 57 on Rt. 95 south, 6 July 1959 by 
Keeton, Valentine, Lund Exped. (VMNH); MEXICO: Morelos: 8 mi North of 
Cuernavaca, 16 May 1959 by H.E. Evans (VMNH); MEXICO: Morelos: at KM 57 on Rt 
95 South, 6 July 1959 by Keeton, Valentine, Lund Exped. (VMNH); MEXICO: Morelos: 
4 mi W of Yautepec, 8 July 1959 by Keeton, Valentine, Lund Exped. (VMNH); 
MEXICO: Morelos: KM 57 on Rt 95 south, 6 July 1959 by Keeton, Valentine, Lund 
Exped. (VMNH); MEXICO: Morelos: 23.4 mi W. Cuautla on Rt. 115 D, 9 August 1965 
by Ball-Whitehead (VMNH); MEXICO: Morelos: Oaxtepec, 4 July 1943 by C. Bolivar, 
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Osorio, Diaz (USNM); MEXICO: Nayarit: Ixtlan, 22 June 1941 by L.I. Davis (AMNH); 
MEXICO: Nayarit: 44 mi from Tepic, 20 June 1956 by unknown collector (FSCA). 
(Fig.327). 
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Figure 321. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. bolivari 
Figure 320. Collum morphology T. bolivari 
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Figure 322. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. bolivari 
Figure 323. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. bolivari 
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Figure 326. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod T. bolivari 
Figure 324. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. bolivari 
Figure 325. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. bolivari 
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Figure 327. Distribution T. bolivari 
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 Genus Tidolus Chamberlin 1949 
 
Diagnosis: With characters of the family. Anterior gonopods with coxal apices not 
produced into finger-like projections but membranous and expanded distally. Vinculum 
wide and rounded without a median groove as in Atoptholus and Watichelus rising to ¾ 
of the length of the coxal apices. Vinculum not fused with coxites and sub-triangular with 
corners inserted similar to Atopetholus and Watichelus. Sternite strongly arched. The only 
genus with coxal apices membranous, not digitiform.     
 
Distribution: Los Angeles and Kern counties, California, 1 species.  
 
Tidolus parvus Chamberlin 1918, p. 168-169 
 
(Figs. 328 -- 334) 
  
Type: Chamberlin 1918 holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles/San Bernadino 
Cos., Claremont, Los Angeles, collected on an unknown date by W.A. Hilton (MCZ). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 34.0967°, longitude: -117.7198°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod with telopodite simple, canoe shaped and bent at near a 
right angle at approximately half the length. Caudal margin of telopodite emarginate. 
Free inner-piece in center of inside margin of telopodite dentate with 2 proximally angled, 
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short, pointed teeth. Differing from other species by the pointed teeth being in the center 
of the interior margin not on the lateral margins.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol light brown mottled with reddish brown. Posterior margins 
of pleurotergites reddish yellow. Collum corner short and narrowed ventrad. Front 
margin uniformly narrow, curved then broadening at the bottom margin of the  
ocellarium. Posterior margin slightly emarginate, then curved. Leg pairs 1 and 2 not 
modified. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 quadrate with rounded corners. Coxal lobes of leg 
pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular and reduced. Anterior gonopods with the characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopod with telopodite simple, canoe shaped and bent at near a 
right angle at approximately half the length. Caudal margin of telopodite emarginate. 
Free inner-piece in center of inside margin of telopodite dentate with 2 proximally angled, 
short, pointed teeth. 
 
Additional Records: (CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., unknown date by unknown collector 
(FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Santa Monica Mts., unknown date by 
unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Big Tujunga Cn, 1 
January 1953 by unknown collector (USNM); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., 3 mi 
West Santa Monica, 17 March 1941 by Wilton Ivie (USNM). (Fig. 335).   
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Figure 329. Pregonopodal leg morphology T. parvus 
Figure 328. Collum morphology T. parvus 
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Figure 330. Cephalic view anterior gonopod T. parvus 
Figure 331. Caudal view anterior gonopod T. parvus 
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Figure 334. Lateral view posterior
gonopod T. parvus 
Figure 332. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod T. parvus 
Figure 333. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod T. parvus 
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Figure 335. Distribution T. parvus 
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 Genus Watichelus Chamberlin 1949 
 
Diagnosis: Anterior gonopod telopodite similar to Atopetholus, but having only one 
finger-like distally expanded processes from distal edge more or less perpendicular to the 
plane of the gonopod. Vinculum wide and short rising more than ½ the length of the 
coxal endite processes and with a midline sulcus to the sternite. Vinculum not fused with 
the coxites, but inserting in the lower corners. Sternite broad and arched. Collum corner 
angle acute and narrowed ventrad, but generally less than Atopetholus. Posterior gonopod 
variable from simple and blade-like to complex and furcate.  
 
Distribution: California from El Dorado County south to the Mexican border and Nye 
County, Nevada. Five species.  
 
Key to the species of Watichelus 
 
1a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite blade-like, straight or curved………..… 2 
 
1b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite complex, not blade-like…………….…. 3 
 
2a. Posterior gonopod with telopodite blade-like, straight with 
  smooth  margins as in figure 348……….W. michelbacheri Verhoeff 
 
2b. Posterior gonopod with telopodite blade-like, curved with a  
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  dentate inside margin as in figure 363………...…...W. sheari n. sp. 
 
3a. Posterior telopodite distal end bifurcate…………………............................ 4  
 
3b. Posterior telopodite distal end trifurcate as in figure 355….W. robustus Loomis 
 
4a. Posterior telopodite with lower branch longer than upper branch 
  and pointed as in figure 339…………..........….......W. edentatus Loomis 
 
4b. Posterior telopodite with lower branch shorter than upper branch,  
  upper branch terminal endhooked as in figure 371...W. smithi Chamberlin
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Watichelus edentatus Loomis 1949 
 
Watichelus edentatus Loomis 1949 p. 241-242, figs 3-4, p. 242. 
 
Watichelus cooki Loomis 1949 p. 243, figs 5-6, p. 242. New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 336 -- 342) 
 
Types: Watichelus  edentatus Loomis 1949  male holotype from CALIFORNIA, San 
Diego Co., Between San Diego and El Centro, collected 29 January 1921 by O.F. Cook 
(USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 32.6607°, longitude: -116.2091°. 
Holotypes and paratypes examined.  
 
Watichelus  cooki Loomis 1949  male holotype from MEXICO, Baja California, 
Descanso, collected 1 January 1931 by O.F. Cook (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 29.75°, longitude: -114.75°. Holotypes and paratypes examined. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite bifurcate with simple ends curved proximad, 
one above and one below. Upper curved end broader and more rounded than pointed. 
Lower curved end narrower, pointed and longer than upper one. Similar to W. robustus, 
but has simpler bifurcated ends.   
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Description: Color in alcohol medium gray mottled with dark gray withy grayish yellow 
margins to the pleurotergites. Collum corner angle acute and narrowed ventrad. Front 
margin uniform from corner to below the bottom margin of the  ocellarium, then broader 
to the terminus of the sulcus. Posterior margin slightly emarginate. No visible striations 
on collum corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular 
and not produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular and 
flattened. Prefemur expanded in leg pairs 3 through 7. Anterior gonopods with the 
characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite bifurcate with simple ends curved 
proximad, one above and one below. Upper curved end broader and more rounded than 
pointed. Lower curved end narrower, pointed and longer than upper one. 
 
Remarks: A comparison of the types of the types, the gonopod morphology was 
observed to be virtually identical. Loomis cited collum morphology and lack of dentition 
on the hind margin of rings, however those characters appear to be within the range of 
variability. As edentatus was published first in the 1949 paper, it is considered the senior 
name and cooki should be regarded as a junior synonym. 
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., Mt. Soledad, La Jolla, 9 January 
1971 by J.B. Heppner (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., Dubber, 1 mi N Jacumba, 
24 November 1963 by Chris Parrish (CAS). (Fig. 343). 
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Figure 337. Pregonopodal leg morphology W. edentatus 
Figure 336. Collum morphology W. edentatus 
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Figure 338. Cephalic view anterior gonopod W. edentatus 
Figure 339. Caudal view anterior gonopod W. edentatus 
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Figure 342. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod W. edentatus 
Figure 340. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod W. edentatus 
Figure 341. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod W. edentatus 
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Figure 343. Distribution W. edentatus 
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Watichelus michelbacheri Verhoeff 1938 New combination 
 
Onychelus michelbacheri Verhoeff 1938 p. 276, figs 1-3, p. 275. 
 
Orthichelus  michelbacheri Chamberlin and Hoffman 1958, p. 157.  
 
Orthichelus michelbacheri Chamberlin 1962 p. 54 
 
(Figs. 344 -- 350) 
 
Type: Atopetholus  michelbacheri Verhoeff 1938  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, 
Kern Co., Walker's Pass (ca 6 mi NW of Freeman Jct), collected  by Michelbacher on 
unknown date. Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 35.651°, longitude: -118.004°. 
Holotype not examined.  
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite simple and blade-like more or less straight 
narrowing to a pointed end. Inside margin smooth with a slight expansion at less than half 
the length presenting an approximate right angle on the proximal end. Similar to W. 
sheari, but posterior telopodite straight not curved and inside margin simple.  
 
Description: Color in alcohol medium gray with yellowish margins to the pleurotergites. 
Collum corner angle acute, short and narrowed ventrad. Front margin more or less 
uniform from corner to terminus of the submarginal anterior grooveat the bottom margin 
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of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin slightly emarginate. No visible striations on collum 
corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-conical and not 
produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-triangular and flattened. 
Prefemur expanded in leg pairs 3 through 7. Anterior gonopods with the characters of the 
genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite simple and blade-like more or less straight 
narrowing to a pointed end. Inside margin smooth with a slight expansion at less than half 
the length presenting an approximate right angle on the proximal end. 
 
Remarks: This species is transferred to the genus Watichelus from Atopetholus due to 
the morphology of the anterior gonopod, which lacks the secondary telopodite digitiform 
process associated exclusively with Atopetholus.  The morphology of the corner of the 
collum is also consistent with the genus Watichelus. 
 
Additional Records. CALIFORNIA: El Dorado Co., Camino, 19 April 1969 by K. 
Lorenzen (UCD); CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., above mouth of Mt. Springs Canyon, Argus 
Mts., 26 January 1960 by D.L. Tieman (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., Wild Horse 
Mesa, Argus Mts., 27 January 1960 by D.L. Tieman (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., 
Saline Valley; Grapevine Canyon, 29 November 1986 by D. Giuliani (CAS); 
CALIFORNIA: Inyo Co., Saline Valley Grapevine Canyon Road Station, 5 March 1959, 
2 April 1960, 5 March 1960, 7 May 1960, by B. Banta (CAS); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., 
East side Koehn Dry Lake in sandy area, 3 February 1995 by G.F. Pratt & C. Pierce 
(UCR); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Short Canyon, 29 January 1966 by D. Tieman (FSCA); 
CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., 2 mi N of Keene, Hwy 58 (466), Hart Flat turnoff, 15 January 
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1966 by D. Tieman (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., 4 mi NE Inyokern, unknown date 
by D.L. Tiemann (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., 6 mi. N. Mohave, 17 January 1960 
by D.L. Tiemann (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Short Canyon, Indian Wells Valley, 
24 January 1960 by L.W. Nichols (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., NE of El Paso 
Mountains, unknown date by D. Gibo (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Kern Co., Red Rock 
Canyon (south end) along Hwy 14, 31 January 1968 by T.R. Haig (UCD); CALIFORNIA: 
Kern Co., Sierra Nevada Range 7 mi N, 6 mi W Inyokern, 30 October 1986 by D. 
Giuliani (CAS); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., Juniper Hills, 2 mi S. Pearblossom, 25 
December 1967 by C. Henne (UCD); CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles Co., near Llano, 25 
March 1947 by Paul H. Arnaud (CAS); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., Kramer 
Hills 5 mi S. jct Hwy 395 & Hwy 58 Sandy ar, 27 January 1995 by G.F. Pratt & C. Pierce 
(UCR); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., 6 mi S.W. of Victorville, 10 March 1941 by 
A. & W. Ivie (USNM); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., Hesperia, 5 January 1992 
by W.E. Steiner & J.M. Swearingen (USNM); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co., 5 mi. 
S. of Atolia, 12 December 1965 by D.L. Tieman (FSCA); CALIFORNIA: San 
Bernardino Co., 3 mi N Hesperia, 16 January 1966 by Frank Royce (LACM); NEVADA: 
Nye Co., Mercury NTS, 6 December 1961 by BYU/AEC (NCSM); NEVADA: Nye Co., 
Mercury, NTS, 21 December 1962, 21 February 1962, 14 February 1962, 12 February 
1962, 9 February 1962, 8 January 1962, 6 December 1961, 5 December 1961, 4 
December 1961, 29 November 1961, 27 November 1961, 7 November 1961, 3 November 
1961, 28 November 1960, 17 November 1960, 10 November 1960, 7 November 1960, 13 
October 1960 by BYU/AEC (USNM). (Fig. 351). 
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Figure 345. Pregonopodal leg morphology W. michelbacheri 
Figure 344. Collum morphology W. michelbacheri 
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Figure 347. Caudal view anterior gonopod W. michelbacheri 
Figure 346. Cephalic view anterior gonopod W. michelbacheri 
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Figure 349. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod W. michelbacheri 
Figure 350. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod W. michelbacheri 
Figure 348. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod W. michelbacheri 
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Figure 351. Distribution W. michelbacheri 
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Watichelus robustus Loomis 1949 
 
Watichelus robustus Loomis 1949 p. 241, figs. 1-2 p. 242 
 
Watichelus  emarginatus Loomis 1949 p. 243, figs. 7-8 p. 242 New Synonymy   
 
Watichelus parallelus Loomis 1949 p. 244, figs. 9-10 p. 242 New Synonymy 
 
(Figs. 352 -- 358) 
 
Types: Watichelus  robustus Loomis 1949  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, San 
Diego Co., Chula Vista, collected 23 January 1921 by O.F. Cook (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 32.6306°, longitude: -117.0775°. 
 
Watichelus  emarginatus Loomis 1949  holotype male from MEXICO, Baja California, 
Eight Miles South of Tiajuana, collected 1 January 1925 by O.F. Cook (USNM). 
Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 32.4588°, longitude: -117.1028°. 
 
Watichelus  parallelus Loomis 1949  holotype male from CALIFORNIA, San Diego Co., 
Chula Vista, collected 23 January 1921 by O.F. Cook (USNM). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 32.6306°, longitude: -117.0775°. 
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Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite trifurcate into a shorter upper and longer lower 
branch.  Upper branch bifurcated with one rounded end (upper branch) and one pointed 
end (lower branch). Lower branch broad, pointed and curved proximad. Similar to W. 
edentatus, but bifurcated branches more broad and complex. 
 
Description: Color in alcohol dark reddish brown with dark margins to the pleurotergites. 
Collum corner angle acute and narrowed ventrad. Front margin narrow from corner, 
broadening to the terminus of the submarginal anterior grooveat the midpoint of the  
ocellarium. Posterior margin slightly emarginate. Irregular striations visible on collum 
corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 sub-triangular and not 
produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5 sub-triangular, flattened and reduced. 
Coxal lobes of leg pairs 6 and 7 not modified. Anterior gonopods with the characters of 
the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite bifurcate into a shorter upper and longer lower 
branch.  Upper branch bifurcated with one rounded end (upper branch) and one pointed 
end (lower branch). Lower branch broad, pointed and curved proximad. 
 
Remarks: A comparison of the types of the types, the gonopod morphology was 
observed to be virtually identical. Loomis cited collum morphology, size and dentition on 
the segment margins as defining characters, however those characters appear to be within 
the range of variability. As robustus was published first in the 1949 paper, it is 
considered the senior name and emarginatus and parallelus should be regarded as a 
junior synonyms. 
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Additional Records: MEXICO: Baja California Norte, Tijuana, 8 mi South, 1 January 
1925 by O.F. Cook (FSCA); United States: CALIFORNIA: San Diego Co., Chula Vista, 
1 December 1921 by C.G. Marshall (FSCA); (Fig. 359). 
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Figure 353. Pregonopodal leg morphology W. robustus 
Figure 352. Collum morphology W. robustus 
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Figure 354. Cephalic view anterior gonopod W. robustus 
Figure 355. Caudal view anterior gonopod W. robustus 
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Figure 358. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod W. robustus 
Figure 357. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod W. robustus 
Figure 356. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod W. robustus 
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Figure 359. Distribution W. robustus 
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Watichelus sheari, n. sp. 
 
 (Figs. 360 -- 366) 
 
Type: Male holotype from Rancho Ignacito 6 mi SW Mision San Borjas, BAJA 
CALIFORNIA NORTE, Mexico, collected on 17 January 1965 by V. Roth (AMNH). 
Georeferenced coordinates: 28.680576°, -113.821534°. Primary key: 2514. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite simple and blade-like curved and narrowing to a 
pointed end. Inside margin irregularly dentate, appearing almost jagged, then smooth to 
the distal end as in W. michelbacheri. Similar to W. michelbacheri, but posterior 
telopodite curved and interior margin jagged, not smooth.  
 
Etymology. The name is a noun in the genitive case. This species is named in honor of 
William A. Shear, colleague and adviser. 
 
Description: Male holotype about 30 mm long, 3.12 mm wide at the collum, 3.6 mm 
wide at segment 6/7, 2.82 mm wide at the epiproct with about 43 rings. Ocelli: 28/27 
(right/left) in a rounded patch. Color in alcohol light brown mottled with dark brown with 
reddish brown margins to the pleurotergites. Collum corner angle acute. Front margin 
more or less uniform from corner to terminus of the submarginal anterior grooveat the 
middle of the  ocellarium. Posterior margin more or less straight with a slight curve. At 
least one faint striae on collum corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 slightly incrassate. Coxal lobes 
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of leg pair 3 rectangular and not produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4 and 5, sub-
triangular, flattened and more expanded than leg pair 3. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 6 and 7 
subtriangular, flattened and less expanded than leg pairs 3 through 5. Anterior gonopods 
with the characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite simple and blade-like 
curved and narrowing to a pointed end. Inside margin irregularly dentate, appearing 
almost jagged, then smooth to the distal end as in W. michelbacheri. 
 
Distribution: This species is only known from the type locality (Fig. 367). 
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Figure 361. Pregonopodal leg morphology W. sheari 
Figure 360. Collum morphology W. sheari 
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Figure 363. Caudal view anterior gonopod W. sheari 
Figure 362. Cephalic view anterior gonopod W. sheari 
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Figure 366. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod W. sheari 
Figure 364. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod W. sheari 
Figure 365. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod W. sheari 
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Figure 367. Distribution W. sheari 
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Watichelus smithi Chamberlin 1947 
 
Watichelus  smithi Chamberlin 1947 p. 49-50, figs. 52-53, p. 48 
 
(Figs. 368 -- 374) 
 
Type: holotype male from CALIFORNIA, Riverside Co., Murray Canyon, 3 miles north 
of Palm Springs, collected 1 November 1946 by Lloyd M. Smith (ANSP). Georeferenced 
coordinates: latitude: 33.7559°, longitude: -116.5411°. 
 
Diagnosis: Posterior gonopod telopodite bifurcate into a longer upper and shorter lower 
branch.  Upper branch bent and extended mesad, and hooked at the distal end. Lower 
branch short and curved proximad. Similar to W. edentatus and W. robustus, but upper 
bifurcated branch long, bent and hooked. Lower branch shorter.   
 
Description: Color in alcohol reddish brown mottled with dark brown with yellowish 
margins to the pleurotergites. Collum corner angle acute and narrowed ventrad. Front 
margin uniform from corner, broadening at the terminus of the submarginal anterior 
grooveat the bottom margin of the ocellarium. Posterior margin slightly emarginate. No 
visible striations on collum corner. Leg pairs 1 and 2 incrassate. Coxal lobes of leg pair 3 
sub-triangular and not produced caudally. Coxal lobes of leg pairs 4, 5, 6 and 7 sub-
triangular and flattened. Prefemur of leg pair 3 expanded. Anterior gonopods with the 
characters of the genus. Posterior gonopod telopodite bifurcate into a longer upper and 
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shorter lower branch.  Upper branch bent and extended mesad, and hooked at the distal 
end. Lower branch short and curved proximad. 
 
Additional Records: CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM Pinyon Wells, 11 
December 1965, 4 March 1967, 7 January 1967, 11 November 1966, 30 September 1966, 
20 March 1965 by E.L. Sleeper & S.L. Jenkins (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., 
Joshua Tree NM Pinyon Wells, 24 February 1968 by Unknown (LACM); CALIFORNIA: 
Riverside Co., Andreas Canyon, Palm Springs, 7 December 1924 by O.F. Cook (USNM); 
CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Andreas Canyon, 7 December 1924 by unknown collector 
(USNM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Joshua Tree NM Pinyon Wells, 9 March 1968 
by unknown collector (LACM); CALIFORNIA: Riverside Co., Whitewater, 25 January 
1965 by D.R. Miller (UCD). (Fig.375). 
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Figure 369. Pregonopodal leg morphology W. smithi 
Figure 368. Collum morphology W. smithi 
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Figure 371. Caudal view anterior gonopod W. smithi 
Figure 370. Cephlic view anterior gonopod W. smithi 
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Figure 374. Lateral view posterior 
gonopod W. smithi 
Figure 373. Cephalic view posterior 
gonopod W. smithi 
Figure 372. Caudal view posterior 
gonopod W. smithi 
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Figure 375. Distribution W. smithi 
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 ATOPETHOLIDAE OF UNCERTAIN TAXONOMIC POSITION 
 
The following species could not reliably be identified, since the type, and only specimens 
have been lost and the original descriptions lacked sufficient detail to place them.  The 
should be regarded as nomen inquirienda. 
 
Arinolus hospes Cook 1911  
  
A. hospes Cook 1911, p. 157 – 158. 
 
Type: female holotype from ARIZONA, Pima Co., Tucson, collected on unknown date 
by H.G. Hubbard (USNM). Georeferenced Coordinates: latitude: 32.241°, longitude: -
110.9575°. TYPE LOST 
 
Remarks: See below. 
 
Arinolus dentatus Cook 1911 
 
A. dentatus Cook 1911, p. 158-159. 
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Type: female holotype from ARIZONA, Cochise Co., Fort Huachuca, collected on 
unknown date by T.E. Wilcox (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 31.553°, 
longitude: -110.3553°. TYPE LOST. 
 
Remarks: See below. 
 
Onychelus suturatus Cook 1911 
 
Onychelus suturatus Cook 1911, p. 159-160. 
 
Type: female holotype from ARIZONA, Cochise Co., Fort Huachuca, on unknown date 
by T.E. Wilcox (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 31.553°, longitude: -
110.3553°. TYPE LOST 
 
Remarks: Besides being lost, the holotypes for the three above species were females, 
which do not possess characters useful for identification to the species level. The location 
where the holotypes were collected is home to 5 different species of atopetholids – 4 
species of Arinolus and Eurelus chihuanus. In the description, Cook describes the collum 
for all three species as being “striate”. Arinolus do not have striae on the corner of the 
collum, so Cook was likely describing females of E. chihuanus. Since there are at least 5 
different species of Atopetholidae found near Fort Huachuca, there is no way to ensure 
collection of topotypical material will be the same species as Cook described. Until the 
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lost types can be located and examined, A. hospes, A. dentatus and O. suturatus should be 
regarded as nomen inquerienda. 
 
Arinolus pimus Chamberlin 1941 
 
A. pimus Chamberlin 1941 p. 12. 
 
Type: female holotype from ARIZONA, Maricopa Co., Litchfield Park on 26 December 
26, 1940 by Mulaiks (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 33.493374°, 
longitude: -112.357936°. Holotype not examined. 
 
Remarks: Chamberlin described this species from a female, which lacks characters for 
diagnoses to the species level. Arinolus torynophor is the most prevalent species 
collected in Maricopa County, so it is likely a synonym of A. torynophor. There are other 
species described from that area of Arizona which are also possibilities. Unless female 
characters are discovered that allow diagnoses to species level, A. pimus should be 
regarded as nomen inquerienda.   
 
Atopetholus paroicus Chamberlin 1941 
 
Atopetholus  paroicus Chamberlin 1941 p. 7 
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Type: Female holotype from CALIFORNIA, San Diego Co., Mountain Spring, collected 
8 January 1941 by S. and D. Mulaik (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 
32.6737°, longitude: -116.1086°. Holotype not examined. 
 
Remarks: Chambelin described this species from a female. He only published a drawing 
of the lateral aspect of the head showing the collum morphology. The collum morphology 
is very similar to species of Atopetholus and Watichelus. There are multiple species of 
Atopetholus and Watichelus occurring in the area. Collection of additional material from 
the type locality does not ensure males will be the same species as this female. A. 
paroicus should be regarded as nomen inquerienda.  
 
Centrelus falcatus Cook 1911 
 
C. falcatus Cook 1911, p. 156. 
 
Type: Holotype male from MEXICO, Guanajuato, Guanajuato, collected on unknown 
date by unknown collector (USNM). Georeferenced coordinates: latitude: 21.04°, 
longitude: -101.37°. TYPE LOST 
 
Remarks: There are at least two species that occur in the area of this lost holotype, 
Eurelus neglectus and Tarascolus bolivari. Cook’s verbal description is most consistent 
with E. neglectus, however since there is no way to determine if topotypical material is 
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what Cook actually described, this species should be considered nomen inquerienda until 
the type can be relocated and thoroughly examined. 
 
Hesperolus wheeleri Chamberlin 1918 
H. wheeleri Chamberlin 1918 p. 170 
Type: Immature male holotype from CALIFORNIA, Santa Barbara Co., Santa Ynez 
Mountains on unknown date by W.M. Wheeler (MCZ). Georeferenced coordinates: 
latitude: 34.4944°, longitude: -119.7126°. 
Remarks: This is a monotypic genus and the the male holotype is an immature male. 
Chamberlin originally did not provide any drawings and for many years, the type was 
believed lost. Hoffman was able to recover the type from Chamberlin’s collection and 
provided drawings for the immature specimen in Hoffman (1998). Due to the lack of 
development in the specimen, there are no diagnostic characters beyond the family level. 
The only other atopetholid currently known from Santa Barbara County is Atopetholus 
barbaranus. New collecting in the area will be necessary to finally resolve this name, but 
it is likely a synonym of some species of Atopetholus.  
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 DISCUSSION 
 
The Atopetholidae are an interesting and challenging group to study. They are difficult to 
collect in the field with any predictability and demonstrate variability between 
populations in morphology, except in the gonopods. The most recent taxonomic 
treatment of the Atopetholidae by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) relied on far too little 
material to accurately reflect generic and subfamilial relationships. Due to that 
shortcoming, Hoffman (1999) accurately predicted many of the taxonomic changes 
presented here. Due to the lack of consistent characters at the subfamily level, no 
subfamily relationships are proposed.  
 
While this research is not claimed or intended to represent the pinnacle of atopetholid 
taxonomy, it is a crucial intermediate step. Without the data and species accounts 
presented here, future research would be incomplete at best. Even with the number of 
new species and new genera presented here, it is likely the family will grow as additional 
localities are collected and new populations discovered. There are many gaps in 
collection based on the current distribution of specimens. I would expect to find gaps in 
places in Mexico that are difficult to access, but many gaps exist in the United States as 
well. Collectors would do well to try and collect isolated mountain ranges (inselbergs) 
that likely hold a treasure chest of biodiversity. 
 
There are a number of questions that remain to be answered about the Atopetholidae 
across a wide range of topics including genetics and genetic drift in isolated populations, 
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ecological contributions to nutrient cycling, life history (including development and 
molting), reproduction, feeding ecology and physiological adaptions since they occupy 
dry places and spend most of their lives beneath the soil.  
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 Chapter 2: Natural History and Population Status of The Slate 
Millipede, Comanchelus chihuanus (Chamberlin, 1947) (Diplopoda: 
Spirobolida: Atopetholidae) 
 
 ABSTRACT 
 
The slate millipede, Comanchelus chihuanus (Chamberlin, 1947) (Diplopoda, 
Spirobolida, Atopetholidae), is the only millipede in New Mexico to be designated a 
Species of Concern (SOC) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  The designation as a 
SOC was based on the documentation of only two populations. This project seeks to 
clarify whether the slate millipede should be elevated to protected status (as a threatened 
species) or should be eliminated from tracking based on population distribution data. The 
taxonomic and legal history, current distribution, and identifying characters are presented. 
Documentation of more than 30 populations of Comanchelus chihuanus indicate the 
species does not warrant listing as threatened and tracking as a sensitive species should 
be terminated.  
 
 INTRODUCTION 
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The class Diplopoda (millipedes) derives its name from the occurrence of two pairs of 
legs per body segment, and typically inhabits moist, forested environments (Blower 
1985). Those in deserts, however, have adapted to harsh conditions involving extreme 
heat and aridity in summer and frigid, even drier winters. To survive, desert species must 
locate the rare biotopes where conditions are suitable for survival. There are three 
families of millipedes that successfully occupy the deserts of the southwestern United 
State (U.S.) and northern Mexico. They include the Schizopetalidae (Callipodida), 
Spirostreptidae (Spirostreptida) and Atopetholidae (Spirobolida) studied by Shelley 
(1996), Causey (1975), and Hoffman and Orcutt (1960), respectively.  In New Mexico, 
all three families are represented by one or more species, however, one atopetholid, the 
slate millipede, Comanchelus chihuanus (Chamberlin, 1947), is the only millipede in 
New Mexico to be designated a Species of Concern (SOC) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service.  The designation as a SOC was based on the documentation of only two known 
populations. The current status and conservation of the species is presently being tracked 
by multiple entities. This project sought to clarify whether the slate millipede should be 
elevated to protected status (as a threatened species) or should be eliminated from 
tracking based on population distribution data. 
 
 TAXONOMIC HISTORY 
 
There exist only three substantive publications on the taxonomy and life history of the 
slate millipede. In 1947, Chamberlin described Toltecolus chihuanus based on a holotype 
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collected on 23 July 1944 by C.E. Shelford from “Chih. City”, Chihuahua, Mexico. The 
locality was published as such and is assumed to be Ciudad Chihuahua, Chihuahua, 
Mexico. The species remained in that genus until Hoffman and Orcutt (1960), in their 
synopsis treatment of the Atopetholidae, described a new genus and species Comanchelus 
hubrichti and transferred T. chihuanus to the new genus. The third publication was a 
comparison of gut bacteria from two sympatric species of millipedes from an area 
immediately west of Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New Mexico by Taylor (1982). In 
the comparison, Taylor (1982) examined specimens identified as Orthoporus ornatus 
(Girard (1853)), a spirostreptid millipede common to the desert southwest and 
“Comanchelus sp.” Because there are no other atopetholid species known from the west 
side of Albuquerque, it can be assumed to be C. chihuanus. Taylor (1982) documented a 
reduced gut flora in C. chihuanus compared to O. ornatus and concluded that C. 
chihuanus had a more restricted diet than O. ornatus. Although C. chihuanus has been 
listed in other publications such as checklists (Chamberlin and Hoffman (1958), Loomis 
(1968a), Hoffman (1999)) and some National Park Service reports no additional 
populations have been documented. Mannobolus peninsularis (Loomis, 1968b), a 
phenotypically identical, but smaller species has been identified in Baja California. The 
author has proposed Mannobolus peninsularis as a junior synonym of Comanchelus 
chihuanus. 
 
 LEGAL HISTORY 
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The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) previously used three designations related 
to potential Threatened and Endangered (T and E) species. Category 1 species were 
“those species for which the Service has on file sufficient information on biological 
vulnerability and threat(s) to support issuance of the proposed rule to list but issuance of 
the proposed rule is precluded.” Category 2 species were those “for which information in 
the possession of the Service indicated that proposing to list as endangered or threatened 
was possibly appropriate, but for which sufficient data on biological vulnerability and 
threat were not currently available to support proposed rules.” Category 3 species “once 
were considered for listing as threatened or endangered but are no longer under such 
consideration” (Federal Register, February 28, 1996). The slate millipede (C. chihuanus) 
first appeared in the Federal Register in 1991 as a “Category 2” species (Federal Register, 
November 21, 1991) and then again in 1994 (Federal Register, November 15, 1994). The 
February 1996 Federal Register proposed rule resulted in the USFWS transferring 182 
taxa from Category 1 designation to “candidate” status and eliminated 303 taxa from 
consideration. 
The balance of the Category 1 taxa and Category 2 taxa were considered to be “species of 
concern” in the proposed rule. While the term “Federal: Species of Concern” appears in 
many publications, it is by admission by the USFWS an informal term and not defined in 
the Endangered Species Act (USFWS, 2013). The USFWS no longer tracks federal 
species of concern. Other federal agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management and 
the U.S. Forest Service and state entities such as game and fish and natural heritage 
programs continue to list sensitive species or those in need of conservation. Currently 
BISON-M (Biota Information System of New Mexico) lists the species as Federal: FWS 
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Species of Concern (no longer maintained), BLM (NM Office) Sensitive, State of NM: 
Species of Greatest Conservation Need and Heritage NM: Taxon Tracked by Heritage 
Program, but unranked. (BISON-M, 2014). Based on the current examination of museum 
specimens, the species appears to be much more widespread than previously known. 
 
 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Material Examined 
For this research, 31 adult male specimens were examined. Many more specimens 
identified as C. chihuanus by other researchers were also examined, but determined to be 
incorrectly identified. The following museums loaned specimens (type and non-type) for 
this analysis: AMNH: American Museum of Natural History, CAS: California Academy 
of Science, FSCA: Florida State Collection of Arthropods, MSB: Museum of 
Southwestern Biology, NCSM: North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences, 
NMNH: National Museum of Natural History, UCR: University of California Riverside 
Entomology Research Museum, and VMNH: Virginia Museum of Natural History. 
All of the gathered specimens were entered into a customized Access database. Each vial 
examined now bears a label with a unique, sequential number and the name and city of 
the loaning museum. The sequential number was used as the primary key in the database. 
The database was designed to allow capture of specimen label information as well as 
loaning museum, sex, measurements, taxonomy and geographic coordinates. Most 
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specimens did not have spatial coordinates, so localities were georeferenced using a 
combination of Google Earth and ESRI ArcGIS with online U.S. and World topographic 
map layers active. Locality names for older specimen labels proved to be challenging. 
Many place names or highway numbers have changed over time. Spelling errors and 
changes also had an impact on finding locations.  
The following specimens were examined for this research: UNITED STATES: 
ARIZONA: Cochise Co., Garden Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, 31 July 1949, W.J. and 
J.W. Gertsch, 1 ♂, AMNH. Cochise Co., Portal, 25 July 1965, W.J. Gertsch. 1♂, AMNH. 
Cochise Co., 1 mile NE of Portal, 20 July 1976. V. Roth, 1 ♂, CAS. Cochise Co., Upper 
Carr Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, 6 August 1952, H.B. Leech and J.W. Green. 1 ♂, 
CAS. Cochise Co., 12 – 16 miles S of Apache, 17 July 1963, V. Roth, 1 ♂, NCSM. 
Cochise Co., 12 – 16 miles S of Apache, 17 July 1963, V. Roth, 1 ♂, VMNH. Cochise 
Co., Miller Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, 7 July 1974, Tim. L. McCabe, 1 ♂, NCSM. 
Cochise Co., 2 miles east of Portal, 5 August 1970, L.D. and M.D. Anderson, 1 ♂, UCR. 
Pima Co., Molino Basin, Santa Catalina Mountains, 24 July 1965, W.J. Gertsch, R. 
Hastings, 1♂, AMNH. Pima Co., Coronado National Forest, Santa Catalina Mountains, 
Bug Spring Trail, under rocks, 9 July 2009, P. Marek, B. Hendrixson, J. Davenport, C. 
Hall, 1♂, MSB. Pinal Co., Oracle, 1 July 1898, S.A.S. 1♂, AMNH. Unknown County, 
“Arizona”, 5 August 1963, collector unknown, 1♂, FSCA. NEW MEXICO: Bernalillo 
Co. Albuquerque West Mesa, 15 August 2001, M.F. Medrano, 1♂, MSB. Dona Ana Co., 
Picacho Peak, 4 miles NW Las Cruces, 1 Aug 1989, W.D. Sissom, 1♂, NCSM. Hidalgo 
Co., Approximately 2 miles (by road) W of Animas on Hwy 9, 24 July 1976, A.K. 
Johnson, W.K. Irwin, 2♂, 1♀, VMNH. Hidalgo Co., Big Hatchet Peak, Big Hatchet 
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Mountains, 1 September 2010, E.W. Valdez, 1♂, 2♀, Valencia Co., Tome Hill, 6.4 km 
SE Los Lunas, 12 July 1998, M.F. Medrano, 1♂, MSB. TEXAS: Brewster Co., Chisos 
Mountains, 8 May 2011, Collector unknown. 2♂, AMNH. Kerr Co., Kerrville State Park, 
26 May 1965, Richard K. LaVal and David G. Huckaby, 1♂, FSCA. Travis Co., Oak Hill, 
Beckett Ranch, 20 May 1965, J. Redell, 1♂, FSCA. Val Verde Co., Seminole Canyon 
State Park, 8 March 2004, C.T. McAllister, 1♂, NCSM. Val Verde Co., Pecos River 
Canyon on US 90, 28 August 1964, Whitehead and Awram, 1♂, VMNH. Val Verde Co., 
21.4 miles N. Langtry crossing road, 15 June 1973, R.M. Blaney, 1♂, FSCA. Val Verde 
Co., 36 miles N. Del Rio, 9 April 1969, James Reddell, 1♂, FSCA. MEXICO: 
CHIHUAHUA: City of Chihuahua, 23 July 1944, C.E. Shelford, 1♂ (holotype), NMNH. 
North of Milpillas, Sonora, 3.2 mi NE Las Chinacas, 9 – 11 July 1989, 4♂, 6♀, 3 Juv, 
NCSM. 1 mile E. of La Sauceda, 21 July 1947, W.J. Gertsch, 1♂, AMNH. Huejotitlan, 
20 July 1947, W.J. Gertsch, 1♂, AMNH. Agua Caliente, W. of Santa Barbara, 23 July 
1947, W.J. Gertsch, 1♂, AMNH. 15 miles E. of Parral, among weeds along highway, 2 
July 1965, James Reddell and John Fish, 1♂, FSCA. 8 miles ESE of Los Lamentos, 8 
July 1956, Kansas, 1♂, FSCA. COAHUILA: 5.2 miles S. Cuatro Cienegas de Carranza, 
20 July 1972, E.A. Liner, R.M. Johnson and A.H. Chaney, 1♂, FSCA. BAJA 
CALIFORNIA SUR : 34 miles SW of Loreto in Arroyo San Javier, 30 January 1965, V. 
Roth, 1♂, AMNH. San Jose de Comondu Canyon, 15 February 1966. Vincent Roth, 1♂, 
AMNH.  
Methods 
The occurrence of two pairs of legs per body segment is a result of evolution for a 
burrowing lifestyle. Ancestral millipede progenitors had one pair of legs per segment 
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similar to modern centipedes. With a burrowing lifestyle, it may have been more 
advantageous to compress body segments for rigidity and have the legs closer together 
for more pushing power (Manton, 1961). In male atopetholid millipedes, both pairs of 
legs on the 7th segment have been modified into copulatory organs called gonopods. The 
anterior and posterior gonopods derive their names from the position of the legs with 
which they are homologous. The anterior gonopods (Figures 1 and 2) are incompletely 
fused into a cup-like structure with an interior space called a gonocoel. The posterior 
gonopods (Figures 3, 4 and 5) are fully separated and are located inside the gonocoel and 
joined with muscle and connective tissue. Anterior gonopod morphology is similar across 
the family, but is useful for genus diagnoses. Species identification typically relies on 
posterior gonopod morphology. 
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Figure 1. Anterior gonopod in caudal aspect 
Figure 2. Anterior gonopod in cephalic aspect 
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Figure 3. Left posterior gonopod in 
caudal aspect 
Figure 4. Left posterior gonopod in cephalic aspect
Figure 5. Left posterior gonopod lateral view 
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 DISSECTION AND COMPARISON OF GONOPODS 
 
In order to dissect the genitalia, super-fine forceps were used to separate the millipede’s 
body between segments 6 and 7. The connective tissue was cut on both sides and the 
body cavity of the millipede was exposed. A considerable amount of connective tissue 
and muscle held the gonopods in the body of the millipede and was removed to extract 
the gonopods. Once the gonopods were extracted, they were placed in a glass dish with 
alcohol. Forceps and dissecting needles were used to carefully remove excess connective 
and muscle tissue, gastrointestinal tract, gut contents and anything else that was attached. 
Excess muscle and connective tissue was removed extremely carefully as parts of the 
gonopods could be easily pulled apart, broken or distorted. The right posterior gonopod is 
typically removed and isolated for examination. The left posterior gonopod is typically 
left in situ so orientation can be determined. In cases where the right posterior gonopod is 
lost or damaged, the left can be extracted and examined for important characters. 
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Figure 6. Pregonopodal leg morphology 
Figure 7. Collum morphology 
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Atopetholid millipedes from the southwestern U.S. and Mexico are challenging to 
identify because virtually all of the species are 5 - 8 cm in length, less than 1 cm in 
diameter and dark olive or slate gray with a slight greenish tinge (in preserved specimens). 
For this study, the holotype of C. chihuanus was examined and photographs and 
drawings of gonopods, pregonopodal legs and collum morphology were used for 
comparison with specimens. Photos of pregonopodal legs and collum morphology are 
included as Figures 6 and 7. Each of the listed specimens was dissected and the gonopods 
removed (if not previously dissected) and compared with the holotype photos and 
drawings. 
 
 RESULTS 
 
All of the above listed specimens were morphologically identical to the type specimen. 
The widespread occurrence of C. chihuanus indicates use of a wider variety of habitats 
than has been previously documented. The exact type locality near Cuidad Chihuahua is 
unknown, but was listed by Chamberlin (1947) as “Saltbush-acacia-grass complex.” 
Those data are not on the specimen label and it is unknown how Chamberlin came to that 
conclusion. A field expedition by the author revealed the habitat around Cuidad 
Chihuahua is typical Chihuahuan Desert Atriplex (saltbush) grassland.  
One of the new populations documented by Medrano (2009) was at Tomé Hill, Valencia 
County, New Mexico. This population and the Bernalillo County population are 
important for natural and life history observations. The populations at Bernalillo and 
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Valencia counties inhabit volcanic rocky habitats within saltbush grasslands. The habitats 
are almost identical with psammophilic shrubs and grasses dominating the sandy 
landscape at the base of the volcanic hills. It appears the millipedes at those locations are 
relatively abundant because hundreds of individuals are active on the surface after 
summer thunderstorms, foraging for food and mating (personal observation). The active 
periods vary greatly in duration depending on weather patterns. The millipedes have been 
observed to be surface active from between one and five days after a storm. There is an 
unknown threshold for a storm that must be achieved prior to the millipedes being active 
on the surface as not all storms draw the millipedes out. An interesting observation was 
made by the author regarding occurrence of males and females at different times of the 
summer season. During initial rainstorms sufficient to draw the millipedes to the surface, 
males can be commonly found along with females. Storms later in the season typically 
draw out mostly females. This observation was of note because of the need for male 
specimens for taxonomic work. No quantitative data were collected on the observation, 
but may represent males emerging to feed and mate, then retreat. Reproductive females 
re-emerge after subsequent storms to build reserves for reproduction.  
The success of these populations can be attributed to the thermal and hydrologic 
properties of the volcanic outcrops; the large black boulders in these “thermal islands” 
(Crawford, Bercovitz, and Warburg 1987) concentrate heat because of their dark 
colorations resulting in warmer soils during the winter time. The large black boulders 
also act as a pebble mulch to help retain moisture in the soil, which is vital to the 
millipedes’ survival. The occurrence of C. chihuanus on the volcanic outcrops of New 
Mexico are along the bases of southeast, south or southwest facing slopes, which are 
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considerably warmer than the cooler, moister north-facing slopes. This habitat 
partitioning indicates that temperature is more important to survival, particularly in 
winter, than moisture. 
The current data support a distribution pattern covering a large area from southwest 
Texas, through north central New Mexico, south central Arizona, and northern Mexico 
with a disjunct population on the Baja peninsula. While 31 populations (Figure 8) are 
presented here, there are undoubtedly numerous additional populations throughout the 
range that have yet to be identified. Based on GIS mapping of localities and habitat notes 
on specimen labels, habitats include river valleys, Atriplex grasslands, juniper grasslands, 
mountain ranges and sand dunes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Distribution of Comanchelus chihuanus populations 
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 DISCUSSION 
 
Millipedes by their nature tend to become restricted to island habitats as suitable biotopes 
are limited. When the climate was moister in the southwest, millipedes were likely more 
widespread. In some habitats (e.g. forests) non-atopetholid millipedes can be reliably 
discovered under specific conditions (rotting logs, stream-side or in leaf litter). During 
periods of rain, the millipedes will venture out and may interact with other populations, 
thus providing for gene flow. Most desert and montane species in the western U.S. 
occupy island habitats where they are separated by extremely arid valley floors, thus 
practically eliminating gene flow between populations. It is assumed that when 
conditions were more favorable to millipedes, many of the species now seen in island 
habitats were more widespread. As conditions in the western U.S. have become 
increasingly dry, millipedes now occur only in the habitats where they can survive. Some 
of the habitats may be fairly large such as the central mountain chain in New Mexico. 
Other habitats may be extremely limited, such as the volcanic outcrop in Valencia County, 
New Mexico. Many populations of millipedes must reflect substantial inbreeding and 
localized gene pools, however it is common for geographically disconnected populations 
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to remain phenotypically identical. This could be due to a variety of factors including 
conservation of genetic information for certain anatomical structures or a lack of 
sufficient time for genotypic differences to be reflected in the phenotype.  This has 
implications for millipede populations throughout the world as global climate change 
threatens to alter habitats, especially for desert species. 
Millipedes such as those from Bernalillo and Valencia counties are particularly 
susceptible to changes in climate. These individuals are restricted to small geographic 
areas with no refugia available if the climate or habitat changes. Other populations in 
larger geographic areas may have more options. Populations in mountain ranges may be 
able to move up or down in elevation (depending on the change) and find suitable 
habitats to occupy. The author has observed potential changes to millipede distribution in 
other areas. For example, on collecting trips to southern Alaska and western Canada to 
locations where millipedes were collected 25 to 30 years ago, no millipedes were 
collected. This could be attributed to a variety of factors, including climate change. Most 
extant populations in the southwest appear to have endured and survived long periods of 
droughts in history, including one in the 1950s which lasted about ten years. However, it 
remains to be seen how repeated and extended periods of drought may impact these 
populations today.  
 
 Future Research 
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With genetic drift likely taking place within populations, future research should include 
genetic analysis to further resolve taxonomic and systematic relationships within the 
Atopetholidae. Unfortunately the time period available to collect fresh specimens and 
preserve them for genetic extraction is limited during the field season and unpredictable. 
Appropriate habitats must be identified, and must be visited in conjunction with 
monsoonal rains. Even when appropriate habitats or collection locations have been 
identified, returning at the exact time when the millipedes are active is extremely difficult. 
In many instances, atopetholid specimens have only been collected at a locality a single 
time and it was a serendipitous event when the collector was there when the millipedes 
were active. This has been experienced first-hand through multiple attempts by the author 
to recollect well documented atopetholid localities that have proved fruitless.  
 
 CONCLUSION 
 
While this study provides current information on the status of C. chihuanus populations, 
it should be regarded as a foundational effort. Certainly more data should be generated to 
include genetic studies that characterize genetic drift in the different populations. Should 
cryptic speciation be detected, efforts to classify species for protection should be based 
on the corpus of data. It would be unrealistic to try and track all of the extant populations 
at this time. The current distribution of populations does not support listing the species as 
threatened or endangered due to its occurrence over a large geographical area. Tracking 
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databases should be updated to include the distribution information and tracking of the 
species should be eliminated.  
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 ABSTRACT 
 
An analysis of morphological data was performed for the Atopetholidae, a group of 
desert dwelling millipedes in the southwestern U.S. and Mexico, to attempt to resolve 
sub-family, generic and specific relationships. A parsimony analysis of 47 characters 
coded for 47 species was conducted. A strict consensus tree resulted in a polytomy with 
poor support for any clades. Additional research and collection of fresh material for 
genetics will be required.   
 INTRODUCTION 
 
The millipede family Atopetholidae is a group of desert dwelling members of the order 
Spirobolida from the southwestern U.S. and Mexico. They represent a monophyletic 
group based on both morphological characters and genetic markers (Pitz and Sierwald 
2010). Pitz and Sierwald (2010) only included three atopetholid taxa in their phylogenetic 
analysis of the Spirobolida. All three taxa were from close geographical areas near 
California. The Atopetholidae are a problematic group with which to work. They are 
inexorably tied to the monsoonal rain patterns and can have very brief periods of surface 
activity, as little as one to five days per year, or not at all during drought years (personal 
observation). This results in little or no recently collected material available for genetic 
analysis. Previous studies such as Hoffman and Orcutt (1960), Wesener et al (2008), 
Enghoff (2011) and Pitz and Sierwald (2010) were reviewed for  morphological 
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characters useful for phylogenetic analysis. This research has examined specimens for the 
entire family and coded 47 morphological characters for 47 taxa for analysis. 
 
 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 TAXON SAMPLING 
 
For this analysis, specimens of 47 of 56 extant species were examined. In most cases, 
multiple representatives for each species were examined to determine the range of 
variability in specific characters and to test monophyly of the taxa to the extent possible. 
Character coding was based on male specimens which could be identified to species. No 
female characters were coded. Two additional millipede taxa, Nesoressa crawfordi 
(Parajulidae) and Orthoporus ornatus (Spirostreptidae) were included as outgroups (see 
Table 1). The resulting trees were rooted on these taxa. Taxa included in the phylogenetic 
analysis are shown in Table 1. Holotypes of 35 species were examined. The material 
gathered for this revision included holdings from U.S. West Coast repositories, which 
had not been examined by previous researchers. The following museums loaned 
specimens (type and non-type) for this analysis: 
 
AMNH American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY 
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ANSP  Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia, PA 
CAS  California Academy of Science, San Francisco, CA 
EMEC University of California Berkeley, Essig Museum of Entomology,  
 Berkeley, CA 
FSCA  Florida State Collection of Arthropods, Gainesville, FL 
LACM Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, Los Angeles,   
 CA 
MLBM Monte L. Bean Museum, Provo, UT 
MSB  Museum of Southwestern Biology, Albuquerque, NM 
NCSM North Carolina State Museum of Natural Science, Raleigh, NC 
TMM  Texas Memorial Museum, Austin, TX 
UCR  University of California Riverside, Riverside, CA 
USNM U.S. National Museum, Washington, DC 
UCD  University of California, Davis, Davis, CA 
FNS   Forschungsinstitut und Naturmuseum Senckenberg 
MHN  Museum d'Histoire Naturelle 
SIU  Southern Illinois University 
UOFA  University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
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UTEP  University of Texas, El Paso, El Paso, TX 
VMNH Virginia Museum of Natural History, Martinsville, VA 
 
 MORPHOLOGY 
 
Male specimens of each species were examined and coded for characters used by 
Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) and Pitz and Sierwald (2010) in taxonomic research. Male 
genitalia were dissected and examined independently. The remaining characters were 
observed in situ. Some species were not available for examination and were not coded 
and not included in the analysis.  
 
 PARSIMONY ANALYSIS 
 
The data matrix was created and edited using WinClada (Nixon, 2002), and data were 
analyzed using NONA (Goloboff, 1995) as implemented in WinClada. The commands 
“hold 10000”, hold/50, “mult*100 and “max” were used to find the most parsimonious 
trees. Character state optimizations were examined using WinClada. Trees were viewed 
and summarized in WinClada. Bremer support values (Bremer, 1994) were calculated in 
NONA using the commands “hold 10000”, “suboptimal = 10” and bsupport = 10”. 
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Bootstrap support values were calculated in NONA with 1000 replications and saving the 
consensus of each replication.  
 
 CHARACTERS 
 
The 47 characters coded for the analysis are described below and coded states are 
presented in Table 1. Several of the characters have been used historically to classify the 
family. Some characters are indicated as new and have not previously been used in 
classification. Sources for specific characters are included and can be reviewed for more 
detailed descriptions. 
Specific characters used by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to diagnose sub-families, genera 
and species were targeted. Characters postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to be 
apomorphies for specific groups were observed across the family and were observed to 
be more variable than described by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960). Characters used by 
Wesener et al. (2008) and Pitz and Sierwald (2010) were also included to diagnose the 
family. New characters were described to attempt to capture differences at the generic 
and species levels. 
 
Table 1.  
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Matrix of 47 characters for 47 taxa and two outgroup taxa (*). Unobserved data coded as 
“?”, not applicable data coded as “-“ and polymorphic data coded with a “/” between the 
character states. 
 
Taxon    Characters 1-47 
Orthoporus ornatus * 0111011--10--10-1-01-1--11111111-1-1------0111 
Nesoressa crawfordi * 0111001-100--10---01-11011111111-1-1------0011 
Aculeulus monicae   10000/2111101101110001101101111100011011--100111- 
Arinolus anahiae  10000/2101101111110001101010111000-11110---011110 
Arinolus latus    100000011011110-0101111010000011-1111100100111- 
Arinolus nogalanus  10000/200110?111??0101101010000111-1111141100111- 
Arinolus sequens  1000200110?111??0101111010000?11-1111120100111- 
Arinolus sequoiaensis  10000101101111100101111010000011-11110--000111- 
Arinolus shelleyi  100001011011111/010001111010000000-11110--000111- 
Arinolus torynophor 100000011001110-0101101010000011-1111112100111- 
Atopetholus californicus  100011011010111/010101011110000011-11111---011110 
Atopetholus carmelitus 100011011010111/0101010111100??011-11111---011110 
Atopetholus fraternus 100011011000110-0101001110000011-11111---011110 
Atopetholus lowreyi 100011011010111101010011100??011-11111---011111 
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Atopetholus milleri 10001/21011010110-0101001110000111-11111---011110 
Atopetholus westi  10001/21011010110-0101001110000011-11111--000111- 
Bajabolus bernadinoensis 10002111101001100101101110000111011011--100111- 
B. lapazensis  10001/21111111011/000000101110000111011011--100111- 
Choixulus valdezi  10002111111101110010111110000111111011--000111- 
Cyclothyrophorus salvini 10000/21011101110-0-0110111????1??-11111---011011 
Eurelus alisonae    100021111011011/010001101110000011-11111--100111- 
Eurelus chihuanus  100011111011011/010010111110000011-11111--000111- 
Eurelus hubrichti   10001/21111111011/010011101110011111-11111---10111- 
Eurelus isaiasi      10002111111101100001101110000111-11111--100111- 
Eurelus kerrensis    1000?11111?101100000111110000111-11111--110111- 
Eurelus marisae      10002111111101110001111110000100-11111--010111- 
Eurelus mulaiki      100021111011010-0001101110000100-11111--110111- 
Eurelus neglectus    10001/2111101101100011101110000100-11111--100111- 
Eurelus nietanus     10002011101101100001101110000000-1111130100011- 
Eurelus nigrescens  1000?1111??101??0??11?111???????-11111--000111- 
Eurelus proximus    10001/21111111011/0100111111100??111-11111--100111- 
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Eurelus soleatus     10001/21111111011/010011111110000100-11111---10111- 
Onychelus obustus   100021100011110-0-01101110000111-11111---011011 
Piedolus utus   10000/20011011110-0001100110000111-111001-100111- 
Pinnaulus fieldsi   100021111011011/010001101110000000-01111--011111- 
Tamaulus brantleyae 1000211110?101??00001110100???00-11010---001111 
Tamaulus justini   10000/21111011011/010001101010000110-11011--001111- 
Tamaulus maribelleae 10002111111101110001101110000100-11011---011101 
Tamaulus miae       10001/2111101101110011101010001100-11011---011111 
Tamaulus wardae  10000/21111011011/010001111110000100-11011---011111 
Tarascolus bolivari  10000011101-001/0101/01/01111010000011-1111130000111- 
Tidolus parvus       100001011001110-0101101-10000011-10111--100111- 
Watichelus edentatus 10001111101011110101111110000011-11111--000101- 
Watichelus michelbacheri 100011111110110-0101111110000000-11111--010111- 
Watichelus robustus 10001/21111000110-0101111110011011-11111--010101- 
Watichelus sheari   10001/21011110110-0101111110000011-11111--011111- 
Watichelus smithi   100011111010110-0101101110000011-11111---011010 
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 CHARACTER STATES 
 
1) Clypeus, labrum and epipharynx: not divided in midline by a suture (0); divided in 
midline by a suture (1). Character state (1) is an apomorphy of the Spirobolida. 
2) Shape of the corner of the collum: acutely narrowed ventrad coming to a blunt point 
below the level of the 2nd body ring (0); broadly rounded and not extending below the 
2nd body ring (1). Character state (0) is a synapomorphy for the family Atopetholidae. 
3) Paraprocts: mesal edges invaginated and meeting at a reentrant angle (0); mesal edges 
meeting flush at the posterior end (1). Character state (0) is a synapomorphy for the 
family Atopetholidae. 
4) Posterior gonopods: telopodite and coxite meeting at a right angle (0); telopodite and 
coxite not meeting at a right angle (1). Character state (0) is a synapomorphy for the 
family Atopetholidae. 
5) Ozopores: opening in the metazonite (0); opening in the mesozonite (1); opening at 
suture line (2). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to 
distinguish the subfamily Arinolinae. See discussion below. 
6) Posterior gonopods: with distinct solenomerite (0); without distinct solenomerite (1). 
Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the subfamily 
Arinolinae. 
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7) Anterior gonopods: with well-defined oblique grooves setting off the lateral surface (0); 
without well-defined oblique grooves setting off the lateral surface (1). Character state (0) 
postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the subfamily Arinolinae. 
8) Anterior gonopods: sternite strongly arched mesially (0); sternite only arched 
moderately (1). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to 
distinguish the subfamily Onychelinae. 
9) Anterior gonopods: sternite produced into a subtriangular process (0); sternite not 
produced into a subtriangular process (1).  Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and 
Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the subfamily Onychelinae. 
10) Legs: numerous long bristles in addition to short ventral setae (0); short ventral setae 
only (1). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the 
subfamily Onychelinae. See discussion below. 
11) Body rings: with one distinct transverse suture (0); with two distinct transverse 
sutures. Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the 
subfamily Atopetholinae. See discussion below. 
12) Vinculum: broad with a median groove (0); small or narrow lacking a median groove 
(1). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the 
subfamily Atopetholinae. 
13) Vinculum: separated from the sternite by a large expanse of thin connective tissue (0); 
not separated by a large expanse of connective tissue (1). Character state (0) postulated 
by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the subfamily Eurelinae. 
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14) Coxites of anterior gonopods: separated by ligulate folds of tissue (0); separated by 
vinculum or broad triangular projection of the sternite (1).  Character state (0) is an 
autapomorphy for the genus Tarascolus. 
15) Posterior margin of lower posterior body rings above the legs: posterior margin 
smooth (0); posterior margin not smooth (1). Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) and others 
utilized spinules as a diagnostic character for genera diagnosis in the subfamily Eurelinae. 
There are some species with protrusions on the margins that are not spinules but may be 
diagnostic. New character. See discussion below. 
16) Posterior margin of lower posterior body rings above the legs: spinules present as 
sharp, recurved spines (0); projections or nubs present, but not formed into a recurved 
spine (1). See discussion below. 
17) Legs: Leg pairs 1 and 2: incrassate (0); same size as subsequent legs (1). Character 
state (0) found in all species coded. Likely a synapomorphy for the family Atopetholidae.  
18) Legs: coxal projection on leg pair 3 elongated past leg pair 4 (0); coxal projection on 
leg pair 3 present but not elongated (1). No projection coded as “-“. Character state (0) 
used to diagnose species primarily within the Eurelinae, but found to be variable across 
the family. In at least two species, specimens have been observed to have two character 
states.   
19) Tarsal claws of leg pairs 4 – 7: same size and shape as post-gonopodal legs (0); 
reduced size compared to post-gonopodal legs (1). Character variable. Some species 
reported to have tarsal claws reduced to “tiny vestiges” in Eurelinae (character state (1)), 
but the character appears to be present across the family. May be subject to breakage as 
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some specimens were observed to have broken claws and/or one claw reduced on one 
side.   
20) Thin membranous lobe in front of the anterior gonopod coxal apex: present (0); 
absent (1). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) as possibly being 
of generic value.  
21) Anterior gonopod telopodite: with an accessory process (0); without accessory 
process (1). Character state (0) synapomorphy for the genus Atopetholus.  
22) Antennae length: do not reach past the collum (0); reach beyond the collum (1). 
Character state (0) Postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to be diagnostic for the 
Arinolinae. See discussion below. 
23) Solenomerite of posterior gonopod: long, extending beyond the distal tip of the 
telopodite (0); solenomerite not extending beyond the distal tip of the telopodite (1). 
Character state (0) used to diagnose the genus Piedolus.  
24) Anterior gonopods coxal apices:  thin and elongated (0); broad and short (1). New 
character.  
25) Posterior gonopod coxite: curved spine present (0); no spine present (1). New 
character. Autapomorphy for genus Aculeulus.  
26) Coxal projection on leg pair 4: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from flattened projection to pyramidal in shape.   
27) Coxal projection on leg pair 5: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from flattened projection to pyramidal in shape. 
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28) Coxal projection on leg pair 6: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from flattened projection to pyramidal in shape. 
29) Coxal projection on leg pair 7: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from flattened projection to pyramidal in shape. 
30) Sympleurite of 8th body ring median process: present (0); absent (1). Postulated by 
Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) as diagnostic for Arinolus citrinus. Observed in multiple 
species.  
31) Projection on femur of leg pair 3: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from a small pyramidal projection to a rounded pad. 
32) Projection on femur of leg pair 4: present (0); absent (1). Species level descriptive 
character. Variable from a small pyramidal projection to a rounded pad. 
33) Anterior gonopod coxal endite margin: with bulbous expansion (0); with oblong 
expansion (1). No expansion coded as “-“. New generic level descriptive character. 
34) Posterior gonopod telopodites: spire-like (concave sides rising to a tapered point) (0); 
not spire-like (1). New generic level descriptive character.  
35) Posterior gonopod coxal apices: membranous and continuous with distal margins (0); 
digitiform (1). New generic level descriptive character. 
36) Anterior gonopod coxal endites: distinct sulcus present below margin (0); sulcus not 
present (1). New generic level descriptive character. 
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37) Posterior gonopod telopodite: flat and blade-like (straight back with a tapered point) 
(0); digitiform (1). New generic level descriptive character. 
38) Posterior gonopod telopodite: twist along the long axis (0); not twisted (1). New 
generic level descriptive character. 
39) Posterior gonopod distal solenomerite: fin-like (flat and broad in the center, tapering 
towards the ends) (0); long, slender and pointed (1); short and quadrate (2); short and 
pointed (3) short and rounded (4). New generic level descriptive character. 
40) Solenomerite position relative to lower margin of distally expanded terminal end: 
ventral to lower margin (0); at margin (1); distal to lower margin. New species level 
descriptive character. 
41) Posterior gonopod telopodite distal end: narrowing to a point (0); blade-like (1); 
complex (2). New species level descriptive character. 
42) Posterior gonopod telopodite: curved mesally (0); straight without curve (1). New 
species level descriptive character. 
43) Posterior gonopod telopodite margin: smooth (0); dentate (1). New species level 
descriptive character. 
44) Posterior gonopod sub-basal solenomerite: present (0); absent (1). New species level 
descriptive character. 
45) Posterior gonopod telopodite: bifurcated (0); not bifurcated (1). New species level 
descriptive character. 
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46) Posterior gonopod telopodite terminal end: semi-circular hook (0); other (1). New 
species level descriptive character. 
Characters used by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) and Cook (1911) but not of taxonomic 
value. 
(5) Position of the ozopore opening: metazonite (hind belt), mesozonite (mid belt) and on 
the suture line. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) used the position of the ozopore opening to 
diagnose the subfamily Arinolinae. They stated arinolines had a synapomorphy of the 
ozopore opening in the metazonite (hind belt) of each body ring. This character is 
variable across the family and occurs in other subfamilies. In addition, the opening of the 
ozopore can be variable within a specimen with the ozopore opening along the suture line 
separating the metazonite and mesozonite. 
7) Anterior gonopods: with well-defined oblique grooves setting off the lateral surface; 
(0); without well-defined oblique grooves setting off the lateral surface (1). Character 
state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the subfamily 
Arinolinae. Observed to be in other subfamilies. Reduced in the genus Atopetholus but 
observable in the same location on the gonopod.  
10) Legs: numerous long bristles in addition to short ventral setae (0); short ventral setae 
only (1). Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the 
subfamily Onychelinae. Character variable across the family, not limited to Onychelus.  
11) Body rings: with one distinct transverse suture (0); with two distinct transverse 
sutures. Character state (0) postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to distinguish the 
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subfamily Atopetholinae. Not observed in all species of Atopthelous and observed in 
other species in the family. 
(15), (16) Posterior margin of posterior lower body rings: spinules. Cook (1911) used 
spinules to diagnose two genera – Eurelus and Centrelus. The presence of spinules and 
other posterior margin protrusions is variable across the family. Some specimens within 
the same sample have them and some do not. 
22) Antennae length: do not reach past the collum (0); reach beyond the collum (1). 
Character state (0) Postulated by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to be diagnostic for the 
Arinolinae. Character variable across the family. Observations may be influenced by final 
resting position of the millipede and extension of connective tissue between body rings.  
Anterior gonopods: sternal apodemes. Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) postulated the 
curvature of the sternal apodemes to be diagnostic of the Onychelinae. The curvature of 
the sternal apodemes appears to be highly variable depending on the size of the body of 
the millipede. Smaller specimens have more curvature to the sternal apodemes. Larger 
specimens have less curvature. The sternal apodemes are for muscle attachment and can 
also be influenced by the muscles. 
 
 RESULTS 
A parsimony analysis was run on the characters coded in Table 1.  The characters were 
run unordered and non-additive. A strict consensus tree was calculated, however the 
analysis resulted in a polytomy (Fig 1.). No groups or clades were supported by the 
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analysis. Additional attempts made to refine the tree by selecting characters used by 
Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to diagnose sub-families and genera and to select only 
genitalic characters also generated polytomies.  
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Figure 1. Strict Consensus tree from parsimony analysis of coded characters. 
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 DISCUSSION 
  
The Atopetholidae are a difficult group to resolve. Most somatic characters are variable 
across the family. The characters proposed by Hoffman and Orcutt (1960) to diagnose 
sub-families and genera are inconsistent. The primary characters used for millipede 
classification are male genitalia which are difficult to code as evidenced by the current 
analysis. Differences in genitalic characters were observed during a morphological 
analysis of specimens. Those differences while observable are difficult to capture and 
describe as character states. The taxonomy proposed by Medrano (2014) is believed to be 
monophyletic although the current analysis is not reflective of that position. Pitz and 
Sierwald (2010) have been the only researchers to analyze atopetholid genetic material. 
They included three species from California representing three genera. The three species 
were recovered as monophyletic within the Spirobolida and as sister taxa. Given the 
distinct morphological differences in the genitalia between those three species, it may be 
possible to alter the morphological coding to recover relationships between the taxa.  
 
The obvious answer to this problem is the incorporation of molecular data to help resolve 
the relationships. Given the difficulty in recollecting specimens of fresh material for 
extraction, it is highly unlikely sufficient molecular data will be available for some time. 
Presently, the most useful genes for looking at spirobolid relationships have been 
complete 18S and partial 28S ribosomal RNA genes. They have provided phylogenetic 
relationships within the Arthropoda at different taxonomic levels. The only atopetholid 
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sequences currently known are the three from Pitz and Sierwald (2010). Without 
additional genetic sequences,  any further analysis is not possible.  Conclusions about 
character relationships and development cannot be made at this time based on this 
analysis. Future research could focus on refining the data matrix to be more 
representative of the morphology, especially for genitalic characters. The use of genetic 
data would also be appropriate if it can be obtained given the difficulty in collecting fresh 
material.  
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